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Abstract 

Signalling through the B cell antigen receptor (BCR) governs outcomes for the B cell at 

most fate-determining decision points during development as well as the broader 

adaptive immune response. The mechanisms underlying the nuanced differences in 

timing and strength of BCR signalling that bring about these diverse outcomes are poorly 

understood. This is largely due to the lack of structural information on the BCR’s 

architecture, a problem shared by most receptors of the single-pass membrane protein 

class by virtue of their transmembrane domains (TMDs) that are notoriously difficult to 

study by traditional biophysical techniques.  

In a lateral approach to study these elusive TMDs, our lab previously used a combination 

of cysteine scanning, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and molecular dynamics 

simulations on the BCR’s counterpart in T cells, the T cell receptor (TCR), to generate a 

TM model of its central αβ subunit. This model was borne out by the later published 

cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structure of the TCR, the first atomic-

resolution structure of an intact single-pass receptor, reinforcing the power of the 

approach for challenging membrane-embedded complexes.  

Here, we have used a similar combination of experimental and computational 

techniques to map out the TM arrangement of the BCR’s constituent subunits: the 

ligand-binding membrane-bound immunoglobulin (mIg) and signalling CD79AB dimer, 

yielding the first experimentally-guided structural look into its assembly and identifying 

a common structural element in both BCR and TCR TMDs.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Immune receptors 

The immune system is constantly at work, surveying for abnormalities, repairing 

damage, and neutralising infectious agents, all in response to the information gathered 

through the myriad receptors on the surface of immune cells. An important class of 

these receptors which is responsible for initiating most primary effector functions is the 

multi-chain immune recognition receptors (MIRRs) (aka modular activating receptors 

(MARs)) (Sigalov 2005, Berry et al. 2017), characterised by decoupled ligand binding and 

signalling components.  

Each receptor has a unique antigen-recognition subunit (usually lacking in any 

substantial cytoplasmic domain) that is associated with signalling modules containing 

immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motifs (ITAMs) (Reth 1989) in their 

cytoplasmic tails whose phosphorylation enables them to couple to various intracellular 

signalling pathways. This association with the signalling modules is usually made by 

means of a basic residue in the transmembrane domain (TMD) of the antigen-binding 

subunit that interacts with acidic residues in the TM region of the signalling adaptors. 

Such modular receptors enable the host immune system to recognise and counter 

pathogens’ fast-evolving host defence evasion strategies by providing the flexibility to 

associate with different signalling adaptors to initiate different signalling pathways. A 

number of key receptors fall into this category including the killer immunoglobulin-like 

receptor (KIR), NKG2 and Ly49 receptors on NK cells, B cell receptor on B cells, T cell 

receptor on T cells and Fc receptors on various immune cells, which use the adaptors 

DNAX-activation protein 12 (DAP12),  DNAX-activation protein 10 (DAP10), Fc receptor 

gamma-chain (FcRγ), CD79AB, CD3γ/δ/ε and/or ζ for signalling (Sigalov 2005, Call et al. 

2007, Berry et al. 2017). 
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While the field has developed a detailed understanding of ligand binding in many of 

these receptors and the intracellular signalling pathways that are subsequently 

engaged, how the information from ligand binding to signalling is transduced through 

the cell membrane remains elusive. This is largely due to the lack of structural data on 

these receptors because they fall into the category of single-pass, membrane-spanning 

proteins. The challenge with traditional biophysical characterisation of these proteins is 

twofold: getting them in a medium that appeases both the hydrophobic TM and the 

hydrophilic extra- and intracellular domains (ECD and ICD respectively) and getting the 

receptor subunits (which usually have very low affinity for each other outside the lipid 

bilayer) to interact with each other in solution. Attempting to overcome these 

challenges and better understand the molecular details of how these vital proteins 

function remains an area of active research in receptor biology. 

1.2 The lymphocyte antigen receptors 

The lymphocyte antigen receptors, namely, the T-cell receptor (TCR) and the B-cell 

receptor (BCR) (Figure 1.1) initiate the adaptive immune response by signalling antigen 

binding to their respective cells and instigating cellular activation and differentiation. 

They are distinguished from the other MIRRs by being the only receptor complexes 

associated with signalling modules that have extracellular domains, namely, CD3γ/δ/ε 

and CD79AB, all of which have one extracellular Ig domain per chain. Moreover, these 

signalling modules are uniquely associated with their respective receptors and are not 

shared with any other MIRRs. 

The TCR is octameric, making it the most complex of the MIRRs (Figure 1.1). The ligand-

binding heterodimer is composed of an α and β chain with two extracellular Ig domains 

each, broadly resembling the Fab portion of an antibody (Garboczi et al. 1996, Garcia et 

al. 1996, Dong et al. 2019). These chains are linked to each other by a disulfide bond in 

the ECD and linked to the TMDs by long connecting peptides. This αβ heterodimer is 

constitutively and non-covalently associated with three dimeric modules for signalling: 

the CD3 heterodimers (CD3δε and CD3γε) and the ζζ homodimer, which contain two and 

six ITAMs in their tails respectively (Alarcon et al. 1988, Blumberg et al. 1990, Manolios 

et al. 1990, Cosson et al. 1991, Manolios et al. 1991, Rutledge et al. 1992). The TCR has 
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in its αb TMD basic residues that are characteristic of MIRRs for signalling apparatus 

recruitment, specifically, an arginine in α for ζζ and a lysine in both α and β for CD3δε 

and CD3γε respectively. The signalling modules similarly have acidic residues in their TM 

domains (aspartic acid in CD3δ, CD3ε and ζ and glutamic acid in CD3γ) to mediate this 

interaction. Thus, the functional receptor complex consists of eight single-pass 

membrane proteins (Call et al. 2002, Call et al. 2004), whose structure was recently 

solved using cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) (Figure 1.2) (Dong et al. 2019). 

 

Figure 1.1 Components of the T cell receptor and the B cell receptor.  

Left: TCR complex, composed of ligand-binding αβ and signalling CD3 and ζζ dimers. PDB IDs of structures 
depicted are 6JXR (human αβ TCR ECDs and TMDs) and 2K4F (CD3ε tail with ITAM tyrosines shown). Key 
basic and acidic residues in the TM domain involved in assembly are represented as blue and red circles 
respectively. Right: BCR complex, composed of ligand-binding membrane-bound immunoglobulin (mIg) 
and signalling CD79AB dimer. PDB IDs of structures depicted are 6KXS, 4JVU, 1ADQ (IgM ECDs) and 3KHO 
(mouse CD79B ECD). The signalling subunits of both complexes contain immunoreceptor tyrosine-based 
activation motifs (ITAMs) in their cytoplasmic tails (yellow) whose phosphorylation couples to intracellular 
signalling pathways. Grey box represents cell membrane. 

The BCR, on the other hand, is tetrameric (Figure 1.1) (Schamel et al. 2000, Tolar et al. 

2005). Its antigen-sensing module is a membrane-bound version of its secreted antibody 

(mIg, domain architecture and nomenclature in Figure 1.3). The TMD, which anchors the 
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Figure 1.2 Cryo-EM structure of the octameric TCR complex.  

Left: Side view of the TCR complex. PDB IDs of structures depicted are 6JXR (human αβ TCR ECDs and 
TMDs) and 2K4F (CD3ε tail with ITAM tyrosines shown in yellow). Right: Top view of the TCR's TMD with 
the assembly-mediating acidic (red) and basic (blue) residues shown as spheres. Grey box represents cell 
membrane. 

mIg to the plasma membrane, is encoded by an alternatively spliced exon that adds a 

hydrophobic stretch of amino acids to the C terminus of the antibody heavy chains (HC). 

In the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), the antigen-sensing module assembles with the 

disulfide-linked CD79AB heterodimer (aka Igα/b) (Hombach et al. 1990, Reth 1992), 

which has two intracellular ITAMs to initiate signalling. Assembly of all four chains is 

required for the transport of the BCR complex to the cell membrane. 

The TCR and BCR are believed to have originated from a gene duplication event, 

considering their analogous genetic organisation and shared mechanism of V(D)J 

rearrangement executed by similar recombination-activating gene (RAG) machinery 

(Tonegawa 1983, Yancopoulos et al. 1986, Davis et al. 1988, Oettinger et al. 1990, Schatz 

et al. 1992, Schatz et al. 2011). They also have similar receptor complex organisation, 

with separate ligand-sensing and signal-transducing subunits. Despite the apparent 

shared evolutionary origins of the two lymphocyte antigen receptors and their TMD 

sequences showing conservation of certain residues with helical periodicity (meaning  
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Figure 1.3 Domain architecture of the BCR mIg.  

The ligand sensing subunit of the B cell receptor, mIg, is a membrane-tethered antibody (isotype IgM 
represented in this figure). Like a secreted antibody, it contains two heavy chains (blue) and paired light 
chains (orange). The N-terminal Ig domains are “variable” and determine antigen specificity of the BCR 
clone while the “constant” Ig domains specify the BCR isotype. IgM has 4 constant Ig domains named CH1-
4 from N to C terminus, which are followed by the membrane-anchoring transmembrane domain. 
Interchain disulfide bonds are represented as black boxes. 

they fall on the same side of an α helix) (Campbell et al. 1994), the BCR conspicuously 

lacks the pairs of TMD basic and acidic residues that are known to drive subunit 

assembly in the TCR (Figure 1.4) (Alarcon et al. 1988, Blumberg et al. 1990, Manolios et 

al. 1990, Cosson et al. 1991, Manolios et al. 1991, Rutledge et al. 1992, Call et al. 2002, 

Call et al. 2004) and most other MIRRs. The current hypothesis in the field is that this 

“conserved” face (or TM-C) of the mIg TMD would be responsible for interacting with 

the CD79s, as this is a common requirement for all BCR isotypes, while the other side of 

the helix, called the isotype “specific” face (or TM-S), would be involved in mediating 

oligomerisation of complexes during signalling (Reth 1992, Campbell et al. 1994, Yang 

et al. 2016). 
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Figure 1.4 Amino acid sequences of mouse TCR and BCR components’ TMDs  

Basic residues are coloured blue and acidic residues are coloured red. Basic and acidic residue pairs drive 
assembly in the TCR, but these pairs are absent in the BCR. 
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1.3 Signalling through the BCR 

The BCR is pivotal in governing outcomes at most fate-determining decision points for 

the B cell (Alt et al. 1984, Reth et al. 1985, Kitamura et al. 1992, Papavasiliou et al. 1995, 

Lam et al. 1997, Bannish et al. 2001, Cariappa et al. 2001, Niiro et al. 2002, Kraus et al. 

2004, Paus et al. 2006, Waisman et al. 2007, Cariappa et al. 2009, Srinivasan et al. 2009, 

Winkler et al. 2018, Yam-Puc et al. 2018) as well as the broader adaptive immune 

response, reinforced by the deleterious consequences of its dysregulation (Efremov et 

al. 2020). The strength and timing of signalling through the BCR influence these fate 

decisions during development and selection of pre-B cells in the bone marrow (Reth et 

al. 1985, Kitamura et al. 1992, Papavasiliou et al. 1995, Bannish et al. 2001, Winkler et 

al. 2018), maturation to naïve B cells (Loder et al. 1999, Cariappa et al. 2001, Meade et 

al. 2002, Cariappa et al. 2009, Tsiantoulas et al. 2017) and while providing tonic signalling 

for survival (Lam et al. 1997, Bureau et al. 2002, Meffre et al. 2002, Kraus et al. 2004, 

Srinivasan et al. 2009, Schweighoffer et al. 2018). Upon antigen exposure, it further 

directs activation, proliferation and differentiation of B cells into antibody secreting 

plasma cells or memory B cells (Dal Porto et al. 2002, Paus et al. 2006, Calpe et al. 2011, 

Sáez de Guinoa et al. 2011, Schwickert et al. 2011, Nowosad et al. 2016, Sabouri et al. 

2016, Zaretsky et al. 2017) and mediates antigen recognition and internalisation for 

processing and presentation to T cells (Lankar et al. 2002, Mitchison 2004, Pape et al. 

2007, Yuseff et al. 2013) to fortify the adaptive immune response (Niiro et al. 2002, Yam-

Puc et al. 2018). 

The BCR is able to achieve these diverse outcomes by initiating various cellular signalling 

pathways that contextually result in either cell survival, death or proliferation (Figure 

1.5 B). The intracellular signalling events begin with the phosphorylation of the CD79AB 

ITAMs by the Src family kinase Lyn followed by spleen tyrosine kinase (Syk), leading to 

assembly of adaptor proteins including B-cell linker protein (BLNK), phosphoinositide-

specific phospholipase C (PLCγ2) and Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (Btk) into signalosomes 

(Flaswinkel et al. 1994, Saouaf et al. 1994, DeFranco 1995, Ishiai et al. 1999). This 

initiates phosphorylation cascades of downstream effectors that ultimately activate  
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Figure 1.5 Signalling through the BCR.  

A) Models of BCR triggering: the conformation-induced oligomerisation model and the dissociation 
activation model. The conformation-induced oligomerisation model proposes that antigen binding 
promotes a conformational change and clustering of monomeric BCRs into a signalling-active state. The 
dissociation activation model hypothesises that resting BCRs are pre-clustered into signalling-inactive 
oligomers and antigen binding leads to disruption of these oligomers to initiate signalling. B) Key proteins 
involved in BCR signalling and the pathways they activate. Full details in main text. In the receptor ICDs, 
yellow dots represent ITAMs and red dots represent ITIMs. Grey boxes represent cell membrane. 
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transcription factors of the Ras-extracellular-signal-regulated kinase (ERK) mitogen-

activated protein (MAP) kinase (Nagaoka et al. 2000, Richards et al. 2001), nuclear factor 

κ B (NFκB) (Grumont et al. 1994, Kaisho et al. 2001, Senftleben et al. 2001, Pasparakis et 

al. 2002) and nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAT) (Timmerman et al. 1997) 

pathways to regulate gene expression. Outcomes are additionally regulated by 

phosphorylation of costimulatory CD19 (primarily via phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) 

– protein kinase B (AKT) pathway (Beckwith et al. 1996, O'Rourke et al. 1998, Fruman et 

al. 1999, Fujimoto et al. 2000, Pogue et al. 2000)) or antagonistic co-receptors like CD22 

(Poe et al. 2000, Otipoby et al. 2001), paired immunoglobulin-like receptor B (PIRB) and 

low-affinity IgG Fc receptor II-B (FcγRIIB) (which contains immunoreceptor tyrosine-

based inhibition motifs or ITIMs) (Cyster et al. 1995, Chacko et al. 1996) by recruitment 

of phosphatases Src homology 2 (SH2)-domain-containing protein tyrosine phosphatase 

1 (SHP1) and SH2-domain-containing inositol polyphosphate 5ʹ phosphatase (SHIP) to 

block advancement of activating cascades. 

There is much active research on the mechanisms behind the nuanced differences in 

signalling that bring about these diverse outcomes. One of the junctures with major 

potential to influence these events is the period immediately after antigen binding and 

before the phosphorylation events in the cytosol, defining the process of BCR activation. 

1.3.1 BCR activation 

The extracellular antigen-sensing domain of the BCR is a whole antibody of considerable 

size and flexibility and it must discern and respond to a plethora of cell-associated, 

soluble and particulate antigens. While tracking the series of events that mark activation 

of the BCR, it is also important to consider it in its native environment, with its 

extremities exposed to myriad extracellular ligands and intracellular adaptors and its 

lateral movement regulated by the highly dynamic and compositionally heterogeneous 

plasma membrane. Studies aimed at monitoring this kaleidoscopic environment have 

successfully captured some of the key, concerted changes contributing to signal 

initiation in the BCR. The earliest supramolecular events include coalescence of ligated 

receptors and lipid rafts (Petrie et al. 2000, Dykstra et al. 2003, Gupta et al. 2003, Sohn 

et al. 2006, Sohn et al. 2008), local actin reorganisation (Fleire et al. 2006, Treanor et al. 
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2010) and concentration of co-receptors, kinases (Petrie et al. 2000, Gupta et al. 2003, 

Sohn et al. 2006, Depoil et al. 2008, Sohn et al. 2008) and signalling molecules (Lillemeier 

et al. 2006). While there may be a causality dilemma between some of the above-

mentioned local reorganisation events, they potentially occur in conjunction with 

receptor-intrinsic events to transduce binding information to the cell. 

The majority of these events involve the cytoskeletal proteins and their continuous but 

changing roles throughout the whole BCR activation process. In the resting state the 

cytoskeleton is responsible for compartmentalising the membrane (Lillemeier et al. 

2006) to help keep separate BCRs from coreceptors (Mattila et al. 2013) or even BCR 

clusters of different isotypes (Maity et al. 2015) in physically distinct “protein islands”. 

Upon stimulation with antigen, the actin networks reorganise to allow diffusion of BCRs 

and coreceptors between protein islands (Lillemeier et al. 2006, Treanor et al. 2010, 

Mattila et al. 2013) and enable B cell spreading to gather antigens and amplify the signal 

(Fleire et al. 2006). BCR signalling and cytoskeletal reorganisation are so interlaced that 

disruption of the actin network has been shown to trigger BCR signalling independent 

of antigen engagement, and conversely signalling through the BCR triggers remodelling 

of the cytoskeleton, initiating antigen endocytosis (Tolar 2017). This dynamic 

mechanism of control of BCR activation by the cytoskeleton enables further fine-tuning 

of the quality and quantity of BCR signalling induced. 

1.3.2 Mechanisms of BCR triggering 

In the resting state, BCRs appear to exist as a distribution of monomers and pre-

clustered receptors on the cell surface (Schamel et al. 2000, Schamel et al. 2005, Mattila 

et al. 2013, Gomes de Castro et al. 2019), and in the case of mIgG, with its positively 

charged tails anchored to the membrane through ionic interactions with negatively 

charged membrane-lipid headgroups (Chen et al. 2015). Single particle tracking (SPT) 

studies of IgM, IgD and IgG BCRs on resting B cells have shown that these species diffuse 

on the cell membrane within their protein islands (Treanor et al. 2010), and that 

different isotypes diffuse at different rates (IgD being the slowest), indicating that all 

isotypes may not share the same steady state organisation.  
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Due to the low density of labelling for these SPT experiments, whether the “single 

particle” being tracked is a monomer or oligomer is indistinguishable and whether 

receptors cluster or dissociate upon ligand-binding to trigger BCR activation is 

contentious and an area of much investigation, as discussed below.  

1.3.2.1 Clustering 

A crosslinking-based BCR activation model was the first proposed in the field as it is the 

canonical model of activation for most single-pass receptor systems (Schlessinger 1988, 

Williams 1989, Ullrich et al. 1990). Initially, this model was appealing as only multivalent 

ligands were capable of signal initiation (Woodruff et al. 1967, Metzger 1992), but the 

discovery that the receptor responds to monomeric ligand which is membrane-

associated (Kim et al. 2006, Tolar et al. 2009, Mukherjee et al. 2013, Avalos et al. 2014) 

suggested that an activation mechanism independent of physical crosslinking was 

possible.  

Explanations offered to this result included the finding that the opposing force provided 

by the membrane of an antigen presenting cell (APC) plays a role in triggering (Wan et 

al. 2015) and that the presence of Src family kinases in B cells in addition to Syk enable 

it to respond to monovalent antigens (Mukherjee et al. 2013). Subsequently, the field 

turned to investigating other models of clustering outside of physical crosslinking. 

Much of the work on the clustering model (Figure 1.5 A) was spearheaded by Tolar, 

Pierce and colleagues by live cell imaging using fluorescence microscopy (Tolar et al. 

2005). Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is often used to test the proximity of 

two targets and occurs if they are within 10 nm. Tolar et al attached cyan fluorescent 

protein (CFP) and yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) to the C termini of resting BCR chains, 

and a lack of FRET between labelled CD79As (that could only occur between adjacent 

complexes as each BCR has only one CD79A) in both IgM and IgG BCRs led them to 

conclude that BCRs exist as monomers in the resting state.  

To study changes upon ligation, alongside the C-terminal CFP-YFP FRET they also used a 

mixture of Cy3-labelled and Cy5-labelled antigens, to monitor the ECDs. Crosslinking of 
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the BCRs with the fluorescently labelled polyvalent soluble antigen led to an increase in 

FRET, suggesting the BCR monomers were being brought closer together in the ECDs. 

Over time this FRET signal was seen to saturate and maintain. An increase in FRET was 

also observed on the cytoplasmic side (CFP-YFP) of all four chains upon antigen ligation, 

however there seemed significantly more dynamics in the tails. As opposed to the 

maintenance of the FRET signal over time seen in the ECDs, the increase in intracellular 

FRET was followed by a drop after about 2 minutes, and in the case of mIgM a gradual 

rise again. The authors attributed this rise and fall pattern to the initial clustering of 

monomers increasing FRET, followed by the attachment of kinases to the CD79 ITAMs, 

pushing the fluorophores apart and causing the drop. Activation of a negative feedback 

loop upon clustering could trigger phosphatase activity to slowly reverse this and 

increase the FRET again. Removal of cholesterol (found in lipid rafts) using methyl-β-

cyclodextrin prevented the observed drop in FRET, possibly by interfering with kinase 

binding (Cheng et al. 1999), while disrupting BCR internalisation and actin reorganisation 

had no effect on the FRET rise and fall pattern. 

Considering the inherent limitations associated with FRET relating to the high sensitivity 

of FRET efficiency to the relative ratio and orientation of the fluorophores, and the 

caveat that a lack of FRET signal does not necessarily mean a lack of interaction between 

two targets, Pierce, Tolar and colleagues further investigated the clustering model using 

total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy and single-molecule imaging 

(Tolar et al. 2009). BCRs from both primary B cells and transduced J558L cells (mIgH– 

CD79A– CD79B+ λ+ mouse plasmacytoma) showed a decrease in their rate of diffusion 

on the cell surface on encountering planar bilayers coated with antigen. Multimeric 

antigens were more efficient at immobilising and clustering the BCRs into signalling-

active oligomers compared to the monovalent antigens that required higher 

concentrations to engage sufficient BCRs to form a cluster. The authors identified the 

membrane-proximal CH4 domain to be necessary and sufficient for this clustering (Tolar 

et al. 2009). Additionally, polar residues in the TMD (WTxxST, mIg TMD sequence shown 

in Figure 1.5 A), which were previously implicated in mediating oligomerisation 

(Schamel et al. 2000), were also shown to contribute significantly to BCR clustering 

(Tolar et al. 2009). They thus incorporated an element of conformational change into 
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their clustering model (aka conformation-induced oligomerisation model (CIOM) (Figure 

1.5 A)), proposing that BCRs have an oligomerisation interface involving CH4 that is 

protected in resting BCRs, but the force exerted by a membrane-bound antigen is 

capable of bringing about a conformational change, making the oligomerisation 

interface accessible for clustering. The persisting caveat of this technique is the 250 nm 

resolution limit (BCRs are ~10 nm), and the resulting uncertainty of whether the 

visualised species are actually monomers, dimers or even larger clusters. Hence a 

conclusive validation of the clustering model is pending.  

1.3.2.2 Dissociation Activation 

The main alternative model to clustering is the dissociation activation model (DAM) 

(Figure 1.5 A) introduced by Schamel, Yang and Reth (Reth et al. 2000, Yang et al. 2016). 

This model proposes that BCRs exist as oligomers in the resting state, autoinhibited by 

TM interactions, and the dissociation/reorganisation of these oligomers induced by 

antigen binding results in initiation of BCR signalling by putting the receptors in a 

signalling-active conformation and/or releasing negative regulators from the local 

membrane environment (Yang et al. 2016). Further, they reason that such a model that 

merely requires disruption of a defined resting oligomeric state without extensive 

specificity would provide an explanation to how the BCR is able to be activated by 

structurally diverse and even monovalent antigens. 

The first observation that spurred this model came from blue native polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (BN-PAGE) studies showing IgM and IgD BCRs purified from 

unstimulated B cells ran as oligomers (Schamel et al. 2000). The BCR complexes for these 

experiments were obtained by limiting detergent lysis (in the mild, non-ionic detergent 

thesit) and this had raised doubt at the time about whether the detergent conditions 

preserved native interactions or if the results were due to incomplete solubilisation.  

To directly interrogate their hypothesis, Yang and Reth employed a BCR rebuilding 

approach in S2 Drosophila Schneider cells (Yang et al. 2010). Proximity between BCRs 

was read out using bifluorescence complementation (BiFC) quantified by a combination 

of immunoprecipitation and flow cytometry (IP-FCM). BIFC involves attaching N- and C-
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terminal half-domains of a fluorophore to two targets of interest and measuring 

fluorescence arising from reformation of a complete fluorophore by two half domains 

close enough to fold together. After allowing 4-hydroxy-3-iodo-5-nitrophenylacetyl 

(NIP)-specific BCRs (and attached fluorophore half domains) to assemble, cells were 

lysed and immunoprecipitated with anti-NIP. Immunoprecipitated complexes were 

quantitated for the amount of CD79A coprecipitated by FCM and the BiFC fluorescence 

normalised to this, to generate BiFC efficiency. In both mIgM and mIgD, BiFC between 

CD79As was significant, indicating close proximity of neighbouring BCR complexes in the 

resting state. To determine the interfaces involved in the oligomeric conformation, they 

checked BiFC efficiency in mIg TM mutants in which the isotype-specific TM-S side 

hydrophilic residues had been mutated, as this had impaired oligomerisation of IgD BCRs 

in their BN-PAGE studies (Schamel et al. 2000). BiFC however was unaffected by these 

mutations until combined with the removal of the CD79AB interchain disulfide bond, 

which then almost completely abolished oligomerisation. Whether oligomerisation can 

still be attributed to the specific TM-S side at this point is questionable as these 

mutations in combination with removal of the CD79AB disulfide bond could have just 

been excessively disruptive and generally destabilised the complex.  

A drawback of these studies is the fact that the BCR complexes are purified from cell 

lysates and so fluorescence could also be detected from intracellular complexes that 

may not have cleared ER quality control or reached the cell surface. Moreover, it 

provides no information on the proportion of BCRs existing as monomers vs dimers, or 

even whether BiFC signal is from dimers or higher order species. Also, since the 

formation of the full fluorophore is irreversible, dynamic changes that may be involved 

in BCR activation cannot be captured.  

With traditional microscopy techniques having resolution capped at 250 nm at the 

diffraction limit of light, the need for alternative approaches to capture interaction of 

BCRs at the 10-20 nm scale was evident. Newer super-resolution techniques like direct 

stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM) further support the oligomeric 

state of resting BCRs (Mattila et al. 2013), however no change was observed in the 

nanoclusters on stimulation with antigen, suggesting further optimisation of the signal 
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processing protocols may be needed for accurate interpretation of results by this 

method. 

Proximity ligation assays (PLAs) allow for the resolution barrier to be broken by 

capturing small range interactions and amplifying them to a detectable signal 

(Söderberg et al. 2008). PLA allows for detection of targets ~80, 40 or 20 nm apart by 

using oligonucleotide probes attached to either secondary antibodies (2-PLA), primary 

antibodies (1-PLA) or Fabs (Fab-PLA) respectively. If the oligonucleotide probes are close 

enough, they can template the circularisation and ligation of two additional “connecting 

oligonucleotides”. This circularised connector then acts as a template for rolling circular 

amplification of one of the probes, amplifying multiple copies of hybridisation sites for 

fluorophore-tagged oligos to ultimately visualise the signal by confocal microscopy. 

 Kläsener et al detected 2-, 1- and Fab-PLA signals in resting NIP-specific IgM and IgD 

BCRs and a subsequent drop in the Fab-PLA signal upon stimulation with NIP- bovine 

serum albumin (BSA) (Kläsener et al. 2014). The drop in Fab-PLA signal but the 

sustenance of the 2- and 1-PLA signal was interpreted as an opening of the oligomers, 

but not beyond 40 nm, consistent with the dissociation activation model. Further, 

through experiments that activated the BCRs using the actin-disrupting drug 

Latrunculin A instead of antigen, the authors showed that the kinase Syk (but not Lyn) 

was required for this opening of oligomers, leading to the proposal of an “inside-out” 

opening mechanism of the nanoclusters by Syk for amplification of BCR signalling.  

Two main caveats to consider with this technique are the use of fixed rather than live 

cells, and antibodies ambiguously directed to the heavy chain constant region. 

Interfaces in the CH3 and CH4 regions have been shown to be important for clustering of 

the BCRs upon antigen exposure (Tolar et al. 2009) and the PLA results could be 

explained by the CH domains being exposed to the antibodies in an unstimulated 

monomeric state but these binding surfaces being occluded by clustering once 

stimulated, and hence a lack of antibody binding and PLA signal. If the binding sites of 

the antibodies are reported, this concern could be addressed. 
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While the investigation continues, with the conformation-induced oligomerisation 

model having the advantage of using live cells and the dissociation activation model 

having the upper hand in terms of resolution, much has been learnt about the behaviour 

of BCRs on the cell surface in the process of investigating the two triggering models. 

What has come out as a common theme in both models is the importance of both inter- 

and intra-complex interacting surfaces. Knowledge of the arrangement of the BCR’s mIg 

and CD79AB with respect to each other will help elucidate which molecular surfaces 

stabilise the complex and which are available for inter-receptor interactions, providing 

crucial structural details to assess the compatibility of these triggering models with 

receptor architecture.  

1.4 Arrangement of the BCR 

1.4.1 Structural information on BCR arrangement from biophysics 

The difficulty in obtaining high-resolution structures of intact single-pass receptors has 

long limited our understanding of these proteins. As for the BCR, this is exacerbated by 

the inherent flexibility of antibodies imparted by their hinge region, making them tricky 

to crystallise and even posing challenges to the promising new advancements in cryo-

EM (due to high variability during 2D classification of particles). A divide-and-conquer 

strategy is typically adopted for these receptor systems whereby each domain is studied 

in isolation to eventually be able to piece the whole complex together.  

Though the quest to understand antibody structure began over 50 years ago, to date 

there is no full-length structure of the fundamental IgM. The structures of various 

constituent fragments have been solved including Fabs, isolated Ig domains, and most 

recently the IgM Fc pentamer (Li et al. 2020). Intact structures of various antibodies of 

the IgG subtype however have been solved (Jay et al. 2018). Monomeric and 

homodimeric structures of human and mouse CD79B ECDs have been reported (Radaev 

et al. 2010) and a model proposed for the CD79AB ECD based on the homodimer 

structure.  

As for the cytoplasmic tails, those of mIgM and mIgD are only 3 residues long, precluding 

any significant structural features. The 28 amino acid tail of mIgG adopts a partial helical 
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structure in the resting state when anchored to the membrane and is unstructured upon 

its release from the membrane during signalling (Chen et al. 2015). The CD79 tails are 

also mostly unstructured in vitro (Sigalov et al. 2004, Rosenlöw et al. 2014) with CD79A 

showing slight helical propensity in the C-terminal region, lost on phosphorylation and 

the opposite is observed for CD79B (Rosenlöw et al. 2014).  

There are currently no experimental structures of the TMDs. 

While these fragments of structural informational on the BCR are valuable as a starting 

point, the relative positions of all the subunits with respect to each other is still 

unknown. It must also be remembered that these structures have been determined 

outside the context of a native, fully assembled complex, which may have altered their 

configurations from their physiological state. 

1.4.2 Structural information on BCR arrangement from biochemistry 

1.4.2.1 Biochemical information on the ECD and ICD 

The majority of information on the interactions holding the complex together have 

come from biochemical studies. CD79A has two glycosylation sites; when associated 

with mIgD, both sites are resistant to Endo-H cleavage, however, in the other isotypes 

one glycosylation site remains Endo-H sensitive (Sakaguchi et al. 1988, Venkitaraman et 

al. 1991). Domain-swapping experiments mapped the element responsible for this 

differential glycosylation to the extracellular spacer of mIgD (Pogue et al. 1994), which 

is considerably longer than those of the other isotypes. One possible explanation for this 

observation is that CD79A’s ECD and the membrane-proximal CH domains of the non-

IgD isotypes pack closely, sterically blocking the processing of the carbohydrate, while 

the long mIgD spacer leaves the site accessible. Indeed, other studies corroborate the 

importance of the CD79 ECDs in BCR stability and expression (Alfarano et al. 1999, 

Indraccolo et al. 2002, Dylke et al. 2007) and cluster mutational analysis on the CD79AB 

ECDs and mIgM’s membrane-proximal CH4 domain have also shown dispersed 

interaction surfaces in these domains (Radaev et al. 2010).  
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On the other side of the membrane, removal of the three cytoplasmic residues of mIgM 

prevents cell surface expression and antigen uptake for presentation (Blum et al. 1993), 

probably due to poor membrane insertion. A small amount of the tail-less mutant seen 

to still reach the cell surface (with no detectable CD79s) was found to be expressed as a 

glycosylphosphatidylinositol-linked protein, a linkage that facilitates membrane-

tethering in the absence of the native transmembrane domain (Shaw et al. 1990). 

1.4.2.2 Biochemical information on the TMD 

The cell membrane is a location with considerable spatial overlap between the two BCR 

subunits in all isotypes, and in most MIRRs is the region harbouring the interactions that 

drive receptor assembly (Berry et al. 2017). Since the BCR mIg TMD lacks the canonical 

basic residues that recruit signalling dimers, numerous studies endeavoured to identify 

alternative residues that may drive interactions with the CD79s, mostly targeted at 

residues that are uncommon in TMDs like the large number of polar residues in the mIg 

and the E/Q/P residues in CD79AB. 

1.4.2.2.1 Biochemical information on the mIg TMD 

The BCR mIgs have a conspicuously high number of hydroxyl-bearing polar residues in 

their TMDs (Figure 1.6 A), which is rare in single-pass membrane proteins (Landolt-

Marticorena et al. 1993, Arkin et al. 1998, Sharpe et al. 2010) and energetically 

unfavourable in the hydrophobic plasma membrane. Such polar residues are typically 

shielded by interactions with lipids or other membrane-anchored proteins and indeed 

the BCR does not reach the cell surface in the absence of CD79AB (Hombach et al. 1990). 

Consequently, a BCR assembly mechanism mediated by these polar residues has been 

the one most popularly interrogated. 

The mIg’s polar residues are distributed between both conserved and isotype-specific 

sides of the TM helices and broadly grouped into two patches, the N-terminal TTAST 

(TM positions 3-7) and C-terminal YSTTVT (TM positions 18-23) polar patches (numbered 

from the beginning of the TMD, mIgM TMD sequence shown in Figure 1.6 A). Shielding 
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Figure 1.6 Summary of past mutagenesis work on the mIg TMD’s polar residues. 

 A: Protein sequence of the mIgM TMD. Due to the variable nature of the mIg’s N terminus, we have 
started the numbering from the TMD. Residues mutated in the mutagenesis studies discussed are 
coloured light/dark green in panels A and C. TMD-flanking sequences are in grey. B: The effects of single 
and double mutations of polar residues in the mIg TMD on various cellular functions. C: Positions of these 
mutated polar residues on a model helix.  
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of these polar patches, possibly by CD79AB, was shown to be important for mIg export 

to the cell surface and failure to do so resulted in retention of the mIgs in the ER. 

Mutations to remove the hydroxyl groups from these residues relieved ER retention and 

enabled CD79AB-independent expression at the cell surface (Williams et al. 1990, 

Cherayil et al. 1993). 

Further, mutation of the polar residues on the isotype-specific side to hydrophobic 

residues prevented oligomerisation of IgD BCRs beyond dimers as visualised by BN-PAGE 

(Schamel et al. 2000), reinforcing the proposal that the polar residues in the TMD are 

key in mediating interactions within and between complexes. 

Point mutations of individual polar/aromatic residues (Figure 1.6) including W2L, S15A, 

Y18F, S19A, T20V, T21V and T23V were studied in mIgM and had no drastic effects on 

assembly or signalling by themselves, with the exception of T23V showing a partial 

defect in tyrosine phosphorylation and inositol production upon stimulation (Shaw et al. 

1990, Blum et al. 1993, Grupp et al. 1993), suggesting a series of compensatory polar 

interactions. One study found mutants S15A, Y18F and T23V defective at signalling and 

the authors attributed this to stimulation with low affinity antigens as the mutants were 

still found to associate with CD79A in cell lysates (Pleiman et al. 1994). Y18F was also 

shown to be defective at antigen presentation (Shaw et al. 1990). 

The strongest evidence for a direct role of the mIg TMDs in assembly was the 

identification of the two adjacent polar residues, Y18 and S19, whose mutation together 

led to surface expression of the mIg independent of CD79 association (Shaw et al. 1990, 

Grupp et al. 1993, Stevens et al. 1994). The Y18V/S19V mutants with disrupted CD79AB 

association expectedly failed at signalling as measured by the inability to initiate 

intracellular calcium flux, tyrosine phosphorylation or inositol production. Interestingly, 

however, the mutation Y18F/S19A did not impair any of these functions, suggesting it is 

the aromatic nature of the Y/F residues or the smaller size of S vs V important to the 

interaction with the CD79s rather than the hydroxyl groups (Shaw et al. 1990, Stevens 

et al. 1994). Nonetheless, these experiments motivated the hypothesis that Y18 and S19 

were direct points of contact to the CD79AB signalling module, and the CD79-decoupling 

effect of the Y18V/S19V mutant was subsequently used to study the requirement of 
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CD79AB for other key BCR functions including migration into lipid rafts during activation 

(Vilen et al. 1999, Cheng et al. 2001, Vilen et al. 2002, Kim et al. 2005) and antigen 

presentation (Patel et al. 1993, Mitchell et al. 1995).  

As summarised above, a lot of biochemical work has been done on the TM residues in 

the mIg, particularly Y18 and S19, and the field awaits mechanistic explanations to the 

undoubtedly important roles of these residues that detailed structural information on 

the membrane-embedded regions would provide. The structural work described in this 

thesis shows that these Y18 and S19 residues may in fact have a different role in the 

assembly of the BCR than merely acting as contact points to the CD79s. 

1.4.2.2.2 Biochemical information on CD79AB’s TMD 

Compared to mIg, literature on the CD79AB TMD is very limited. Domain-swapping 

studies on IgM BCR showed that a heterodimer of CD79A and B extracellular and 

transmembrane domains was required for assembly with mIgM and surface expression 

of the complete BCR (Dylke et al. 2007). Homomeric tails of either CD79A or B did not 

affect assembly, however the downstream effects on signalling were not tested. 

Additionally, no construct with heterodimeric ECDs and homodimeric CD79A TMDs was 

tested in this study. 

The only study that attempted to focus on the CD79AB TMD and identify the residues 

mediating interactions with mIg was by Yang and colleagues (Gottwick et al. 2019). They 

used a BCR rebuilding protocol in S2 Drosophila Schneider cells (as previously used by 

them while demonstrating the dissociation activation model (Yang et al. 2010)) to 

interrogate the role of similarly spaced glutamic acid (E)/ glutamate (Q) and proline (P) 

residues present in the TMDs of CD79A and B (Figure 1.7). They showed that the E and 

P residues in CD79A were responsible for its retention in the ER in the absence of CD79B, 

with E predictably more destabilising than P. The Q and P in CD79B however did not 

exert the same restriction on its surface expression as CD79B was expressed at the cell 

surface despite the presence of these residues.  
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Figure 1.7 Residues of interest in the CD79 TMDs.  

TMD sequences of the BCR chains represented as sequence conservation WebLogos. The residues of 
interest in the CD79s discussed in the main text are boxed in red. Polar residues are coloured orange and 
acidic residues red. 

They next tested the necessity of this E/Q-X10-P motif for the assembly of the CD79AB 

heterodimer and found it insignificant in comparison to the interchain disulfide bond, 

whose removal massively destabilised the dimer. For assembly with mIg however, the 

E/Q-X10-P motif had a definite role, as mutation to K-X10-A or A-X10-A resulted in 

impaired assembly with both mIgM and mIgD. This could either be due to the E/Q/P 

residues participating in a necessary interaction with the mIg TMD or their contribution 

to stability of the complex by other means. The interchain disulfide bond between 

CD79A and B was again shown to have a significant role in stable assembly of wildtype 

(WT) and E/Q/P mutant CD79ABs with mIgM and mIgD. 

The authors concluded by proposing that CD79A and B each assemble with one helix of 

the mIg dimer via their E/Q-X10-P motifs which is ideally spaced to contact the N- and C- 

terminal polar patches of the mIg, and that this assembly occurs in a symmetric fashion 

to form the complete BCR. While this study made a substantial effort to initiate more 

scrutiny of the CD79AB TMDs, it was restricted to the study of just two residues, and 

further investigation of the TMD will likely reveal roles for other conspicuous residues 

like the glycines or polar amino acids. 
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1.4.3 Structural information on BCR arrangement from computational modelling 

Computational modelling has offered the opportunity to study membrane proteins in a 

way many traditional biophysical techniques cannot, with the ability to test hypotheses 

about specific interactions within the unique constraints of a bilayer. Consequently, 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are routinely used to refine experimentally 

derived structures (Petruk et al. 2013, Sun et al. 2013, Sharma et al. 2014, Wei et al. 

2014, Cheng et al. 2015, López et al. 2015, Koehler Leman et al. 2018) by confirming 

their lowest energy conformations in membranes to correct artefactual orientations 

predicted as a result of non-native experimental conditions or the lack of resolution to 

confidently assign amino acid side chain rotamers. Additionally, they can capture key 

interactions embedded proteins have with membrane lipids in native settings. There 

have been large gains in accuracy of membrane modelling over the last 5-10 years 

(Biggin et al. 2015, Chavent et al. 2016, Huber et al. 2019, Marrink et al. 2019) and 

continued optimisation of protocols to facilitate all-atom simulations (that are currently 

still computationally expensive). Thus, they have the potential to offer significant 

structural insight in challenging membrane protein systems such as single-pass 

receptors. 

Because many of the key interactions within the BCR are thought to reside in the 

membrane, the limited computational studies that have been performed on the BCR 

have been on the TMDs. Varriale et al performed MD simulations to study the 

dimerisation of the mIg HC TMDs using seven sequences with 37-89% homology 

(Varriale et al. 2010) in 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) 

bilayers. The starting structure of the monomer helices used was based on a previously 

reported mIg TMD helix model from C. hamatus (Merlino et al. 2008). They found that 

all seven sequences converged on a similar dimer structure (root-mean-square 

deviation (RMSD) 1.5–2.7 Å) stabilised by packing of bulky aromatic rings and hydrogen 

bonding mediated by phenylalanine and serine residues, respectively, at the dimer 

interface (Figure 1.8). They defined the motif containing these residues (which fall on 

the conserved TM-C side) as the FxxxFxxS/TxxxS motif (Figure 1.8) and noted strong 
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Figure 1.8 Varriale et al’s mIg TMD model. 

Top: Sequence conservation WebLogo from 68 mIg sequences. Bottom: Model of Varriale et al’s mIg TM 
dimer with the conserved FxxxFxxS/TxxxS motif shown in stick representation. The surface representation 
shows the complementary packing at the interface. Adapted from (Varriale et al. 2010). 

negative selection of the codons encoding the motif, protective of its sequence, in their 

phylogenetic analysis. A search for this motif among other membrane proteins in the 

full PDBTM dataset retuned no hits, revealing it was unique to the BCR (Varriale et al. 

2010). This was the first study to implicate these conserved-face residues (including the 

Y18/S19’s S19) in promoting dimerisation of the mIg rather than interaction with 

CD79AB, although the modelling was notably done in the absence of CD79AB. The 

dimerising potential of the motif has since been harnessed in a proof-of-principle study 

by incorporating it into engineered TCRs used for cancer immunotherapy to increase 

stability and reduce interactions with patients’ native TCRs (D'Apice et al. 2019).  
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The other significant computation study on the BCR was a simulation of the complete 

tetrameric TMD arrangement by Böckmann and colleagues (Friess et al. 2018). The 

authors performed self-assembly MD simulations on the human mIgM TMD in a 

stepwise manner, first modelling the mIg and CD79 dimers separately and then 

assembling the resultant dimers together. The tetramers were then further probed for 

potential oligomerisation interfaces. All initial simulations were course-grained and 

done in POPC, and the dominant clusters from these simulations were then tested for 

stability using atomistic simulations in 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanolamine (POPE). 

From the mIg dimer simulations, two dominant clusters emerged (both representing 

40% of all dimers formed) (Figure 1.9 A). One cluster dimerised as a symmetric, right-

handed coiled coil with the conserved side at the interface and a crossing angle of about 

40° (termed binding mode (BM)-A) and the other cluster was asymmetric with the 

helices almost parallel and the interface containing the conserved side of one helix and 

isotype-specific side of the other (termed BM-B). BM-A is quite similar to Varriale’s 

model described above (Varriale et al. 2010). One helix had almost the same interacting 

interface in both BM-A (symmetric dimer) and BM-B (asymmetric dimer), but the second 

helix was flipped almost 180°. The all-atom simulations on the two models showed BM-

B was more stable, owing to the larger interaction surface from the parallel helix 

arrangement.  

The simulations to generate the CD79AB dimer yielded one dominant cluster (69% of all 

dimers). Their inclusion in the simulations of a significant number of juxtamembrane 

(JM) residues on either side of the TMD revealed that salt bridges in these regions 

contributed more to stability of the interface than the membrane-spanning portion. 

The mIg and CD79AB dimers were then assembled together and two predominant 

binding modes were identified for BM-A (45% and 30% populations) and BM-B (25% and 

21% populations) (Figure 1.9 B). Despite the higher populations of the BM-A clusters in 

the initial tetramer simulations, the authors preferred the BM-B conformations for a 

number of reasons. Firstly, they argued BM-A (being symmetric) could easily allow a 1:2 

mIg:CD79 arrangement even though the stoichiometry of the BCR has been established 
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Figure 1.9 Summary of Friess et al’s BCR TMD modelling. 

A) Two main binding modes (BM-A and BM-B) of the mIg dimer identified based on self-assembly MD 
simulations in POPC bilayers. Helix 1 and 2 (μ-1 and μ-2) are orange and yellow respectively with the TM-
C side coloured blue and the TM-S side coloured red. B) The four binding modes identified for tetrameric 
BCR assembly. C) Authors’ colour scheme for CD79 A and B. Ig-⍺	and	-β are synonymous with CD79A and 
B respectively. Adapted from (Friess et al. 2018). 

as 1:1 (Schamel et al. 2000, Tolar et al. 2005). Further, the BM-B models better 

supported previous biochemical data that Y18 played a pivotal role in the assembly of 

the mIg with CD79AB (Shaw et al. 1990, Blum et al. 1993, Grupp et al. 1993, Pleiman et 

al. 1994, Stevens et al. 1994, Gottwick et al. 2019) as measured by interaction energy 

contribution of Y18 in the BM-B models while not contributing significantly to the 

stability of the BM-A models. Taken together with their finding that BM-A was less stable 

in their atomistic simulations, the authors concluded the BM-B-1 model was likely the 

physiological arrangement.  
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Finally, oligomerisation interfaces were explored by allowing the BM-B-1 BCRs to self-

associate into higher order species. Numerous binding modes were observed indicating 

that there could be numerous packing interfaces on the complex or that the simulation 

conditions could not resolve a specific oligomerisation surface.  

The modelling studies of both Varriale et al. and Friess et al. found that the mIg dimer 

TMD may adopt an interface mediated by the TM-C side prior to assembly with the 

CD79s, but Friess et al. chose the alternate mIg conformation with one helix’s TM-C 

facing CD79AB for the final tetrameric arrangement. Ultimately modelling studies rely 

on experimental data for validation, and while the final model chosen by Friess et al. 

was based on previous interpretation of mutagenesis data, the underlying mechanism 

behind the CD79 assembly defect of Y18V/S19V had not yet been determined and 

further details of the exact transmembrane interactions in the BCR will be required 

before a conclusive model can be established.  

1.4.3.1 Experimentally guided modelling 

A direct method to map interacting surfaces of proteins biochemically is cysteine 

scanning. Cysteines are unique in that they covalently bond under oxidising conditions 

if they are in close proximity and the geometry is permissive. Thus, if two cysteines are 

introduced into a protein and are found to disulfide bond, it can be assumed that these 

positions are in close proximity. By performing cysteine crosslinking on folded, fully 

assembled protein complexes, only residues that are proximally positioned in the 

complete receptor are captured, thus preventing non-specific crosslinking or 

crosslinking of assembly intermediates. Simultaneously, it provides mutagenesis data on 

effects of deviation from the protein’s native sequence as each WT residue is 

sequentially replaced with cysteine. This method has been used in several studies to 

identify interacting faces of membrane proteins including diacylglycerol kinase (DAGK) 

(Nagy et al. 2000), mitochondrial outer membrane translocator (TOM) complex (Shiota 

et al. 2015), integrins (Luo et al. 2004, Zhu et al. 2009), epidermal growth factor receptor 

(EGFR) (Lu et al. 2010), thrombopoietin receptor (TpoR) (Matthews et al. 2011), growth 

hormone receptor (GHR) (Brooks et al. 2014) and the T cell receptor (TCR) (Krshnan et 

al. 2016), with the model from the last study being generated by our lab and recently 
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confirmed by a cryo-EM structure of the intact TCR complex (see Figure 1B in our 

perspective article inserted below)(Ramesh et al. 2020). The highly accurate TCRαβ TM 

model generated by the experimentally-guided modelling (Krshnan et al. 2016) has 

demonstrated the method as a powerful and transferable approach to study challenging 

membrane protein assemblies as we have discussed in the perspective article inserted 

below. 

Reprinted with permission from (Ramesh, S., S. Park, M. J. Call, W. Im and M. E. Call 

(2020). "Experimentally Guided Computational Methods Yield Highly Accurate Insights 

into Transmembrane Interactions within the T Cell Receptor Complex." The Journal of 

Physical Chemistry B 124(46): 10303-10310.). Copyright 2021 American Chemical 

Society. 
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ABSTRACT: Understanding how molecular interactions within
the plasma membrane govern assembly, clustering, and conforma-
tional changes in single-pass transmembrane (TM) receptors has
long presented substantial experimental challenges. Our previous
work on activating immune receptors has combined direct
biochemical and biophysical characterizations with both independ-
ent and experimentally restrained computational methods to
provide novel insights into the key TM interactions underpinning
assembly and stability of complex, multisubunit receptor systems.
The recently published cryo-EM structure of the intact T cell
receptor (TCR)-CD3 complex provides a unique opportunity to
test the models and predictions arising from these studies, and we
find that they are accurate, which we attribute to robust simulation
environments and careful consideration of limitations related to studying TM interactions in isolation from additional receptor
domains. With this in mind, we revisit results in other immune receptors and look forward to how similar methods may be applied to
understand receptors for which little or no structural information is currently available.

■ INTRODUCTION

Cell-surface receptors with a single α-helical transmembrane
domain (TMD), known as single-pass membrane proteins,
present special challenges for structural biologists, and a lack of
methods to obtain simultaneous high-resolution views of both
membrane-embedded and extracellular and/or intracellular
domains (ECDs, ICDs) has long limited our understanding of
their complete structures and signaling mechanisms. Inter-
actions among TMDs play central roles in the assembly,
structure, and function of cytokine and growth factor
receptors,1−4 death receptors,5,6 adhesion receptors,7,8 and
activating immune receptors.9,10 These lipid-embedded do-
mains are considerably more difficult to study in isolation than
the water-soluble ECD and ICD fragments that have provided
the vast majority of structural information available for single-
pass receptors.11 Biophysical and computational studies have
nonetheless provided important insights into the types of
interactions that are possible among isolated TMD fragments
and identified key principles of helix−helix associations guided
by small amino acid motifs and polar or aromatic side chains
(reviewed in refs 11−14). The challenge in relating the
structures obtained from these reductionist approaches to
what happens within the intact receptors is that missing ECDs
and ICDs or, in some cases, entire subunits, likely exert strong

influences on the conformations of TMD interactions that have
comparatively small binding interfaces.

■ COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES OF SINGLE-PASS
RECEPTOR TM INTERACTIONS

Predicting the interactions between two TM α-helices in a lipid
bilayer is a problem that is inherently tractable using molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations or other conformational space
search methods, and significant insights into dimeric single-pass
systems from computational studies have preceded and
predicted experimentally determined structures. For example,
early modeling of the glycophorin A (GpA) TM dimer15

combined with parallel mutagenesis analysis16 accurately
predicted the right-handed coiled-coil, intimately packed around
the now-iconic GxxxGmotif, that featured in the later NMR and
crystal structures of TMD fragments in various membrane
mimetics.17−20 A purely computational study on the receptor
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Figure 1.Models and predictions about receptor TMD organization that are borne out by the cryo-EM structure of an intact T cell receptor (TCR)-
CD3 complex. The center panel (A) shows a profile view of the TCR-CD3 complex structure (PDB ID 6JXR) determined by cryo-EM using digitonin-
extracted and lightly glutaraldehyde-cross-linked receptors. Beige box approximates where the lipid bilayer would be located. All subunits were well-
resolved in the ECD and TMD (their intracellular tails were not resolved, consistent with a largely unstructured state) and are colored here as follows:
TCRα (green), TCRβ (yellow), CD3γ (orange), CD3δ (salmon), CD3ε (white), and ζ (blue). (B) Overlay of TCRαβ TMD coiled-coil structures
from restrained simulations (forest and sand)35 and cryo-EM structure 6JXR (green and yellow).10 Root mean squared deviation (RMSD) is
calculated from Cα alignment of the MD model to residues TCRα L247-L270 and TCRβ L270-A303 in 6JXR. Boxed region is expanded to show a
closer view of key interface hydrogen bonds. (C) Overlay of the ζζ TMD dimer NMR structure (2HAC; purple)43 and the corresponding region from
the cryo-EM structure 6JXR (blue). RMSD is calculated from Cα alignment of the lowest-energy NMRmodel to ζζ L31-F55 in 6JXR. Boxed region is
expanded to show a closer view of key interface hydrogen bonds. (D) A view down the long axis of the eight-helix TMD assembly in 6JXR from the
extracellular side. Boxed region is expanded to show the electrostatic network stabilizing the interaction between TCRαβ and ζζ dimers. (E) Side view
of the six-helix TCR-CD3 TMD subassembly in 6JXR (with ζζ removed for clarity). Boxed region is expanded to show the electrostatic network
stabilizing the interaction between TCRα and CD3δε. (F) Close-up view of an electrostatic network analogous to that from TCRα and CD3δε shown
in (E) taken from DAP12 TMD trimer crystal structure 4WOL.66 Purple sphere represents coordinated K+ cation; sphere size does not represent the
ionic radius of K+ but is small so that D22 and T26 side chains can be seen. All residue numbering in TCR-CD3 components is taken from cryo-EM
structure 6JXR for ease of comparison.
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tyrosine kinase (RTK) erbB2 (HER2/EGFR2) predicted that
its TMD could stably interact through two different dimer
interfaces based on N-terminal and C-terminal GxxxG-like
motifs21 and proposed that these correspond to active and
inactive states of the receptor. Both conformations have now
been observed in NMR structures of erbB222,23 and the closely
related EGFR3,24,25 TM dimers under different sample
conditions. MD simulations in the context of the entire EGFR
protein in lipid bilayers26 further suggested how switching
between N-terminal (active) and C-terminal (inactive) packing
conformations could regulate intracellular kinase activity via
structured juxtamembrane domains. A model based on TMD
cysteine cross-linking using full-length EFGR in live cells27

supports the close N-terminal packing in the ligand-bound
receptor in situ, but this study found little evidence from
mutagenesis that it was required for receptor function and did
not detect a C-terminal interface in ligand-free EGFR. Similar
combinations of computational, biochemical, biophysical, and
cellular functional approaches have produced models of
structural and functional roles for TMDs in, for example,
other RTKs28−32 and cytokine receptors.2,4,24,33,34

Ultimately, testing the validity of these and other TMD-
focused models and the strengths and accuracy of the methods
used to derive them awaits the availability of high-resolution
structures of full-length receptor complexes in defined activity
states. Until recently, no such structures had been reported for
any single-pass receptor system. Similar to the above cross-
linking study on EGFR in cells,27 our groups previously applied a
disulfide-restrained MD simulation approach35 to model TMD
interactions at the core of one of the most complex single-pass
receptor systems known: the eight-subunit T cell antigen
receptor (TCR). The recent landmark report of a cryogenic
electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structure of the intact TCR
complex (Figure 1A)10 now provides a completely unique
opportunity to compare independent TMD modeling results to
the interactions observed in the full receptor structure. Here, we
describe our experimental approach, discuss the accuracy of the
resulting model and its predictions in the context of the
complete TCR cryo-EM structure, and compare this with other
studies addressing the role of TMDs in immune receptor
structure and function.

■ EXPERIMENTAL RESTRAINTS GUIDE MD
SIMULATIONS OF TM INTERACTIONS WITHIN THE
TCR COMPLEX

The TCR is organized into four dimeric modules: one
responsible for extracellular ligand binding (TCRαβ) and the
other three responsible for intracellular signal initiation (CD3δε,
CD3γε, and ζζ).36,37 TCR and CD3 dimers each assemble
through ECD interfaces,38−42 while the ζζ dimer forms via a
disulfide-stabilized TMD interface.43,44 To assemble a complete
TCR complex, the three signaling modules are recruited to the
TCR via complementary charged/polar residues between the
TCRαβ TMDs (arginine/lysine) and the CD3δε, CD3γε, and
ζζ TMDs (aspartic/glutamic acids).36,45,46

We hypothesized that TCRαβ could form a structured “hub”
that organizes the complex within the membrane and set out to
determine whether there was a specific interface between these
two TMDs. Stable interactions between TCRα and β TMD
fragments could not be identified by solution NMR or in
unrestrained MD simulations (ref 35 and our unpublished
observations), but a TMD cysteine-scanning analysis carried out
in full-length, membrane-embedded TCR complexes identified

positions that were close enough to form intermolecular
disulfide cross-links in the native receptor.35 These displayed a
clear helical periodicity, indicating that a specific helix−helix
interface exists within the assembled TCR complex. We
converted these cross-links to distance restraints and combined
them with solution NMR-derived secondary structure analysis
of TMD peptides to guide assembly of a TCRαβ TMD
heterodimer using replica-exchange MD simulations.14,47 Since
these simulations were carried out in an implicit membrane
model,48 we mutated the basic TMD residues that would
normally be shielded from the membrane interior by their CD3
assembly partners. The resulting structure (Figure 1B) was
stable in longer, unrestrained MD simulations carried out in an
explicit palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC) bilayer,
and the model showed highly specific packing around an
interhelical hydrogen bond network (dotted lines) involving
conserved polar residues that had not previously been
implicated in TCR assembly. The biochemical stability of the
octameric complex was surprisingly sensitive tomutations in this
interface,35 and this was strongly correlated with increased
dynamics and substantial departures from the native structure in
MD simulations of the same mutations.49 Further study of this
network in two additional types of TCR heterodimers (γδ- and
pre-TCR) by sequence alignment and MD simulation indicated
that a similar structural motif exists in both, with the stability of
the interface modulated by small sequence differences in each
TCR type49 that may have functional relevance. It is noteworthy
that the MD simulations alone brought to light the key polar
interactions at the TCRαβ interface, providing completely new
structural observations in a field that is heavily reliant on
identifying known sequencemotifs to predict TMD interactions.
This convergence of biochemical and simulation data indicated
that the core TCRαβ TMD structure is a linchpin for the
formation of compact and highly cooperative eight-TMD
assemblies in all TCR types throughout vertebrate evolution.

■ ALTERNATIVE MODEL FOR TM ROLES IN THE TCR
COMPLEX

This model was challenged by a subsequent NMR study of the
isolated TCRα TMD in lipid micelles50 that reported a bent
helix structure where the basic arginine and lysine residues
(TCRα R253 and K258 in Figure 1B) were solvent exposed and
the region around the key asparagine (TCRα N263 in Figure
1B) was nonhelical. This distortion is generally consistent with
our own unpublished observations that, without their natural
assembly partners, receptor TMD peptides containing central
basic residues do not adopt stable trans-bilayer orientations in
NMR samples or in MD simulations. On the basis of this
structure of an isolated TMD fragment, the authors proposed a
TCR activation model in which the basic residues in a bent
TCRα TMD interact primarily with lipid headgroups rather
than CD3 modules, and that force applied through ligand
binding causes a partial straightening of the helix.50,51 This was
predicted to dislodge the signaling modules in a “dissociative
activation” mechanism. This model proposes an alternative role
for the conserved asparagine residue that we identified at the
TCRαβ TMD interface35,49 (as a “hinge” in an unstructured
region) and it rejects the biochemical evidence that the basic and
acidic residues drive receptor assembly (refs 9, 45, 52, and
references therein).
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■ EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL AND
COMPUTATIONAL TM MODELS AGAINST THE
INTACT TCR COMPLEX STRUCTURE

In a major milestone for T cell biology and receptor structural
biology, the structure of the intact TCR complex was recently
determined using cryo-EM (Figure 1A).10 This is the first
structure of any full-length single-pass receptor complex where
the TMDs are well-resolved (3.8 Å local resolution). The
structure in this region revealed a compact bundle of eight
undistorted TMD helices and provided atomic-resolution
evidence confirming the roles of basic and acidic residues in
assembly (more on this below). The receptor is organized
around a specific TCRαβ TMD coiled-coil structure that is
nearly identical to the model derived from our experimentally
guided restrained simulations35 (Figure 1B), with 0.63 Å Cα
RMSD between the model and the corresponding region of the
cryo-EM structure. The authors independently noted the
stabilizing hydrogen bond between the TCRα N263 carbox-
amide side chain and the backbone carbonyl oxygen of TCRβ
A289 but, interestingly, could not identify the second one
between TCRα T267 and TCRβ Y292 (see Figure 1B, inset).
This is likely because the quality of the electron density maps did
not allow accurate identification of the TCRα T267 side chain
rotamer. The only pre-existing experimental structure of a
subcomplex from the membrane-embedded regions, the
solution NMR structure of the ζζ dimer in detergent micelles43

also aligns well with the cryo-EM structure (Cα RMSD 0.91 Å;
Figure 1C), although it is not clear whether the central Y42-T47
interhelical hydrogen bonds identified in the NMR structure
(dotted lines) are present in the context of the fully assembled
receptor (see Figure 1C, inset). This is potentially of functional
relevance, since a separate study using biochemical and
fluorescence-based proximity measurements53 reported that
the ζζ TMDs separate like chopsticks when incorporated in the
TCR and snap back together as part of a conformational
activation mechanism. The cryo-EM structure does not show
evidence of such a significant departure from the NMR
structure, suggesting that either this model is incorrect or the
complex captured by cryo-EM represents an activated state.
Notwithstanding these structural features, the aspartic acid pair
in the ζζ TMDs directly contacts TCRα R253 in the cryo-EM
structure, and the authors independently noted the potential for
hydrogen bonding with TCRβ Y282 (Figure 1D), both
interactions predicted by our model35 and prior biochemical
data.43,54

Several key considerations in our restrained simulation
approach contributed to the accuracy of the TCRαβ TMD
model and its associated predictions. NMR analysis defined the
stable helical regions, allowing us to eliminate cross-link
restraints derived from unstructured areas. With the application
of carefully curated disulfide restraints collected on intact
receptor complexes, the replica-exchange MD assembly in an
implicit membranemodel was highly efficient, converging on the
final structure in just a few nanoseconds of simulation time.
Mutation of the basic residues in the TCRαβTMDs forMD and
NMR analysis of the isolated fragments used our knowledge of
existing biochemical data to prevent the artificial structural
distortion that was evident in the later TCRα-only NMR
study.50 Finally, the all-atom simulations in explicit POPC
bilayers enabled a careful analysis of hydrogen bond occupancy
in both WT and interface mutant complexes35,49 to understand

the important contributions of these interactions to stabilizing
the native structure.
Apart from confirmation of these previously predicted TMD

interactions, the TCR cryo-EM structure also revealed some
surprising features in and near the membrane. Most striking
were the very long helices of the TCRαβ TMDs (best seen in
Figure 1E) and the very small interaction surfaces between the
CD3 TMDs within each dimer (Figure 1A,D,E) in comparison
to the functionally homologous ζζ dimer that has extensive
contacts along its entire length. Finally, what were thought to be
long and unstructured connecting peptide regions between the
TCRα and β ECDs and TMDs are in fact intimately associated
with one another and with CD3/ζ components in the
extracellular juxtamembrane space. Their potential role in any
activation-induced conformational transitions can now be
investigated with a precise structural rationale. The interfaces
among TCR and CD3 components in the ECDs, while not the
focus of this perspective, also provide structural context for the
re-examination of an enormous number of prior biochemical,
biophysical and modeling studies that are just beginning to be
addressed in very recent reviews and commentaries.55−57

■ INSIGHTS FROM RELATED IMMUNE RECEPTOR
SYSTEMS

Other prior experimental and computational studies contributed
significantly to our understanding of the extensive intra-
membrane polar networks that can now be seen holding the
receptor together in the cryo-EM structure.10 Association of
TCR and CD3 subunits via basic−acidic TMD interactions was
first proposed three decades ago on the basis of biochemical
data,46,58,59 but the current model in which one basic residue in a
TCR TMD directly contacts two acidic residues in a signaling
dimer TMD stems from later in vitro assembly and stoichiometry
experiments.45,60 Structural studies of a different lymphocyte
receptor complex (NKG2C-DAP12) with a similar assembly
mechanism61 showed that, as in ζζ, the two aspartic acid
residues in the DAP12 signaling dimer TMDs were close
together in the helix−helix interface. This study also confirmed
that the lysine residue in the NKG2C receptor TMD was the
direct binding site for the aspartic acid pair and revealed an
additional contributor to the polar network: a threonine residue
in DAP12, located one helical turn below the key aspartic acid
(making two DxxxT motifs in the dimer). Similarly located
serine/threonine residues are present in the CD3γ, CD3δ, and
CD3ε TMDs, and mutations at these positions disrupted the
TCR-CD3 assembly.61 Despite the biochemical evidence that all
five of these polar residues were required for assembly, the
NKG2C-DAP12 NMR structure showed that the DxxxT motif
in one chain of the DAP12 dimer faced away from the receptor,
which would point into the nonpolar hydrocarbon core of a lipid
bilayer and is therefore energetically unlikely. An independent
all-atom MD refinement of the three-helix NKG2C-DAP12
complex62 using NMR-derived interproton distance restraints61

showed that, in a lipid bilayer environment, the second aspartic
acid rotated inward to face the lysine more directly. A similar
orientation is seen in the ζζ aspartic acids contacting TCR
chains in the cryo-EM structure (Figure 1D), a rotation and
break in symmetry that account for most of the small differences
between the cryo-EM and NMR structures of this module
(Figure 1C). Three subsequent unrestrained simulation studies
by others63−65 showed similar findings for DAP12-NKG2C and
for TCRα-CD3δε and TCRβ-CD3γε trimeric interactions,
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indicating that all four polar residues in the DxxxT motifs could
directly contact the basic residue.
Direct experimental support for this arrangement came from

structures of DAP12 trimers and tetramers crystallized in lipid
cubic phase bilayers.66 Without a basic residue from an assembly
partner, the DAP12 TMD complexes scavenged metal cations
from crystallization solutions to stabilize their DxxxTmotifs, and
we noted at the time that two chains from the trimer structure
with their coordinated K+ ion were likely to reflect the structure
of a CD3 dimer with the (+1 charged) lysine from a single TCR
chain (Figure 1E). As shown in Figure 1F, this arrangement
indeed compares very favorably to the TCRα-CD3δε
interaction site from the cryo-EM structure. As noted above in
reference to other regions in this structure, the threonine side
chain rotamers in CD3δεTMDs are likely incorrect due to a lack
of sufficient resolution to assign them on the basis of electron
density alone, and thus, the appearance that CD3δ T115 and
CD3ε T141 do not directly contribute polar contacts in the
cryo-EM structure is likely inaccurate. We therefore conclude
that the arrangement in Figure 1F is likely to accurately
represent the structures of TMD complexes of many activating
immune receptors that rely on very similar assembly
mechanisms.9,52

■ CONCLUDING REMARKS
The validation of combined experimental and computational
methods to elucidate TMD interactions provided by these TCR
studies has now set a strong precedent for similar approaches to
be applied to other multicomponent single-pass receptor
systems. A subset of activating immune receptors, including
the B cell antigen receptor and some antibody Fc receptors, do
not contain the canonical assembly-mediating basic residues and
have little to no experimentally derived structural information
available for the membrane-embedded regions.9 Our own work
on the FcγRIIIA, FcεR1α, and FcγRI receptor TMD
associations with FcεR1γ or ζζ signaling dimers shows that de
novo assembly simulations reach a consensus structural
arrangement that is very well-supported by mutagenesis data
from intact receptors.67 These results suggest a motif of
interacting polar and aromatic TMD residues that has not yet
been validated by experimental structures in these or any other
receptor systems to our knowledge. Cytokine receptors, with
TMDs whose roles in assembly and function are less defined but
can harbor key disease-causing mutations, could similarly
benefit from studies using experimentally restrained simulation
techniques. While rapid advances in cryo-EM promise more
high-resolution single-pass receptor structures to come, great
technical challenges remain for this class of proteins. As such,
experimentally guided MD simulations can provide great value
in understanding how membrane-embedded protein interac-
tions contribute to the structures and functions of these
deceptively simple proteins in their physiological environments.
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The BCR is a prime candidate for study by a similar combination of experimental and 

computational techniques to address the significant gaps in our understanding of the 

transmembrane interactions that hold this complex together. 

1.5 Research question 

1.5.1 A common dimerisation motif in the lymphocyte antigen receptors 

The interface identified in the TCR αβ TM model is driven by highly conserved amino 

acids (Asn-Thr-Tyr) that form an inter-chain polar network critical for αβ TCR assembly 

and stability (Krshnan et al. 2016). Sequence alignments and MD simulations indicate 

that this N-T-Y network is also present in the γδ- and pre-TCR complexes and in all 

vertebrate species that have conventional T cells (Park et al. 2018), suggesting it could 

be an evolutionarily conserved structural motif. Re-examining the BCR’s TM sequences 

revealed similarly spaced Y and T residues (Y18, T23) also exist in the mIg TMD that are 

also highly conserved between all 5 BCR isotypes (Figure 1.10). Y18, as described earlier, 

is believed to interact directly with CD79AB, however we propose a role for Y18 in 

driving mIg dimerisation instead of CD79 association. To investigate this, we 

endeavoured to comprehensively map the TM arrangement of the BCR using cysteine 

scanning, mutagenesis and MD simulations. 

1.5.2 Hypothesis and aims 

We hypothesise that the BCR mIg TMD’s Y18 previously proposed to directly interact 

with CD79AB is actually involved in stabilising the mIg dimer interface though Y18-T23 

H-bonding in a TCRαβ-like dimeric structure.   

Aim 1: Establishing the mIg TM homodimer structure through restrained modelling. 

Aim 2: Evaluating the roles of key interfacial residues through mutagenesis. 

Aim 3: Interrogating the importance of this mIg TMD structure as a base for assembly 

by modelling the tetrameric BCR TMD. 
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Figure 1.10 H-bonding YT identified in TCRαβ also present in BCR mIg.  

A: The TCR αβ TM model and the conserved NTY polar network. Basic residues that coordinate signalling 
subunit binding are coloured blue. B: WebLogos depicting TM sequence conservation across over 65 
species for TCR α/δ and TCR β/γ and across all five Ig isotypes for mouse and human BCR mIgs. Basic 
residues are coloured in blue, acidic residues in red and polar residues in orange. The highly conserved Y 
and T residues (boxed in red) participating in a stabilising hydrogen bond in the TCR are also found to be 
conserved in the BCR. 

Accomplishing these aims will provide experimentally-backed structural information on 

the arrangement of the BCR and help rationalise the 1:1 assembly of mIg:CD79AB in the 

complex despite mIg being homodimeric and having the potential to bind two CD79ABs. 

This knowledge will also function as a starting point to understanding some of the 

earliest steps in BCR activation and evaluating the proposed mechanisms of BCR 

triggering. Further, knowing the structure of this receptor central to the adaptive 

immune response will help inform therapeutic strategies against cancers, infectious 

diseases and autoimmune diseases by enabling knowledge-backed engineering of 

custom receptors like chimeric antigen receptors (CARs).  
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Materials 

All buffer reagents were purchased from Sigma unless specified otherwise. Volumes of 

all buffers were made up to specified concentrations with MilliQ deionised water 

(Millipore). 

2.1.1 Cloning 

2.1.1.1 DNA 

All DNA sequences are in Appendix A. 

DNA Source 

DNA oligonucleotides Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT)  

pSP64 (or pIVT) vector Wucherpfennig Lab, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute 

2.1.1.2 Buffers 

Buffer Composition 

10X PCR buffer 100 mM Tris, 500 mM KCl, 15 mM MgCl2, 1% Triton X-100, 

pH 8.8 

TAE buffer 40 mM Tris, 20 mM acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.3 

5X KCM solution 0.5 M KCl, 0.15 M CaCl2, 0.25 M MgCl2 

TSBG buffer 10% PEG 3350, 5% DMSO, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM MgSO4, 

10% glycerol, Super broth, pH 6.1 

Lysogeny broth  10 g/l tryptone, 5 g/l yeast extract, 10 g/l NaCl 

Super broth  32 g/l tryptone, 20 g/l yeast extract, 5 g/l NaCl, 5 mM NaOH 
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2.1.2 In vitro BCR assembly 

2.1.2.1 Cell lines 

Cell line Source 

IVD12 cells Wucherpfennig Lab, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute 

2.1.2.2 Affinity reagents 

Reagent Source 

Streptavidin agarose Streptomyces avidinii 

Anti-HA agarose (clone HA-7) Mouse 

Anti-FLAG agarose (clone M2) Mouse 

2.1.2.3 Buffers 

Buffer Composition 

Complete DMEM DMEM (without L-Glutamine) from Lonza, 10% FBS, 2 

mM L-Glutamine 

Iso-osmotic buffer 10 mM HEPES/KOH pH 7.5, 0.25 M Sucrose 

Hypo-osmotic buffer  10 mM HEPES/KOH pH 7.5 

Hyper-osmotic buffer 10 mM HEPES/KOH pH 7.5, 0.6 M Sucrose 

Membrane storage buffer 50 mM HEPES/KOH pH 7.5, 0.25 M Sucrose, 1 mM DTT  

Endo H buffer 1x Glycobuffer 3 pH 6 (NEB), 0.5% SDS 

Digitonin extraction solution 0.5% (w/v) digitonin, 0.1% (w/v) BSA, 10 mM 

Iodoacetamide in PBS pH 8.0 

Digitonin wash solution 0.5% (w/v) digitonin in PBS pH 8.0 

Glycine transfer buffer 25 mM Tris, 192 mM Glycine, 10% methanol, pH 8.3 

CuPhe solution 30 mM cooper (II) sulphate, 100 mM o-Phenanthroline 
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2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Cloning  

HyHEL10 (high affinity monoclonal, specific for hen egg lysozyme (HEL)) (Tsumoto et al. 

1994) mouse mIgM heavy chain and k light chain genes were obtained from G-blocks 

from Integrated DNA Technologies (sequences in Appendix A). Mouse CD79A and B 

genes were made from total B cell RNA kindly provided by the Hodgkin Lab (WEHI). This 

was transcribed to cDNA using SuperScript™ III Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen) 

following the manufacturers protocol. The total B cell cDNA was used to template the 

polymerase chain reactions (PCR) to obtain CD79A and CD79B gene fragments using 

primers directed to the native N- and C-terminal sequences. All constructs used for the 

in vitro translation reactions were cloned into pIVT vectors. Most BCR mutants were 

generated by Quick-change site directed mutagenesis and some by standard PCR 

(indicated in Appendix A). All DNA oligonucleotide primers used are listed in Appendix A. 

2.2.1.1 PCR 

PCRs were performed in a GeneAmp PCR System 2700 (Applied Biosystems) or a 

SimpliAmp Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems). Reaction composition and cycling 

conditions for standard and Quick-change PCR are described below. 

2.2.1.1.1 Standard PCR 

Table 2.1 PCR composition 

PCR Component  Volume for 50 μl Reaction (μl) 

10x PCR Buffer (+Mg2+) pH 8.8 5 

10 mM dNTP (New England Biolabs, NEB)  1 

10 μM forward primer  1 

10 μM reverse primer  1 

10 μg/ml template DNA 1 

Phusion polymerase (NEB)  1 

MilliQ H2O  40 
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Table 2.2 Standard PCR cycling conditions 

Process  Temperature (°C) Time 

Denaturation  94 2 mins 

*Denaturation 94 30 secs 

*Annealing  55 30 secs 

*Extension  72 1 min/ kb product length 

*Repeat for 25 cycles 

Final Extension  72 7 mins 

2.2.1.1.2 Quick-change PCR 

Reactions were set up similar to standard PCR described above, but with 25 ng template 

DNA (pIVT vector).  

Table 2.3 Quick-change PCR cycling conditions 

Process  Temperature (°C) Time 

Denaturation  95 30 secs 

*Denaturation 95 30 secs 

*Annealing  55 1 min 

*Extension  72 1 min/ kb product length 

*Repeat for 12-18 cycles 

Following the PCR, the reactions were cooled, and template DNA digested with 1 μl DpnI 

(NEB) restriction enzyme for 1 hour at 37°C before direct transformation into cells. 

2.2.1.2 DNA purification 

DNA was electrophoresed (120V, 30 min) on a 1.5% agarose (Bioline) gel (made up with 

1x TAE: 40 mM Tris, 20 mM acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA) containing Midori green DNA stain 

(Nippon Genetics) alongside a 100 bp or 1 kb DNA ladder (NEB). Gels were visualised on 

a Biorad EZ Imager gel dock and appropriately sized bands were excised from the gel on 

a UV transilluminator. DNA was purified from the excised gel bands using Zymoclean Gel 
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DNA Recovery Kits (Zymo Research) and quantified using a Nanodrop 

spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). 

2.2.1.3 Restriction enzyme digestion 

All restriction enzymes used were purchased from NEB. 50 μl reactions were set up with 

either vector or insert DNA, 1 μl of each restriction enzyme (HindIII and BamHI for 

cloning into pIVT vectors) and 5 μl of appropriate 10x NEBuffer (supplied with enzyme) 

and incubated at 37 °C for at least 1 hour. Calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP, 0.2 μl) was 

additionally added to the vector reaction for the last 30 min of the digest.  

2.2.1.4 Ligation 

Vector and insert DNA were ligated at a 1:3 molar ratio using Quick Ligation kit (NEB) 

and following the manufacturer’s protocol. 10 uL reactions containing 0.5 μl of ligase 

were incubated at room temperature for 15 mins. 

2.2.1.5 Preparation of competent cells 

StBl3 or DH5α cells (Escherichia coli (E.coli) strains from NEB) were grown overnight in 

1 ml Superbroth (WEHI media kitchen) at 37 °C, 200 rpm. In the morning, this starter 

culture was used to inoculate 100 ml Superbroth and grown to an OD600 of 0.5. Cells 

were then pelleted and resuspended in transformation storage buffer containing 

glycerol (TSBG: 10% PEG 3350, 5% DMSO, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM MgSO4, 10% glycerol, 

made up in Superbroth at pH 6.1) to make them chemically competent and aliquoted 

into clean tubes. Aliquots were snap-frozen in liquid N2 and stored at -80 °C. 

2.2.1.6 Transformation 

3 μl of the ligation mixture was added to 4 μl of 5x potassium/calcium/magnesium KCM 

(0.5 M KCl, 0.15 M CaCl2, 0.25 M MgCl2) solution, 13 μl MilliQ-H2O and 20 μl of (KCM)-

competent cells and incubated on ice for 30 mins. Reactions were then plated on 

Lysogeny Broth (LB) agar (WEHI media kitchen) plates containing 100 mg/ml ampicillin 

(Affymetrix) and incubated at 37°C overnight. 
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2.2.1.7 Plasmid purification 

Individual colonies from the transformation plates were inoculated into 10 ml LB media 

(WEHI media kitchen) with 100 mg/ml ampicillin and grown overnight in a 37°C shaking 

incubator (180 rpm). Cells from the overnight cultures were pelleted in a centrifuge 

(5100 rpm, 5 minutes) and plasmids extracted using QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (QIAGEN) 

following manufacturer’s protocol. Constructs were sequenced at the Australian 

Genome Research Facility (AGRF) by Sanger sequencing and results analysed using the 

Lasergene suite (DNASTAR). 

2.2.2 In vitro BCR assembly 

All BCR assembly assays were performed in Promega’s cell-free rabbit reticulocyte lysate 

in vitro translation (IVT) system supplemented with messenger RNA (mRNA) synthesised 

using the RiboMAX T7 Large-Scale RNA Production kit (Promega) and endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER) microsomes made in-house to enable native assembly of membrane 

proteins. 

2.2.2.1 ER microsome preparation 

ER microsomes were purified from IVD12 cells (murine B cell hybridoma) 

(Wucherpfennig Lab, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute). The cells were grown in Dulbecco’s 

modified Eagle medium (DMEM) (Lonza BioWhittaker, 4.5g/L glucose, without L-

Glutamine) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (ScientifixLIFE; origin = France) 

and 2 mM L-glutamine (Sigma). About 10 L of cultured cells at 1.5 x 106 cells/ml was 

pelleted by centrifugation (400g, 15 min, no brake to prevent cell disruption) for ER 

extraction.  

The pellets were then re-suspended and pelleted twice in ice cold iso-osmotic buffer (10 

mM HEPES/KOH pH 7.5, 0.25M sucrose). For the second wash, cells were split into two 

bottles at 8-9 x109 cells per bottle. The cell pellets were then weighed (by subtracting 

the pre-determined bottle weight), resuspended in hypo-osmotic buffer (10 mM 

HEPES/KOH pH 7.5, 5 ml/g of pellet) and incubated on ice for 10 min to swell them for 

easy disruption. Cells were returned to iso-osmotic conditions by addition of hyper-
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osmotic buffer (10 mM HEPES/KOH pH 7.5, 0.6 M sucrose) and homogenised with an 

overhead motor-driven Duall pestle (Kontes) in the presence of Protease Inhibitor 

Cocktail P8340 (Sigma). Homogenisation was done in 2 rounds of 5 slow up-and-down 

strokes in 25 ml aliquots at speed setting 6-8, cooling the suspension on ice between the 

two rounds. The crude homogenates were then centrifuged (10,000g, 4oC, 20 min) to 

pellet unbroken cells, nuclei and large organelles. These pellets were re-suspended in 

iso-osmotic buffer (with protease inhibitor) and homogenised and centrifuged again. 

The resultant supernatants were pooled and ultracentrifuged (Beckman Ti 70 rotor, 

150,000g, 40 min, 4oC) to pellet the total microsomal fraction.  

The supernatants were pooled, and the pellets combined into a pre-chilled Dounce 

homogeniser and resuspended in 10 ml of the supernatant until the solution was visibly 

homogenous. The volume was then made up to 60 ml with the supernatant and frozen 

at -80oC until further processing. 

The frozen total microsomal suspension was thawed and mixed with Opti-Prep Density 

Gradient Medium (60% Iodixanol, Sigma) to a final concentration of 20% iodixanol and 

subjected to density gradient centrifugation in a vertical rotor (Beckman VTi 65.2 rotor, 

363,000g, 2 hours, 4oC, without brake) to fractionate the ER from the other organelles. 

Careful not to disturb the generated gradient, ten 1 ml fractions were collected, high to 

low density, under slight positive pressure from a peristaltic pump (1 ml/min). The 

collected fractions were diluted in iso-osmotic buffer, pelleted by ultracentrifugation 

(Beckman Ti 70 rotor, 150,000g, 40 min, 4oC) and resuspended in membrane storage 

buffer (50 mM HEPES/KOH pH 7.5, 0.25 M sucrose, 1 mM DTT). Each fraction was 

adjusted to an OD280 of 100 and their processing and assembly activity tested in the in 

vitro translation reactions to identify the best fractions for subsequent experiments. 

2.2.2.2 In vitro transcription  

The mRNA for IVT was made from the pIVT constructs using the RiboMAX T7 Large-Scale 

RNA Production kit (Promega) in 25 μl reactions following the manufacturer’s protocol 

except for the addition of less GTP (final conc 0.6 mM) to incorporate ribo m7G cap 

analog (Promega, final conc 3 mM) to improve stability and subsequent translation of 
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the transcripts. Incubation time at 37°C was increased to 3 hours. Synthesised mRNA 

was purified using the RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol and yield quantified using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). 

2.2.2.3 In vitro translation and assembly of the BCR 

2.2.2.3.1 Test translation 

The mRNA for each construct was first individually test-translated in 12.5 μl IVT 

reactions (reaction composition is detailed in Table 2.6) to ensure proper translation 

and signal peptide cleavage before use of the mRNA in the BCR assembly reactions.  

Table 2.4 IVT reaction composition 

IVT Component  Volume for 25 μl 

Reaction (μl) 

mRNA Made up to 2.5 μl 

will MilliQ H2O 

Nuclease-treated rabbit reticulocyte lysate (Promega) 17.5 

Amino acid mixture minus methionine and cysteine (Promega) 0.5 
35S-labelled methionine and cysteine (Perkin Elmer) 2 

Recombinant Rnasin ribonuclease inhibitor (Promega) 0.5 

ER microsomes (Chapter 2.2.2.1) 2 

Reactions were incubated at 30oC for 30 mins for translation to occur, then stopped by 

the addition of 500 μl ice-cold phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Gibco) containing 10 mM 

iodoacetamide (Sigma). Reactions were centrifuged to pellet the ER microsomes 

(20,000g, 4oC, 10 min) and supernatants were discarded. The pellet was washed with 

500 μl PBS + iodoacetamide and pelleted again.  

Samples were deglycosylated (described in Chapter 2.2.2.5) and analysed by reducing 

sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and 

autoradiography (Chapter 2.2.2.6 - 2.2.2.8). The normalised band intensities obtained 

for each protein were used to calculate the amount of each mRNA to be added to the 
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subsequent IVT assembly reactions to produce stoichiometric amounts of each protein 

in the full BCR complex. 

2.2.2.3.2 BCR Assembly 

For assembly, 25 μl reactions (composition in Table 2.6) were set up for single IP 

experiments and 50 μl reactions for two-step IP experiments (Chapter 2.2.2.4). A 

maximum of 500 ng of total mRNA was added per 25 μl reaction. After 30 mins of 

translation at 30oC, redox conditions were adjusted by the addition of 2 mM oxidised 

glutathione (GSSG) and reduced glutathione (GSH). Assembly was allowed to proceed 

for 1 hr per protein chain added, i.e., for a dimeric mIg heavy chain assembly 2 hours 

and a tetrameric BCR assembly 4 hours. 

Assembly-only reactions were stopped with 900 μl ice-cold PBS (Gibco) containing 10 

mM iodoacetamide (Sigma) and 10% input controls (100 μl) were taken in a separate 

tube for each reaction to know the products in the reaction before the IP. Reactions 

(and input controls) were centrifuged to pellet the ER microsomes (20,000g, 4oC, 10 min) 

and supernatants were discarded. The pellet was washed with 500 μl PBS + 

iodoacetamide and pelleted again. 

For crosslinking reactions, 900 μl ice-cold PBS (without iodoacetamide) with 2 mM 

intramembrane oxidising agent copper (II) phenanthroline (CuPhe, 200 μM CuSO4 and 

1000 μM o-phenanthroline in 100x stock, Sigma) was added to the IVT reactions. 10% 

input controls were taken, and reactions were then frozen at -80oC for an hour (or 

overnight) and thawed at 30oC for 30 min to enable penetration of the CuPhe into the 

ER membranes. The ER microsomes with the crosslinked complexes were then pelleted 

by centrifugation (20,000g, 4oC, 10 min) and supernatants were discarded. The pellet 

was washed with 500 μl PBS + iodoacetamide and pelleted again. 

2.2.2.4 Extraction and Immunoprecipitation 

The ER microsome pellets were manually mixed with a pipette tip into 20 μl digitonin 

(Biosynth) extraction buffer (PBS + 0.5% digitonin + 100 μg/ml BSA + 10 mM 
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iodoacetamide) until clumps disappeared and then made up to 400 μl with the 

extraction buffer. Extractions were done at 4 oC on a rotating tube mixer for 1 hour. 

Following extraction, the lysates were passed through a 0.22 μm Spin-X Centrifuge Tube 

(Sigma) (8000g, 4 oC, 1 min) onto 20 μl of 50% bead slurry of appropriate affinity matrix 

(mouse anti-FLAG M2 agarose, streptavidin agarose or mouse anti-HA agarose (clone 

HA-7) (all from Sigma) in PBS with 0.1 mg/ml BSA and 0.02% sodium azide). 

Immunoprecipitation was done at 4 oC on a rotating tube mixer for 2+ hours. 

For two-step sequential non-denaturing IPs (snIPs), following the first 2-hour IP step 

(described above), the beads were spun down (8000g, 4oC, 1 min) and washed twice 

with 0.5% digitonin and 100 μg/ml BSA in PBS, with 5 min mixing at 4oC between washes. 

Then, the wash buffer was removed entirely from the beads using a 50 μl Hamilton 

syringe and all remaining species left bound to the first affinity matrix were eluted with 

biotin (Sigma) for SA matrix or FLAG peptide for anti-FLAG matrix. The eluate was then 

spun (8000g, 4 oC, 1 min) into a second Spin-X tube containing the second IP matrix. The 

second IP was again done at 4 oC on a rotating tube mixer for 2+ hours. 

After the appropriate IPs, the affinity beads were spun down (8000g, 4oC, 1 min) and 

washed twice with wash buffer (0.5% digitonin in PBS), with 5 min mixing at 4oC between 

washes. Finally, the wash buffer was removed entirely from the beads using a 50 μl 

Hamilton syringe.  

2.2.2.5 Deglycosylation 

Samples were boiled in 12 μl Glycobuffer 3 (NEB) with 0.5% SDS at 95oC for 4 mins. The 

samples were then spun down (20,238g, room temperature, 1 min) and deglycosylated 

with 0.3 μl Endoglycosidases H (Endo H, NEB, apparent molecular weight 29 kDa) or 

Endoglycosidases Hf (Endo Hf, NEB, apparent molecular weight 70 kDa) depending on 

the apparent molecular weights of the species to be visualised. Deglycosylation was 

done at 37oC for 1 hour.  
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2.2.2.6 SDS-PAGE 

Following deglycosylation, 4 μl of 4X NuPAGE LDS Sample Buffer (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) (and ~50 mM dithiothreitol (DTT, Sigma) if disulfide bond reduction was 

required) was added to the samples and they were boiled at 95oC for 4 mins. Samples 

were then analysed by sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

(SDS-PAGE) on 4-12% NuPAGE Bis-Tris gels (Life Technologies) in MOPS SDS running 

buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) run at 200V for 50 mins.  

2.2.2.6.1 2D gels 

For 2D gel electrophoresis, the samples were first run non-reduced on 4-12% NuPAGE 

Bis-Tris gels (Life Technologies) in MOPS SDS running buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

200V, 50 mins, called the first dimension. A small amount of SeeBlue pre-stained protein 

standard (Thermo Fisher) was also added to the wells along with the sample for easy 

handling in the subsequent steps. Following the first dimension run, the required lanes 

were excised and soaked in Tris glycine running buffer with 100 mM DTT for 20 mins on 

a rocker to reduce all disulfide bonds and then loaded into a second gel that was hand-

cast to accommodate loading of the gel slice from the first dimension. Reagents for the 

hand-cast gels were kindly provided by the Gulbis Lab (WEHI). Different acrylamide 

percentages (using acrylamide/bis solution 37.5:1, Biorad) and heights for the stacking 

and resolving layers were trialled, and a 10% gel with a 5% stacker was chosen for best 

resolution. Gels were run at 100V for ~ 2 hours (or until the dye front reached the 

bottom of the gel). 

2.2.2.7 Transfer 

The gels were transferred onto Millipore PVDF membranes (Merck) using XCell SureLock 

transfer system (Thermo Fisher) (30V, 120 min) in glycine transfer buffer (25 mM Tris, 

192 mM glycine, 10% methanol). The PVDF membranes were then dried and exposed to 

high-sensitivity (tritium) screens (Fujifilm BAS cassette 2040) overnight (short exposure) 

or for a week (for longer exposure).  
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2.2.2.8 Autoradiography and Densitometry 

The screens were imaged using a Fujifilm Typhoon FLA 7000 phosphorimager (Fujifilm). 

Densitometry was performed on the autoradiograms using ImageQuant TL 8.1 (Cytiva, 

formerly GE Healthcare) 1D gel analysis to quantify the intensity of each band. Intensity 

was normalised to the number of cysteines and methionines in the protein sequence. 

2.2.3 MD simulations 

2.2.3.1 BCR TM sequences 

The TM (underlined) and flanking amino acid sequences used for modelling the BCR 

TMD are below. 

Mouse: 

mIgM     ENLWTTASTFIVLFLLSLFYSTTVTLFKVK 

mIgD     NGLWPTMCTFVALFLLTLLYSGFVTFIKVK  

mIgG     DGLWTTITIFISLFLLSVCYSASVTLFKVK  

mIgA     ASLWPTTVTFLTLFLLSLFYSTALTVTTVR  

mIgE     EELWTSICVFITLFLLSVSYGATVTVLKVK 

 

CD79A    KNRIITAEGIILLFCAVVPGTLLLFRKR 

CD79B    LKDGIILIQTLLIILFIIVPIFLLLDKD 

Human: 

mIgG     DGLWTTITIFITLFLLSVCYSATVTFFKVK 

mIgM     ENLWATASTFIVLFLLSLFYSTTVTLFKVK 

mIgE     PWTWTGLCIFAALFLLSVSYSAAITLLMVQ 

mIgD     GSLWTTLSTFVALFILTLLYSGIVTFIKVK 

mIgA     ANLWPTTITFLTLFLLSLFYSTALTVTSVR 
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Any changes made to these WT sequences for specific simulations have been indicated 

in the corresponding Result Chapters. 

2.2.3.2 Implicit simulations 

The initial implicit simulations in the generalised Born (GB) membrane model with a 

simple smoothing/switching function (GBSW) (Im et al. 2003) were done in Chemistry at 

Harvard Macromolecular Mechanics (CHARMM) (Jo et al. 2008, Brooks et al. 2009) using 

Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD) simulations (Sugita et al. 1999). REMD is 

a simulation method that samples conformations obeying the Boltzmann distribution 

with regular exchanges between conformations sampled at different temperatures, 

controlled by the Metropolis criterion. The GBSW default options provided in Implicit 

Solvent Modeler in the CHARMM-GUI (web-based graphical user interface) were used 

with an empirical surface tension coefficient (0.03 kcal mol−1 Å−2) for the nonpolar 

solvation contribution. 

REMD simulations with 44 replicas and temperature range 300-900 K was set up and run 

until the models converged. For the distance restraints, the CHARMM default options 

for NOE restraints with a soft asymptote were used with RMIN = 3.7 Å and RMAX = 6.0 Å 

between the Cβs to mimic disulfide bonds allowing some additional flexibility to satisfy 

multiple restraints. A time step of 2 fs and a collision frequency of γ = 5 ps−1 for the 

Langevin dynamics simulation with the SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert et al. 1977) was used. 

Replica exchanges at every 1 ps were controlled by the CHARMM REPDSTR module 

(Woodcock et al. 2007). Membrane thickness used for simulations was either 30 Å or 

34 Å as indicated in the corresponding Result Chapter. 

2.2.3.3 Explicit simulations 

Unrestrained all-atom modelling was done in explicit 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine (POPC) bilayers. Each system was composed of a TM model containing 

60 POPC lipids in each leaflet and bulk water (about 6721 - 6980 molecules) with 150 

mM KCl (Jo et al. 2008, Wu et al. 2014), whose initial system size was ~ 66 x 66 x 91 Å3. 

The starting structure for the mouse isotype trials was the respective isotype’s TMD 
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sequence on the mIgM REMD model backbone, and for the human isotypes was  the 

TCRαβ backbone (Krshnan et al. 2016). For residues that were identical between the 

reference and simulated isotype, the side chain conformation from the reference model 

was retained. Five independent simulations were run for each isotype. Models were 

initially equilibrated in the bilayer using CHARMM-GUI Membrane Builder’s six-step 

protocol (Jo et al. 2007), where the restraints on the components were gradually relaxed 

during simulations. Upon equilibration, 500-ns restraint-free simulations were run using 

OpenMM (Eastman et al. 2017) with the CHARMM C36 force field (Klauda et al. 2010, 

Huang et al. 2013), TIP3P water model (Jorgensen et al. 1983, MacKerell et al. 1998), 

and a 2 fs time step with SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert et al. 1977) under constant pressure 

(p = 1 atm) and temperature (T = 300.15 K) conditions. Temperature and pressure were 

controlled by Langevin dynamics with a friction coefficient of 1 ps-1 and a semi-isotropic 

Monte Carlo barostat (Chow et al. 1995, Åqvist et al. 2004) with a pressure coupling 

frequency of 100 steps in OpenMM (Lee et al. 2016). The van der Waals interactions 

were smoothly switched off over 10-12 Å by a force-based switching function (Steinbach 

et al. 1994) and the electrostatic interactions were calculated by particle-mesh Ewald 

method (Essmann et al. 1995) with a mesh size of ~1 Å. 

2.2.3.4 Cluster analysis 

The structures generated by the simulations were analysed by hierarchical cluster 

analysis using trajectory at 300 K. This involves sampling and random grouping of 

structures into clusters followed by pairwise comparison and merging of clusters within 

a specified Cα RMSD cut-off value of each other. Here, average Cα RMSD between two 

clusters is defined as the average of RMSD between all pairs in these clusters. Clustering 

continues until the difference in average Cα RMSD between the remaining clusters is 

greater than the specified cut-off value. The most populated cluster at the end of the 

analysis is the most stable and the centroid from this cluster was used to represent the 

final model. 
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2.2.3.5 H bond occupancy analysis 

The probability of inter-helical hydrogen bonds (H bonds) was calculated between all 

residues in the models over the last 200 ns of the simulation. For a conformation at a 

given time frame, a H bond between donor (D) and acceptor (A) atoms is assumed to 

exist when these atoms are closer than 2.8 Å and the angle formed by D-H⋯A is greater 

than 120°. The H bond occupancy was calculated for each replica and then averaged. 

2.2.3.6 Contact maps 

The inter-helical contact maps for each TM model were calculated from the last 200 ns 

trajectories of the five replicas. For a given frame, the contact state between a pair of 

residues is assigned to 1 when the minimum distance between heavy atoms in the 

residue pair is smaller than 4.5 Å, and 0 otherwise. Contact maps from all frames were 

averaged to obtain the contact probability between the residue pairs.



Chapter 3: Establishing the BCR mIg TMD 

structure through restrained modelling 

The conservation of amino acids between the BCR mIg and TCR αβ TMDs suggests the 

formation of a specific dimer interface driven by H-bonding between a set of highly 

conserved Y and T residues (Y18, T23). This runs contrary to the currently proposed role 

of this Y18 residue in the field – interaction with CD79AB. We thus set out to investigate 

our hypothesis in an unbiased manner by mapping all TM surfaces of the mIg that are 

close enough in the fully assembled BCR to form disulfide bonds by cysteine scanning, 

and then using the identified crosslinks as high-quality restraints for MD simulations to 

generate a mIg TM dimer model. 

3.1 Assembling the BCR by IVT 

3.1.1 The in vitro translation and assembly system 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the in vitro translation and assembly system. 

Details in below text.  

The cysteine scanning was performed in our in vitro translation and assembly system 

(Figure 3.1). In vitro translation (IVT) is a well-established, cell-free system for the rapid 
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and convenient analytical-scale production of proteins in an essentially native 

environment (Huppa et al. 1997, Call et al. 2002, Call et al. 2004, Krshnan et al. 2016). It 

uses rabbit reticulocyte lysate (nuclease-treated to prevent translation of reticulocyte-

endogenous mRNA), which contains all the cellular machinery required for translation 

of desired proteins when provided with the corresponding mRNA templates and amino 

acids. The capped and poly-adenylated template RNA is made prior to IVT by in vitro 

transcription. Being derived from reticulocytes, the IVT system does not inherently 

contain any endoplasmic reticulum (ER), but the addition of exogenous ER prepared in-

house in the form of ER microsomes (Chapter 2.2.2.1) can upgrade this tool to enable 

the study of native folding and assembly of membrane proteins and receptor complexes.  

The ER microsomes used in our IVT experiments are derived from IVD12, which is a 

mouse B cell hybridoma cell line, ideal for BCR production as the cell type is specialised 

in Ig (antibody) production. The ER microsomes are purified from the homogenised cells 

by density fractionation in iodixanol gradients (with the reduced buoyancy attributed by 

the ribosomes docked on the rough ER separating them from the other cellular 

membranes) and then tested for translation and assembly efficiency before use in 

experiments. 

Addition of mRNAs of all chains of the BCR complex to the IVT reaction enables their co-

translation, processing and assembly in the ER microsomes. The redox environment for 

proper folding (to mimic native ER) is induced by the addition of glutathione disulfide 

(GSSG) and glutathione (GSH). These get transported inside the ER microsome lumen to 

fold ectodomains but are incapable of penetrating the hydrophobic interior of the ER 

membrane bilayer. Catalysis of membrane-embedded disulfide bond formation 

(between cysteine mutants) is facilitated by copper (II) phenanthroline (CuPhe), whose 

hydrophobic phenanthroline moiety traffics Cu2+ to the interior of the ER membrane. 

The assembled complexes are then extracted from the membranes with digitonin, which 

is a mild detergent capable of retrieving whole complexes, preserving even non-covalent 

protein interactions. The extracted complexes are then subjected to single- or multi-

step immunoprecipitation (IP), depending on the objective of the experiment, to select 

for specific complexes/subcomplexes (Figure 3.1).  
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The use of 35S-labelled amino acids (methionine and cysteine) during IVT enables 

detection and quantification of precipitated complexes by autoradiography and 

densitometry respectively following sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE).  

3.1.2 Design of murine HyHEL10 IgM BCR 

The assembly of the BCR by IVT has not previously been documented. Establishing a 

protocol for the assembly and analysis of this receptor complex was thus necessary 

before any biological questions about the BCR could be probed using this system.  

I made constructs for murine CD79A, CD79B, HyHEL10 (high affinity monoclonal, specific 

for hen egg lysozyme (HEL)) mIgM heavy chain and k light chain to transcribe into mRNA 

for the IVT reactions. The mIgM-k combination was selected as this is the most 

predominant BCR form through B cell development and there is already a considerable 

pool of scientific literature for mIgM (most of the work discussed in the Introduction) 

that would enable simple comparison and correlation of results. The HEL-HyHEL10 

system is also one that has been well-studied and the interactions mediating their 

binding have been extensively structurally and biochemically characterised (Tsumoto et 

al. 1994, Tsumoto et al. 1995, Tsumoto et al. 1996, Rajpal et al. 1998, Kondo et al. 1999, 

Pons et al. 1999, Nishimiya et al. 2000, Shiroishi et al. 2001, Yokota et al. 2003, Shiroishi 

et al. 2007, Acchione et al. 2009). For CD79A and B, mouse splenic B cell total RNA kindly 

provided by Professor Phil Hodgkin’s Lab (WEHI) was first reverse transcribed to cDNA 

using an oligo(dT) primer. CD79A and B coding sequences were obtained from the total 

cDNA by PCR using primers specific to the native signal sequence and the cytoplasmic 

tail at the 5’ and 3’ end respectively. Affinity tags were encoded at the C-terminal ends 

of the CD79A (SBP), CD79B (HA) and mIgM heavy chains (FLAG) (Figure 3.1) through a 

GS or GSG linker to enable targeting of the various chains according to the experimental 

requirement. 
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3.1.3 ER microsomes support expression of individual BCR chains 

Following in vitro transcription of these constructs, I checked that the synthesised mRNA 

supported proper expression, glycosylation and signal peptide cleavage by IVT. After 

translation, the ER microsomes were pelleted and analysed by SDS-PAGE to visualise the 

proteins that had successfully expressed and translocated to the ER (Figure 3.2).  

 

Figure 3.2 Expression of the BCR chains by IVT.  

Test translation of all the BCR chains in IVD12 ER microsomes, shown with or without Endo H treatment. 
The multiple bands seen for each chain in the - Endo H lanes correspond to the different glycosylation 
states of the protein and doublets indicate signal peptide uncleaved/cleaved species.  

All the chains showed bands at the expected molecular weights and glycosylation states 

(Sakaguchi et al. 1988, Brouns et al. 1995, Vuillier et al. 2005). Thus, our system 

replicates ER conditions and can synthesise the individual BCR chains. 

3.1.4 Assembly of quaternary complexes 

Before assembly of the full BCR complex, we tested CD79AB assembly and mIg assembly 

separately. CD79AB was assembled by IVT for 2 hours, extracted in digitonin and 

immunoprecipitated by targeting either CD79A (SA) or CD79B (anti-HA). The products 

of the IP were then deglycosylated with Endo H (to allow for clearer visualisation of the 

products by eliminating multiple bands representing multiple glycosylation states for 

each species) and analysed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE (Figure 3.3 B). Both CD79 chains 

showed the propensity to form homodimers when expressed on their own, however 
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Figure 3.3 Assembly of quaternary complexes.  

A: Schematic of the BCR chains assembled and their affinity tags. B: Assembly of CD79AB. Indicated CD79 
chains were assembled for 2 hours by IVT and immunoprecipitated as indicated. Products were 
deglycosylated and analysed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE. Dimers are seen to form by CD79A and B even 
when their partner chains aren’t added to the reaction, indicating either homodimerisation or formation 
of heterodimers with endogenous CD79 chains from the IVD12 ER microsomes. When both CD79 chains 
are added, the heterodimer is seen to be preferred (lanes 3 and 4). C: Assembly of mIg. Heavy and/or light 
chains were assembled as indicated for 2 hours by IVT and immunoprecipitated using polyclonal anti-
mouse IgG. Products were deglycosylated and analysed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE. Full mIgs (H2L2) as 
well as the intermediate states of assembly (H1L1, H2L1) are seen when both chains are added, as well as 
when just HC is added, presumably because it assembles with endogenous light chains from the IVD12 ER 
microsomes. D: Assembly of full BCR. mIg heavy and light chain, CD79A and CD79B were assembled for 4 
hours by IVT and immunoprecipitated targeting either the heavy chain (anti-FLAG) or the CD79s (SA/anti-
HA) by single (lanes 1 and 2) or sequential (lanes 3 and 4) IPs as indicated. Products were deglycosylated 
and analysed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE. Full BCR complexes are seen to assemble and targeting either 
heavy chain (lane 1) or the CD79s (lanes 2 and 3) is effective in capturing the whole BCR complex. Lane 4 
(*) shows a mixing control assembly in which mIg and CD79AB were assembled in separate IVT reactions 
and combined at the extraction step. The lack of co-immunoprecipitation of mIg with the CD79s in this 
lane shows that association does not occur between mIgs and CD79ABs that are separately translated and 
assembled. 
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when both CD79 chains are added (Figure 3.3 B lanes 3,4) the heterodimer is 

preferentially formed. Homodimerisation has previously been reported for CD79A  while 

rebuilding BCRs in Drosophila S2 cells and for CD79B in cell lysates (Brouns et al. 1995, 

Siegers et al. 2006), by BCR rebuilding in Drosophila S2 cells (Siegers et al. 2006, Gottwick 

et al. 2019) and crystallography of the ECDs (Radaev et al. 2010). Only CD79B 

homodimers have been reported to reach the cell surface however, with mIg or 

independently (Siegers et al. 2006, He et al. 2018, Gottwick et al. 2019), while CD79A 

homodimers are presumably retained in the ER. 

Alternatively, these species could be heterodimers formed with endogenous CD79 

chains already present in the IVD12-purified ER microsomes. While forming 

heterodimers with the endogenous chains rather than our supplied chains may not have 

any adverse experimental implications, it halves the radioactive signal of the CD79AB 

heterodimer as only the newly synthesised chains and not the endogenous ones 

incorporate the radiolabel. Homodimers, on the other hand, would represent non-

canonical or off-pathway species. To overcome this, a two-step IP selection (SA to anti-

HA) can be performed to select for the heterodimer when required, as shown in Figure 

3.3 B, lanes 3 and 4. This involved a first step IP targeting CD79A using SA beads, 

followed by washing off of all unbound species. All remaining species left bound to the 

SA beads (which either contain CD79A or are associated with it) are then eluted with 

biotin and are subsequently bound with anti-HA beads in a second IP step to now target 

CD79B. As a result, only species minimally containing CD79AB or associating with it 

survive the two step IP selection. This eliminates the ER-endogenous CD79 chains as 

these do not contain affinity tags. 

For the mIg assembly, HC and LC were assembled for 2 hours by IVT, extracted in 

digitonin and immunoprecipitated using polyclonal anti-mouse IgG. The products were 

then deglycosylated and visualised by non-reducing SDS-PAGE (Figure 3.3 C). We see 

that full mIg (H2L2) can be assembled when both HC and LC are provided (Figure 3.3 C 

lane 2), and we additionally see intermediate species (H1L1, H2L1). We also observe the 

formation of full mIg even when we don’t add our LC to the IVT reaction (Figure 3.3 C 
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lane 3), presumably due to assembly of the provided HC with endogenous LC from the 

IVD12 ER. 

Having understood how the chains behaved in the IVT system individually, we 

proceeded to assemble all the BCR chains together to check for complete complex 

formation. Assembled complexes were extracted in digitonin and immunoprecipitated 

by targeting either the heavy chain (anti-FLAG) or the CD79s (SA/ anti-HA) in either a 

single step or two-step snIP described above. The products of the IPs were then 

deglycosylated with Endo H and analysed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE (Figure 3.3 D).  

Each IP strategy yielded all components of the BCR, indicating that the four chains had 

successfully cotranslated, folded and assembled into BCR complexes. We also found that 

the chains associate only when translated in the same ER membrane, as demonstrated 

by the mixing control (*) where mIg and CD79AB assembled in separate IVT reactions 

and mixed during extraction. No mIg is seen to co-immunoprecipitate with the CD79s, 

showing the chains do not associate in the dilute detergent steps. 

With the IVT protocol for BCR assembly established, we were now set to perform the 

cysteine scan to determine residues that fall on the interface of the mIgM TM dimer. 

3.2 Cysteine scanning the BCR mIg TMD 

For the cysteine scan on the BCR mIg, I first established a “cysteineless” base construct 

incapable of forming dimers by mutating interchain disulfide bond-forming cysteines in 

the ECDs to serines. The transmembrane cysteine mutations were then introduced on 

this base construct and the mutants were subjected to increasingly stringent IPs to 

select for the most physiological BCR complexes. This was accomplished by first 

assessing the mutants for their ability to form dimers in the IVT system through 

immunoprecipitations targeting the mIg, and subsequently identifying only the mIg 

dimers that crosslink in the context of the completely assembled tetrameric BCR TMD 

(containing mIg homodimer and CD79AB heterodimer) via IPs targeting the CD79s. The 

crosslinks compatible with the complete BCR complex were then used as distance 

restraints for molecular dynamics simulations to generate the mIg TMD model. 
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3.2.1 Generation of cysteine mutant library 

We initially trialled full-length mIgM heavy chain as the backbone for the cysteine 

mutants. However, assembly of these chains by IVT resulted in the formation of 

numerous high molecular weight species, rather than one specific H2L2 product. We 

suspected that this was due to excessive misfolding of the ECDs of these chains, which 

contain five Ig domains each with internal crosslinking cysteines. To simplify the system, 

also conscious that we would be introducing additional cysteines in the TMDs, we 

decided to study the cysteine mutants on a truncated CH2-CH4 HC (Figure 3.4 A), a 

construct previously shown to retain interactions with the CD79s (Tolar et al. 2009). 

With this construct, light chain would no longer need to be added to the reactions. To 

test the assembly of the truncated construct (WTtrunc) with the CD79s in our IVT system, 

we co-translated them alongside a reference assembly reaction with WT HC and 

performed an IP targeting the CD79s to compare the amount of each HC that co-

immunoprecipitated. The association of WTtrunc with the CD79s was seen to be 

comparable to that of the WT while also generating a cleaner readout (Figure 3.4 B, 

lanes 1 and 2).  

Next, in order to assess HC dimer formation through crosslinking of cysteines introduced 

in the TMD, we made a WTtrunc HC “cysteinless” (C-less) backbone by mutating the 

interchain disulfide bond-forming cysteines in the ECD to serines (C327S, C404S, 

numbered from start of signal-cleaved heavy chain) (Figure 3.4 A). Assembly of the C-

less HC with the CD79s was checked by IVT, and was seen to be comparable to WTtrunc 

(Figure 3.4 B, lanes 3 and 4). We now had an assembly-competent system for 

introduction of the TM cysteine mutants. 

The library of mutants with cysteine substitutions at all positions of the mIgM heavy 

chain TMD was generated by Quickchange PCR as described in Methods (Chapter 2.2.1). 

These mutants were in vitro transcribed to mRNA and assessed for disulfide bond 

formation in the IVT assembly assay to identify residues that lie within 4-6 Å of each 

other in the untriggered, fully assembled BCR complex. 
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Figure 3.4 HC base construct for the cysteine scan.  

A: Schematic showing the truncated CH2-CH4 HC construct used in the cysteine scanning to minimise 
misfolding. Interchain disulfide bond-forming cysteines to be mutated to serines for the “C-less” 
background are shown in yellow stick representation. B: The CH2-CH4 WTtrunc and C-less HC associate with 
CD79AB in the IVT system. CD79AB was assembled with full-length, WTtrunc or C-less HC for 4 hours by IVT 
and immunoprecipitated targeting total CD79. Products were deglycosylated and analysed by non-
reducing SDS-PAGE. Both WTtrunc and C-less HC assemble with CD79AB. 

3.2.2 Testing dimerisation of the cysteine mutants 

First, we assessed which HC cysteine mutants in our library captured homodimers in the 

IVT assay. If crosslinks formed and showed some level of specificity or helical periodicity, 

this would indicate the formation of a specific dimer. 

The HC cysteine mutants were assembled with the CD79s in the ER microsomes by IVT. 

Following assembly, crosslinking was catalysed by the addition of CuPhe. The resulting 

products were extracted with digitonin in the presence of iodoacetamide to alkylate any 

remaining reactive cysteines, then immunoprecipitated with anti-FLAG affinity beads 

targeting the heavy chain. The products of the IP were deglycosylated and analysed by 

non-reducing SDS-PAGE (Figure 3.5 A).  
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Figure 3.5 Visualising dimer formation by the mIg cysteine mutants.  

A: The cysteine mutants were assembled with CD79AB for 4 hours by IVT and immunoprecipitated 
targeting total HC. Products were deglycosylated and analysed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE. Most positions 
showed the propensity to form dimers. Positions in the mIg TMD that show the propensity to dimerise 
are highlighted in yellow in all panels. B: Strength of dimerisation of the mutants graphed by performing 
densitometry on A and plotting the ratio of H2 pulled down in the IP with respect to H1 as a percentage of 
WTtrunc (N=2, individual values plotted with mean). C: Dimerising positions illustrated on a helix wheel 
diagram.  
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There is some variability in total yields of the mutants which occurs due to potential 

differences in handling between samples, like for example the extent of digitonin 

extraction, IP affinity bead bed volume added, gel loading, etc or alternatively due to 

defects in folding or membrane insertion. Thus, the ratio of quantified dimer to 

monomer (from densitometry of the respective bands in the gel) for each mutant was 

used as a measure of dimerisation rather than a direct comparison of amounts of dimer 

immunoprecipitated for each mutant as this is internally controlled. This ratio of H2/ H1 

is plotted as a percentage of WTtrunc for each position (Figure 3.5 B).  

The WTtrunc and C-less controls showed the expected enrichment of the dimer and 

monomer populations, respectively, due to the presence and absence of the native 

interchain-crosslinking cysteines in the ECDs of these constructs. The mutants showed 

varying capacity to form dimers, suggestive of their differing positions in the dimer 

towards or away from a potential interface. Together with the helical periodicity in the 

positions of residues that formed strong dimers (i.e., crosslinks roughly every 3-4 

residues), this intimated the presence of a specific HC dimer interface (Figure 3.5, 

positions that crosslink coloured yellow on helix wheel diagram). 

3.2.3 Testing crosslinking in fully assembled complexes 

Having identified the mutants that were able to form dimers, we now wanted to know 

whether the crosslinks could still form when the mutants were fully assembled into a 

complex with the CD79s. This would aid in eliminating spurious crosslinks that might 

trap the mIgM HC in conformations that can’t assemble with CD79AB, thus selecting for 

the most physiologically relevant crosslinks. To begin interrogating this, the mutants 

were assembled with the CD79s, crosslinked and immunoprecipitated simultaneously 

targeting CD79A and B (SA and anti-HA respectively) to compare the amount of HC 

pulled down for each of the mutants (Figure 3.6). 

It is seen with the CD79AB IP selection that some of the mutants that readily formed 

dimers (as seen in the HC IP, Figure 3.5) are no longer co-immunoprecipitated (L597C, 

L602C, V608C and V613C), suggesting their formation of a non-physiological dimer that 

interfered with CD79AB association.  
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Figure 3.6 Identifying mutants that crosslink while assembled with the CD79s.  

A: The cysteine mutants were assembled with CD79AB for 4 hours by IVT and immunoprecipitated 
targeting total CD79 to determine which mutants formed dimers that associate with the CD79s. Products 
were deglycosylated and analysed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE. Autoradiographs of two replicates of the 
experiment are shown (Rep 1, 2). The subset of the dimerising mutants that associate with CD79 are 
highlighted pink in all panels. B: Mutants that form dimers while associated with the CD79s plotted by 
performing densitometry on A and plotting the ratio of H2 pulled down in the IP with respect to CD79AB 

as a percentage of WTtrunc. C: Ratio of HC dimer to monomer co-immunoprecipitated with the CD79s as a 
percentage of WTtrunc plotted by performing densitometry on A. N=2, individual values plotted with mean. 
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To confirm that the dimers assembled with CD79AB heterodimers and not CD79 

homodimers (as described in Chapter 3.1.4), we performed the more stringent snIP 

strategy to select for the heterodimer. A two-step snIP from CD79A (SA) to B (anti-HA) 

was employed to isolate authentic BCR complexes. As a result, only species minimally 

containing CD79AB or associating with it survive the two step IP selection (Figure 3.7 A). 

Two-step snIPs were performed on the subset of mutants that withstood the 

simultaneous CD79AB IP (coloured pink in Figure 3.6). L13C, which did not form 

crosslinks in any IP strategy, was also included as a negative control. 

L1C, A5C and S19C (orange) formed dimers that strongly associated with CD79AB (Figure 

3.7 B-D) and were thus selected as the positions to apply the distance restraints for MD 

simulations. The positions W2C, T4C, T7C and T20C (yellow) showed slightly lower 

association with the CD79s, presumably because they adopt a slightly less favourable 

geometry to form the disulfide bond. 

The S19C mutation is unique amongst the above assembling dimers, as it is the only 

mutant for which CD79AB exclusively co-immunoprecipitated the covalently-linked 

dimer, with no trace of HC monomer seen on the gel. We interpret this to indicate that 

this dimeric conformation is particularly favourable and that the interaction with the 

CD79s could not be maintained if the crosslink didn’t form. 

3.2.4 Confirming intra-complex formation of crosslinks 

In our immunoprecipitations we saw HC dimers and some fraction of HC monomers. The 

HC monomers present after the CD79 IP could represent either of two possible 

interactions with the CD79s: a direct interaction of the monomeric form of the HC 

mutant with CD79AB or the interaction of a non-covalently linked mutant dimer which 

dissociates to monomers during the denaturing SDS-PAGE run. These species represent 

either incomplete complexes or complexes incompatible with crosslink formation, 

neither of which we are looking to select. 
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Figure 3.7 Mutants that dimerise when associated with the CD79AB heterodimer.  

A: Schematic illustrating the sequential non-denaturing IP method. This two-step IP selects for species 
minimally containing CD79AB or species that associate with CD79AB. Species enriched at each step are 
indicated. B: The subset of HC dimers that enriched with the total CD79 IP were assembled with CD79AB 
for 4 hours by IVT and immunoprecipitated by the two-step IP strategy described in A to determine which 
cysteine mutants formed dimers that associate with the CD79AB heterodimer. L13C (coloured blue in B-
D) was included as a negative control. Products were deglycosylated and analysed by non-reducing SDS-
PAGE. This stringent IP strategy shows a further refinement of the dimers that associate with the CD79AB 
heterodimer, with the strongest dimers highlighted in orange and the weaker in yellow in B-D. C: Mutants 
that form strong dimers while associated with the CD79AB heterodimer graphed by performing 
densitometry on B and plotting the ratio of H2 pulled down in the IP with respect to CD79AB as a 
percentage of WTtrunc (N=3, individual values plotted with mean and SD). D: Positions in the mIg TMD that 
form strongest (orange) or weaker (yellow) dimers while associated with the CD79AB heterodimer 
illustrated on the helix wheel diagram.  
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Figure 3.8 Confirming the crosslinks identified are intra-complex.  

A: Schematic of a BCR complex with the mIg dimerised through the S19C crosslink (coloured orange in A-
C). B: Schematic of the scenario where the crosslinks were forming between mIg dimers of neighbouring 
complexes (CD79AB not shown for clarity). When boiled in SDS and visualised by SDS-PAGE, the dimers 
formed by crosslinking between mIgs of neighbouring BCRs would be indistinguishable from an intra-
complex crosslinked dimer. C: Introduction of S19C on the WTtrunc background would result in daisy-
chaining. D: HCs with S19C on the WTtrunc or C-less background were assembled with CD79AB for 4 hours 
by IVT and immunoprecipitated targeting heavy chain. Products were deglycosylated and analysed by 
non-reducing SDS-PAGE. No daisy-chaining was observed for the S19C on the WTtrunc construct (lane 4), 
confirming the crosslinks were formed within a single BCR complex.  The higher molecular weight band 
seen above H2 in the “S on WTtrunc” lane (and faintly in the WT lane, indicated by *) could correspond to a 
HC dimer crosslinked through S19C to CD79AB, through the endogenous cysteine in CD79A’s TM domain. 
Similarly, the band above CD79AB in the “S on C-less” lane (**) could be a HC S19C monomer crosslinked 
to CD79AB. Grey boxes represent ER membrane. 
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Similarly, in the case of the positions that crosslink, if the disulfide bonds are actually 

formed between HC dimers of neighbouring BCR complexes, rather than an internal 

crosslink between the two HCs of a single complex (Figure 3.8 A,B) and then the 

products are run on a gel, the dimers from these inter-complex crosslinks would be 

indistinguishable on an SDS-PAGE gel from intra-complex crosslinks. To resolve this, we 

introduced one of the mutations that formed strong crosslinks, S19C, onto the truncated 

wildtype, cysteine-sufficient mIgM HC, so now a crosslink between neighbouring 

complexes would appear on SDS-PAGE as a daisy chain of HC dimers (Figure 3.8 C). 

It is evident from the result (Figure 3.8 D) that there is no daisy-chaining, indicating that 

the S19C crosslink forms within one BCR complex.  

3.2.5 Cysteine scanning – the effect of mutagenesis 

Cysteine scanning in the mIgM HC TMD not only highlights the proximity between two 

positions, but also whether the native residue is absolutely required for BCR assembly 

by demonstrating the effect of its mutation to cysteine. An overlay of a selection of 

results from the crosslinking scans performed with different IP selections is depicted 

below (Figure 3.9). With this juxtaposition, we can identify positions where introduction 

of the cysteine mutation has disrupted native complex formation. 

 

Figure 3.9 Overlay of data from the mIg cysteine scans.  

Yellow trend line: The % HC dimer measured from the IP targeting HC, reflecting the crosslinking pattern 
of the mutants without reference to whether the crosslinked products can assemble with the CD79s (N=2, 
mean). Pink trend line: The ratio of crosslinked heavy chain to total CD79 from the total CD79 IP, 
normalised to WTtrunc (N=2, mean). Orange dots: The ratio of crosslinked heavy chain to CD79AB from the 
2-step sequential IP that purifies CD79AB heterodimers (N=3, individual values plotted). Grey trend line: 
The total HC that co-immunoprecipitates with CD79AB, irrespective of whether it is monomeric or 
dimeric, in the IP targeting total CD79 (N=2, mean). 
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The % dimer measured from the total HC IP (yellow) reflects the crosslinking pattern of 

the mutants without reference to whether the crosslinked products can assemble with 

the CD79s. Dimer per total CD79 (%WTtrunc) (pink) is the ratio of crosslinked heavy chain 

to total CD79 from the total CD79 IP, normalised to WTtrunc. Dimer per CD79AB 

(%WTtrunc) (orange) is the ratio of crosslinked heavy chain to CD79AB from the 2-step 

sequential IP that purifies CD79AB heterodimers. The dots showing the 3 replicates of 

the 2-step CD79AB IP represent the most stringent selection of crosslinks compatible 

with native assembly. Total heavy chain yield per total CD79 (%WTtrunc) (grey) measures 

the total HC that co-immunoprecipitates with CD79AB, irrespective of whether it is 

monomeric or dimeric. 

The total heavy chain that assembled with CD79AB for each mutant (grey) shows the 

effect of introduction of the cysteine mutation on mIg assembly with CD79AB. We see 

that the pattern of total HC yield is almost the exact inverse of the pattern of 

dimerisation strength (yellow), indicating mutations away from the dimerising face are 

less disruptive to full BCR assembly. Additionally, for most of the mutants that show a 

high yield of total HC (T3C, S6C, I9C, L14C, F17C, T21C), we see that this is contributed 

to predominantly by monomeric HC (Figure 3.6 A), suggesting assembly of a HC dimer 

with CD79AB that did not crosslink as the cysteines were not at the dimerising interface 

in these mutants. Conversely, cysteines introduced at positions T7, F8, S15, Y18 and T23 

link the mIg in a conformation that is incompatible with strong CD79 association, as 

these mutants form strong crosslinks (yellow) but the dimeric form does not co-

precipitate with CD79AB (orange). S19 appears to be the one position where 

introduction of the cysteine both enables dimerisation (yellow) and has high HC dimer 

yield with CD79AB (grey, pink, orange). We conclude that the conformation enforced by 

this crosslink is likely to be the best representation of the native assembled structure. 
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3.3 MD simulations and modelling 

With multiple crosslinks compatible with full BCR TM assembly identified by the cysteine 

scan, we were ready to model the mIg dimer and reasoned that the very strongest 

crosslinks (L1-L1, A5-A5, S19-S19) would make the most reliable distance restraints 

(Figure 3.10). Additionally, the positions of these crosslinks, distributed from the very 

beginning to near the end of the TM sequence, have the advantage of guiding the 

modelling through the length of the TMD. 

To perform the modelling, we collaborated with Prof. Wonpil Im and Dr. Soohyung Park 

at Lehigh University, who had the computational expertise and performed the previous 

TCRαβ TMD modelling for the lab (Krshnan et al. 2016, Park et al. 2018). They performed 

Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD) simulations (Sugita et al. 1999), which 

have the advantage of enhanced speed and conformational space sampling by allowing 

multiple copies (or replicas) of the system to run in parallel at different temperatures. 

Every ps, conformational states from different replicas are randomly exchanged based 

on their temperatures and potential energy. This results in a fast and efficient route to 

the lowest energy conformation by helping overcome high energy barriers that would 

otherwise exist to access intermediate states and prevents trapping of the simulation in 

local energy minima. 

3.3.1 Implicit modelling of the mouse mIgM TMD 

3.3.1.1 Implicit modelling of the mouse mIgM TMD using the strong crosslinks 

The mIgM TM dimer was modelled starting with the two HC monomers ~30 Å apart In a 

30 Å implicit membrane (GBSW membrane model (Im et al. 2003)) using CHARMM 

(Brooks et al. 2009). A 6-ns REMD with 44 replicas and temperature range 300-900 K 

was set up using the strong crosslinks (L1-L1, A5-A5, S19-S19) as distance restraints (3.7-

6 Å, as opposed to a strict 2 Å length of a disulfide bond, to allow leeway for slight 

dynamics) between the Cβs. The structures generated by the simulation were analysed 

by hierarchical cluster analysis using the 3- to 6-ns REMD simulation trajectory at 300 K. 

This involves an initial random grouping of structures into clusters followed by 
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Figure 3.10 Summary of strong crosslinks identified in the mIg HC cysteine scan.  

A: Numbered TMD sequence of mIgM HC with strong (orange) and weaker (yellow) crosslinks identified 
shown as solid and dashed lines respectively. TMD-flanking sequences are in grey. B: Positions in the mIg 
TMD that form strongest (orange) or weaker (yellow) dimers while associated with the CD79AB 
heterodimer illustrated on the helix wheel diagram. C: Positions to use as distance restraints for the MD 
simulations. 

pairwise comparison and merging of clusters within an average Cα RMSD of 3 Å of each 

other. This continues until the difference in average Cα RMSD between the remaining 

clusters is >3 Å. The most populated cluster at the end of the analysis is the most stable 

and the centroid from this cluster represents the final model. 

One dominant cluster emerged from the analysis (population > 90%) and the centroid 

structure from the last 4 ns (2-to 6-ns) trajectories is shown in Figure 3.11 B. The final 

Cβ-Cβ distances between the restraining residues L1-L1, A5-A5 and S19-S19 are 4.4, 3.5 

and 4.2 Å respectively (Figure 3.11 D). 

We see, however, that the weaker crosslinks that were at least partially compatible with 

CD79 association are not possible in this conformation, with Cβ-Cβ distances in the final 

model between W2, T4, T7 and T20 pairs 8.9, 9.7, 14 and 14.1 Å respectively. Possible 

explanations for this are proposed in the Discussion. 
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Figure 3.11 Implicit modelling of mouse mIgM TM dimer.  

A: Numbered TMD sequence of mIgM HC with strong (orange) and weaker (yellow) crosslinks identified 
shown as solid and dashed lines respectively. TMD-flanking sequences are in grey. B: Mouse mIgM TMD 
dimer model obtained by REMD simulations in an implicit membrane model using the strong crosslinks 
(L1-L1, A5-A5, S19-S19) as distance restraints. Positions of the strong (orange) and weak (yellow) 
crosslinks in the final model are highlighted. C: The mIg’s “conserved” face residues (cyan) fall at the 
model’s interface. D: Plots of Cβ-Cβ distances between the restraining pairs over the simulation time 
shows their maintenance at ~4 Å. 
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Further, the evolutionarily “conserved” side of the mIg TMD proposed to mediate 

CD79AB association (Reth 1992, Campbell et al. 1994, Yang et al. 2016) is seen to lie at 

the mIg homodimer interface rather than facing outward for interaction with the 

signalling dimer (Figure 3.11 C). 

3.3.1.2 A conserved structural element in the lymphocyte antigen receptors  

Comparing the BCR’s mIg homodimer model with that reported for its counterpart in 

the TCR, the αβ subunit, we see that the two form extremely similar structures, with a 

backbone Cα RMSD of 0.85 and 0.73 Å between mIg and TCRαβ from the restrained 

modelling (Krshnan et al. 2016) and cryo-EM structure (Dong et al. 2019) respectively 

(Figure 3.12 A), and this structure was almost reached by the mIg within 1-ns of the 

simulation (Figure 3.12 B). As we hypothesised earlier by sequence comparison of the 

TCRαβ and BCR mIg TMDs (Figure 3.12 D), the mIg TM interface also appears to be 

stabilised by hydrogen bonding through the highly conserved Y and T residues (Y18, T23) 

as in the TCR (Figure 3.12 C). Rather than the additional TCRαN37-TCRβA26 backbone 

H-bond seen in the TCR, the BCR interface has two potential hydrogen bonds formed by 

the highly conserved serine residues S15 and S19. 

3.3.1.3 Implicit modelling of the mouse mIgM TMD with single S19C restraint 

Since the S19C mutant showed the unique property of associating with the CD79AB 

exclusively in its dimeric form, suggesting strong driving of physiological BCR complex 

formation, we wanted to test if using this crosslink as a sole restraint would reproduce 

the model previously obtained using restrains from all three strong crosslinks. REMD 

simulations were set up with the same parameters as the previous simulation (6-ns, 32 

replicas, 300-750 K, 30 Å membrane) and a single distance restraint was applied 

between S19 of both helices. However, the structure models did not converge at the 

end of this time. The centroid from the last 1-ns trajectory (which had the lowest RMSD 

through the simulation of 1.13 Å with respect to the model generated using all 3 strong 

crosslink restraints) is shown in Figure 3.13 A and we see a shift in register of one of the 

helices with respect to the other in the S19-only model (blue) compared to the full 

restraint model (grey).  
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Figure 3.12 A conserved structural element in the lymphocyte antigen receptors.  

A: Alignment of the mIgM TM dimer (blue) with the previously published TCRαβ TM models (TCRα in 
yellow, TCRβ in pink, opaque model from Krshnan et al’s restrained simulations (Krshnan et al. 2016) and 
partially transparent model from the TCR cryo-EM structure (Dong et al. 2019)) shows high similarity 
between the two. B: Backbone RMSD between the mIgM dimer and Krshnan et al’s TCRαβ TM model over 
the timecourse of the mIg dimer simulation restrained by the strong crosslinks. C: The mIgM TM dimer is 
stabilised by a network of SYST polar residues (coloured orange) similar to TCR αβ's NTY network. D: 
WebLogos depicting TM sequence conservation across over 65 species for TCR α/δ and TCR β/γ and across 
all five Ig isotypes for mouse and human BCR mIgs. Basic residues are coloured in blue, acidic residues in 
red and polar residues in orange. The highly conserved Y and T residues (boxed in red) participating in a 
stabilising hydrogen bond in the TCR are also conserved in the BCR. 
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Figure 3.13 Membrane thickness influences structure of the mIgM TM model.  

A: Modelling of the mIgM TM dimer with the single S19 (orange) distance restraint results in a model with 
the register of one helix in the dimer shifted with respect to the other in the default 30 Å membrane. B: 
Increasing model membrane thickness to 34 Å results in a structure similar to the model obtained by the 
simulations using all three strong crosslinks (L1-L1, A5-A5, S19-S19). Dashed black lines approximate the 
model membrane thickness only, not its actual position. 

We suspected that this may be an artefact of restrictive membrane thickness as the 

predicted TM region of mIg is longer than 30 Å (Figure 3.13), and so repeated the 

simulation in a 34 Å membrane instead of the default 30 Å (phosphate-to-phosphate 

average thickness of ER membrane from hepatocytes reported to be ~37.5 Å (Mitra et 

al. 2004)) and an extended time of 10-ns. This time, the structure models converged, 

and the centroid structure from the last 4-ns trajectory (Figure 3.13 B) was consistent 

with the previous model, with an RMSD of 0.51 Å (most of the variation at the N-terminal 

end). Thus, the single S19C restraint could reproduce the model, however, the full set 

of strong crosslink restraints aids the speed and quality of the modelling. 

The influence of membrane thickness on the conformation adopted by the mIg dimer is 

an interesting observation with potential functional relevance, and is explored further 

in the Discussion. 
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3.3.2 Explicit modelling of all BCR isotypes in POPC bilayers 

With the guided implicit simulations of the mouse mIgM TMD converging on a single 

structure, we next tested the stability of the model and its compatibility with all 5 mouse 

and human mIg isotypes by performing unrestrained simulations in fully atomistic POPC 

bilayers. The sequences of the TMDs of the mouse and human mIgs show large similarity 

(Figure 3.14 A) and almost all contain the SYST residues involved in the polar network, 

with the exception of mIgD which contains T instead of S at position 15, and mouse mIgE 

which contains G instead of S at position S19. 

The starting structure for the mouse isotype trials was the respective isotype’s TMD 

sequence on the mIgM REMD model backbone, and for a complementary analysis the 

human isotypes were modelled on the highly similar TCRαβ model backbone (Krshnan 

et al. 2016). Five independent 500-ns simulations were run and 2500 conformations 

from each isotype were sampled for the cluster analysis performed with a backbone 

RMSD cut-off value of 1.5 Å over the last 200 ns of the simulation. The centroid 

structures from the dominant clusters for each isotype showed very similar final 

structures (Figure 3.14 C) with Cα RMSDs between 0.63 and 1.94 Å for the mouse, and 

0.58 and 1.43 Å for the human isotypes compared to the mouse mIgM implicit model, 

showing a similar transmembrane conformation is likely adopted by all 5 mIg isotypes. 

Further, all 5 isotypes showed potential stabilisation of the dimer via hydrogen bonding 

between the Y18 and T23 residues. The largest backbone RMSDs were seen for mouse 

mIgD and human mIgG, and this appears to be at the N-terminal end of the TMD. 

Contact maps between the TM residues in all the models are also shown (Figure 3.15). 

3.3.2.1 H bond occupancy analysis 

The H bond occupancy was analysed between all residues in the models over the last 

200 ns of the simulation. There is a high probability of H bonds between S15 residues in 

most of the models (Figure 3.14 D), except for mouse mIgE. In mIgD, which has T at 

position 15 instead of S, the probability is much lower in human (30 ± 13 %), and in 

mouse the H bond disappeared during the first 100-ns of the simulation (initially ~ 9%), 
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Figure 3.14 Similar mIg TMD structure likely adopted by BCRs of all 5 isotypes.  

A: Mouse and human sequences of the mIg TMDs of all 5 isotypes. Shared residues are represented by 
dots and differing residues are indicated. Residues involved in the SYST polar network are highlighted in 
orange. B: The 5 mouse and human BCR isotypes were simulated in explicit POPC bilayers. Representative 
snapshot of human mIgM (blue) in POPC bilayer (green and orange). C: Models of the 5 mouse and human 
BCR isotypes from the explicit simulations (grey) aligned with the mouse mIgM implicit model (blue). 
Residues in the lower TMD polar network are coloured orange and potential H bonds are shown as dashed 
lines. D: Probability of H bond occupancy between the SYST polar network residues over the last 200 ns 
of the simulations tabulated with standard error (average over the five replicates). 
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and was not observed in later simulation times. Rather, these mouse T15 residues 

appeared to form intra-TM H-bonds with the neighbouring backbone carbonyl of L11 in 

all five replicas. Compared to S15-S15, S19-S19 H bonds have lower occupancy, as do 

S15-S19 or S19-S15 H bonds (on average <50 %) (Figure 3.14 D). 

Between Y18 and T23, H bond occupancy is consistently over 50% (Figure 3.14 D). 

However, in some models the H bonding probability is significantly higher on one side 

of the dimer than the other, like in mouse mIgA and mIgG. The CζY18-CβT23 distances 

over the simulation time (shown for all isotypes and replicas in Appendix B) were at ~ 5 

Å through most simulations but sometimes peaked to over 10 Å on one side of the dimer 

(Figure 3.16 A,B,D,E). Examination of the centroid models during the last 100 ns with ≥ 

10 Å distances showed that the Y-T H bond is bridged by water molecules in the cases 

where the distance is ~6-10 Å, as in mouse mIgG (Figure 3.16 C). When the distance is 

>10 Å, there is no interaction, as in mIgA where Y18 swings out towards the bilayer 

(Figure 3.16 F) and water molecules gather around S15, which is rarely observed when 

both H bonds are intact. 

In mIgA the analysis shows high probability of another H bond, between T5-T5 (91 ± 1 % 

in mouse and 78 ± 2 % in human) at the N-terminal end of the TMD. Of all the isotypes, 

only mIgA has a polar residue at this position, which lies at the dimer interface (same 

position as mIgM A5 that is one of the strongest crosslinking positions).  

3.4 The YxxxxT motif in other single-pass receptor TMDs  

As both TCR and BCR assembly involve a Y-T H bond, we investigated whether the 

structural motif formed by these residues, the YxxxxT motif (where x denotes any amino 

acid), occurred in other membrane proteins. We searched for the YxxxxT motif in all 

single-pass type I receptor TMDs using the dataset including all results from the 

UniProtKB search: 

locations:(location:"Single-pass type I membrane protein [SL-9905]") AND reviewed:yes 
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Figure 3.16  Examining models with asymmetric Y-T H bonds. 

A and D: Plot of CζY18-CβT23 distances over the simulation time for representative replicas in which H 
bond occupancy differs significantly on either side of the mIg TM dimer. B and E: Same plots as A and D 
but for replicas that do not show sustained Y-T H bond asymmetry. C and F: Centroid structure from the 
last 100 ns of the simulation for mouse mIgG rep 2 and mIgA rep 5 shows H bonding bridged by a water 
molecule for mIgG and no H bonding in mIgA. Polar SYST network residues are coloured orange and 
potential hydrogen bonds are represented as black dashed lines. Water molecules are in red and white 
sphere representation.  
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The sequences of the predicted TM regions of these proteins were extracted, cleaned 

and searched for the YxxxxT motif. Eleven other proteins were found to contain the 

motif, and their TMD sequences are listed in Figure 3.17.  

 

Figure 3.17 Single-pass type I membrane proteins containing the YxxxxT motif.  

The occurrence of the YxxxxT motif in other single-pass type I membrane proteins was searched in 
Uniprot. The list of proteins containing the YxxxxT motif (highlighted in orange) and their TM sequences 
are listed. 

The search was able to retrieve other immune proteins where this motif has been shown 

to be key for dimer stability, including TCR’s ζζ (Call et al. 2006), FcεR1γ (Blazquez-

Moreno et al. 2017), CD28 and cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA4) 

(Leddon et al. 2020) and this aspect is discussed further in Chapter 4. 
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The other proteins listed are poorly characterised structurally (and many functionally 

also), and so it cannot be verified at this stage whether the YxxxxT motif drives 

interactions in these proteins.  

A caveat of this search is that it cannot find dimers like TCRαβ where the Y and T are on 

different chains, and also it ironically didn’t return the BCR mIgs in the results, because 

they are documented as the membrane-bound isoforms of the Igs within the parent 

entry for the secreted form in Uniprot. 

3.5 Discussion 

Using experimentally obtained restraints from ligand-free, tetrameric BCR complexes in 

native ER membranes, we have modelled the structure formed by the mIg TM dimer in 

lipid bilayers. Here we have used cysteine scanning to map the points of close packing 

in the mIg TMD dimer. A noteworthy assumption of this method is that the cysteine 

mutants adopt the same structure as their wildtype counterparts, while in reality, 

cysteine mutation could change parameters like the protein’s insertion depth in the 

membrane or interactions with its partner helices or lipid environment. The likelihood 

of these anomalies can be assessed by evaluating the internal consistency of the results. 

In strong support of this consistency, the distances between the positions of the three 

strong crosslinks in the final model are all within reasonable distance to simultaneously 

disulfide bond, indicating that the same structure has been captured several different 

ways. Further, we have performed multiple cross-confirmatory scans (Chapters 3, 5) and 

corroborated this with supplementary approaches like MD simulations (Chapter 3.3) 

and structure-driven mutagenesis (Chapter 4) to ensure informed interpretation of the 

results. 

In comparison to the previous modelling studies of the BCR TMDs, our model is quite 

similar to the models of Varriale et al (Varriale et al. 2010) and Friess et al (BM-A) (Friess 

et al. 2018) which both have the TM-C side at the mIg dimer interface, with the 

exception that the BM-A model of Friess et al is coiled in the opposite direction at the 

lower end of the helix. The observation that the TM-C side is involved in mIg 

dimerisation has obvious implications for the previously proposed assembly model 
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involving this face interacting with the CD79s (Reth 1992, Campbell et al. 1994, Yang et 

al. 2016). Our modelling was performed in the absence of the CD79 TMDs, so there is 

still the possibility that CD79AB, on encountering the mIg dimer interface, could drive a 

shift in its orientation to better accommodate the signalling partner. However, as the 

crosslinks guiding the simulations were collected in the context of the tetrameric BCR, 

the final structure of the mIg dimer is likely to be very similar to that presented here. 

The nature of the interactions at the mIg interface, namely aromatic and H-bonding, 

could easily be rearranged into new interactions with the CD79s, as opposed to if the 

helices packed tightly with small residues like in SmxxxSm motifs. These possibilities are 

explored in Chapters 4 and 5. 

A central observation from our MD simulations is that while a structure consistent with 

our strongest crosslinks is stable in the membrane, some of the weaker crosslinks 

identified don’t lie at the mIg dimer interface defined by the strong crosslinks. This may 

be due to dynamics at the upper TMD, or a second minority conformation adopted by 

the dimer. The recovery of these crosslinks even with the CD79 IPs further suggests 

significant structural variability within the range of conformations that exist in the 

assembled complex. Alternatively, the weaker crosslinks may be occasionally capturing 

neighbouring BCR complexes. Higher order species of BCRs have been reported in cell 

lysates (Schamel et al. 2000, Yang et al. 2010) as well as on the cell surface in the resting 

state (Yang et al. 2010, Mattila et al. 2013, Kläsener et al. 2014). It has not been studied 

whether these higher order oligomers form at the cell surface or prior, i.e., in the ER. 

While doing crosslinking at the cell surface may have had a high chance of capturing 

crosslinks between neighbouring complexes in the oligomers rather than forming intra-

complex disulfide bonds, we cannot dismiss the possibility that this isn’t happening in 

the ER where we performed our crosslinking studies, although we excluded this 

possibility for S19C. Some degree of clustering of TMDs has also been observed in model 

systems with large mismatch in protein and membrane hydrophobic thicknesses (Ren 

et al. 1999). 

The implicit modelling with the single S19 restraint showed different conformations of 

the dimer based on membrane thickness, with the 30 Å model showing an asymmetric 
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shift of one helix with respect to the other and the 34 Å model more closely replicating 

that simulated with the full set of strong restraints. A study done with synthetic TM 

peptides in PC lipid membranes of varying thickness found that tryptophans (W) flanking 

TM regions define rigid hydrophobic limits for TMDs by forming interactions at the 

polar-apolar interface of membrane lipids’ head groups and acyl chains, while TMDs 

with flanking lysine residues (K) were more tolerant to TMD length – membrane 

thickness mismatch (de Planque et al. 1999). Membrane proximal aromatic residues 

phenylalanine (F) and tyrosine (Y) have also been suggested to buffer the hydrophobic 

mismatch at the protein-membrane interface in similar model systems (Mall et al. 2000). 

The mIg TMD has a W at the N terminus and FK at its C terminus, and interplay between 

the effects of these residues flanking its TMD possibly contributes to its insertion depth 

in the membrane. 

Further, the reported average thickness (phosphate to phosphate) of the ER membrane 

as measured in rat hepatocytes is ~37.5 Å (Mitra et al. 2004), however the hydrophobic 

mismatch between the length of the mIg TMD and the ER membrane may cause phase 

separation of membrane lipids to form a local area of increased thickness (de Planque 

et al. 2001, Kaiser et al. 2011, Lin et al. 2013). Lipid rafts are microdomains in biological 

membranes (mostly studied in plasma membranes) composed of a local high 

concentration of cholesterol and glycosphingolipids organised into a “liquid-ordered 

phase” (Simons et al. 1997, Pike 2006, Sezgin et al. 2017). While bilayer thickness varies 

widely with its lipid/protein composition, the lipid ordered phase (raft-like) has been 

observed to usually be 6-15 Å thicker than the disordered phase (Gandhavadi et al. 2002, 

Saslowsky et al. 2002, García-Sáez et al. 2007, Heberle et al. 2013) as measured in model 

membranes. 

The BCR has also been proposed to translocate into lipid rafts during signalling and 

potentially adopt a different conformation (as measured by change in detergent 

solubility (Cheng et al. 1999, Vilen et al. 1999, Vilen et al. 2002, Kim et al. 2005)). Thus, 

the conformation adopted by the S19C mIg in the larger 34 Å membrane (which could 

also be replicated in the 30 Å membrane when modelled with the full set of strong 
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crosslinks) could correspond to that adopted by the BCR in the thicker membranes 

characteristic of lipid raft domains.  

Our experimentally-guided modelling provides the first structural evidence for the 

conserved YxxxxT motif existing in the TMDs of both lymphocyte antigen receptors, with 

previous works only noting the high level of conservation of these residues in their TMD 

sequences (Campbell et al. 1994). This observation may suggest it is important for some 

fundamental properties of antigen receptors, however, the YxxxxT motif is also seen in 

other key single-pass immune proteins. This indicates its role may be one more 

universally structural than one necessary for a function associated with a particular 

receptor class, such as to provide rigidity in the lower TMD for propagation of 

mechanical force exerted on the protein by ligands or neighbouring membrane proteins. 

The structure of the YxxxxT motif seems to demand that the position following Y is small, 

as it is S/G/A in every protein that has been shown to dimerise with this motif 

(Figure 3.17, BCR mIg, TCRαβ (Krshnan et al. 2016), TCR’s ζζ (Call et al. 2006), FcεR1γ 

(Blazquez-Moreno et al. 2017), CD28 and CTLA4 (Leddon et al. 2020)). This makes it 

unlikely that the other proteins identified by the search in the UniProt single-pass type-

I membrane protein dataset pack similarly because the larger branched aliphatics (L/I/V) 

or aromatic (F) residues following the Y in these proteins (Figure 3.17) would be difficult 

to accommodate at the closely packed interface mediated by the motif. 

Apart from Y18-T23, the H bonding analysis also showed a S15-S15 H bond is likely 

present in all BCR isotypes, except mIgD. Mouse and human mIgD have a T at position 

15 instead of S, which shows low (human) or no (mouse) probability of H bonding 

(Figure 3.14 D). The complete lack of H bonding in mouse mIgD is possibly due to the 

overall loose interface in its upper TMD as seen in the model and contact map 

(Figure 3.14 C, 3.15). Interestingly, mouse mIgD BCRs have been reported to have higher 

stability than their mIgM counterparts as measured by their ability to retain CD79 

association in different detergents, and this stabilisation was identified to be due to its 

TMD (Schamel et al. 2000). Whether the flexibility in the upper TMD allows for better 

CD79 binding or the presence of the stalk and ECD restrict these dynamics in a 

physiological setting is unknown. 
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DeepMind‘s latest version of AlphaFold (Jumper et al. 2021), an artificial intelligence 

(AI)-based protein structure prediction program, is currently the frontrunner in its field. 

AlphaFold structure predictions have seen huge success with soluble proteins and multi-

pass membrane proteins, likely because the AI behind the program is trained by the 

abundant structures of these proteins deposited in the PDB. Conversely, it struggles to 

accurately predict structures of TMDs of single-pass membrane proteins, due to the 

relatively few experimental structures of this protein class, and the fact that AlphaFold 

does not currently consider the energetics of a membrane environment while 

calculating structures. When we trialled modelling the mouse mIgM’s TMD dimer using 

AlphaFold, the models returned were somewhat similar to our MD models in that the 

sides of the helices containing the strongest crosslinks faced each other in the AlphaFold 

dimer as well. However, the AlphaFold models placed the helices too far apart, and there 

was no coiling of the helices with complementary surface packing that our MD models 

showed. Moreover, since the program was trained on soluble proteins which exist in 

hydrophilic environments, it placed the polar residues Y18 and T23 facing outward, 

which would be energetically unfavourable in a membrane environment and thus 

unlikely to occur physiologically. In the future, the incorporation of an energy 

minimisation step in a membrane environment into AlphaFold’s algorithm may improve 

its applicability to single-pass membrane proteins.  
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Chapter 4: Evaluating the roles of key residues 

at the mIg dimer interface in BCR assembly 

Based on the model calculated by our experimentally-guided simulations (Chapter 3.3), 

the BCR HC interface is stabilised by two Y-T H bonds and two additional S-S H bonds. 

The involvement of some of these residues in our predicted polar network is contrary to 

the prevailing notion in the field that these residues mediate direct interactions with the 

CD79s. The studies contributing to this assembly model, however, were only able to 

offer speculative molecular mechanisms to explain their results, due to the complete 

lack of structural information available at the time. In addition, these experiments did 

not exhaustively explore the roles of all the abundant polar residues in the HC TMD, and 

may have thus missed capturing key relationships and interactions between them.  

Here we employ a systematic, combinatorial mutation strategy for all the residues 

involved in the SYST polar network, to better understand the contributions of these 

residues to BCR assembly and stability and further investigate our hypothesis that they 

drive HC dimerisation, rather than CD79AB association. 

4.1 Disrupting the SYST polar network 

To investigate the role of the SYST network residues in BCR assembly, we made single, 

double, triple and quadruple mutations to eliminate the H-bonding -OH groups (Figure 

4.1 A) and analysed their competence to assemble. Mutations of Y -> F, S -> A and T -> 

V were made (as opposed to, say, alanine mutations) to remove the -OH groups without 

introducing additional significant changes to size and chemistry of the WT amino acids. 

Each mutant was co-translated and assembled with the CD79s by IVT and 

immunoprecipitated by simultaneously targeting CD79A and CD79B, to determine the 

effect of disruption of the mIg TMD dimer interface on assembly with CD79AB 

(Figure 4.1 C). Mixing controls were also performed in which the HC mutants and CD79s 

were translated and assembled in separate reactions and combined at the extraction 

step as a negative control (Figure 4.1 C starred (*) lanes).  
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Figure 4.1 Combinatorial mutation of the SYST polar network.  

A: Section of the BCR mIgM TM containing the SYST network with potential H-bonds depicted as dotted 
lines. SYST residues highlighted in panels A, C and D with S15 in pink, Y18 in yellow, S19 in orange, T23 in 
green. B: Schematic of the BCR chains and affinity rags used for the polar network mutation experiments. 
C: HC mutants were co-translated and assembled with the CD79s for 4 hours by IVT and subsequently 
immunoprecipitated simultaneously targeting CD79A and CD79B. Autoradiogram after performing 
reducing SDS-PAGE on the deglycosylated products from the total CD79 IP is shown. (* = mixing controls 
for non-specific association). D: Densitometry was performed on the autoradiogram and the ratio of HC 
pulled down in the IP with respect to total CD79A recovered was plotted for each mutant as a percentage 
of WT (N=3, error bars show SD, significance with respect to WT by RM one-way ANOVA with uncorrected 
Fisher’s LSD test with single pooled variance, *p <0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p< 0.0001).  
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The ratio of quantified HC monomer to CD79A (from densitometry of the respective 

bands in the gel) was used as a measure of the HC mutant’s ability to assemble with the 

CD79s. The same ratio from the mixing control lane of each mutant was subtracted from 

this value to account for non-specific interactions, and this normalised ratio value is 

plotted in the graph depicted in Figure 4.1 D.  

Simultaneous mutation of three or more residues of the network always resulted in 

destabilisation of BCR assembly (Figure 4.2 A). Single mutations at S19A and T23V and 

their combination S19A/T23V did not impact the assembly with CD79AB (Figure 4.2 B). 

Other single mutants showed assembly defects that were able to be rescued by co-

mutation of S19A or T23V, indicating a complex network of interactions as discussed in 

detail below. 

4.1.1 S15 and S19 have different contributions to the interface 

S15 is key to the stability of the complex, as its mutation results in a marked loss of CD79 

association (55% WT) (Figure 4.2 C). The mutation of S19 however, has no deleterious 

effect on the association with the CD79s, despite being previously proposed as a key 

point of contact. This agrees well with our H bond occupancy analysis in Chapter 3.3.2.1 

showing lower probability of H bonding between S19s compared to S15s. Mutating both 

serines simultaneously brings association with the CD79s back to WT levels 

(Figure 4.2 C). 

4.1.2 Y18 and T23 act as a pair 

In agreement with the literature, mutation of Y18 shows impaired association with the 

CD79s (35% WT). However, mutation of T23 together with Y18 rescued assembly to WT 

levels (Figure 4.2 D), showing Y18 is not strictly necessary for interaction with CD79AB. 

In contrast, this agrees well with our model and H bonding analysis which suggests Y18 

forms a cross-dimer hydrogen bond with T23, stabilising the HC dimer. The WT-level 

assembly of the Y18F/T23V mutant indicates this H bond is not crucial to BCR stability,  
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Figure 4.2 Key learnings from the polar network mutagenesis.  

All panels highlight subsets of data from Figure 4.1 D. Polar network residues highlighted in all 
panels with S15 in pink, Y18 in yellow, S19 in orange and T23 in green. A) Triple or complete mutation 
of the polar network always resulted in weakening of CD79AB association. B) Removal of -OH 
groups of S19 or T23 had no effect on CD79 association. C) S15 is more crucial to the interface 
than S19. D) Y18 and T23 act as a pair. E) Y18 and S19 are not necessary CD79 contacts. F) 
S15A/Y18F mutant more disruptive than complete SYST polar network mutation, indicating that 
the combination of a loss of a hydrogen bond and the destabilisation caused by the loss of a H-
bonding partner are most disruptive to BCR complex stability. (N=3, error bars show SD, 
significance by RM one-way ANOVA with uncorrected Fisher’s LSD test with single pooled 
variance, *p <0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p< 0.0001). 
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but leaving T23 unpaired in the Y18F mutant seems to be destabilising. Interestingly 

however, the unpaired Y18 in the T23V mutant is not similarly destabilising 

(Figure 4.2 D). 

4.1.3 Y18 and S19 are not necessary CD79 contacts 

The above data show that neither Y18 nor S19 are crucial contact points for the CD79s 

because each can be mutated either singly (S19A) or in combination with another 

mutant (Y18F/T23V), without causing assembly defects. The combined effect of the 

Y18F/S19A mutation is similar to the Y18F mutation alone (54% and 35% WT assembly 

respectively) ) (Figure 4.2 E). 

4.1.4 S15A/Y18F mutant more disruptive than complete SYST polar network mutation 

Quite surprisingly based on the above observations, complete removal of polarity of the 

SYST network showed only intermediate disruption of interaction with the CD79s (37% 

WT), rather than a complete loss of CD79 co-assembly (Figure 4.2 F). This partial 

attenuation indicates that this polar patch definitely contributes to the overall integrity 

of the complex but may not be strictly/solely necessary for CD79 association or HC dimer 

stabilisation. Partial disruptions seem to have the most severe effects (as reported 

above) and S15A/Y18F is the most disruptive, with only 5% WT CD79 association 

(Figure 4.2 F). 

4.2 Discussion 

Early studies that showed that mutation of the consecutive Y18 and S19 residues 

(Y18V/S19V) enabled the mIg mutants to reach the cell surface without the CD79s and, 

consequently, fail at signalling (Shaw et al. 1990, Blum et al. 1993, Grupp et al. 1993, 

Pleiman et al. 1994, Stevens et al. 1994, Dylke et al. 2007, Gottwick et al. 2019), sparked 

the primary mechanism of BCR assembly embraced by the field. Following this 

observation, other functional defects displayed by this Y18V/S19V mutant were 

reported, further implicating them in meditating ER retention of incomplete complexes 

(Stevens et al. 1994), migration into lipid rafts during activation (Vilen et al. 1999, Cheng 
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et al. 2001, Vilen et al. 2002, Kim et al. 2005) and proper antigen presentation (Patel et 

al. 1993, Mitchell et al. 1995).  

These studies entrenched the hypothesis that Y18 and S19 were direct contacts to the 

CD79s, despite studies showing that Y18F/S19A mutants had no assembly defect and 

neither did Y18F or S19A single mutants (Shaw et al. 1990, Blum et al. 1993, Grupp et al. 

1993, Pleiman et al. 1994, Stevens et al. 1994). Our mutagenesis was able to capture the 

weakened interactions of Y18F and Y18F/S19A mutants with CD79AB as stability in 

detergent extracts is likely a much more sensitive measure of strength of association 

than the indirect measure of cell surface expression. Considering S19A alone showed no 

assembly defect, we suspect the Y18F/S19A phenotype is largely, if not completely, 

contributed to by the Y18F mutation. Additionally, the Y18F mutation’s assembly defect 

could be restored by simultaneous mutation of T23. Collectively, this shows that any 

interaction occurring in the TMD between the mIg and CD79s is not one simply mediated 

by these Y18 and S19 residues functioning as contact points. Instead, our data suggests 

that CD79AB recognises a composite surface created by the mIg TM dimer and that 

interrogation of single mutations cannot mechanistically discriminate between those 

that directly impact CD79 association with those that interfere with mIg TM 

dimerisation.  

A significant finding of my PhD work is the involvement of Y18 in H bonding with T23 

within the HC dimer. This directly contradicts its previously proposed role of CD79 

association. Consistent with this new function for Y18, our mutagenesis shows that Y18F 

by itself is destabilising, as this would leave T23 without a hydrogen bonding partner, an 

effect also observed in TCRab when disrupting its NTY network (Krshnan et al. 2016). 

However, contrary to the case in TCRab, we see that T23V by itself is not destabilising. 

We propose this could be because when the -OH group of T23 is removed, Y18 recoups 

the H-bonding interaction with a different partner, perhaps with a backbone carbonyl 

on the opposite chain or with CD79AB. Nonetheless, co-mutation of Y18 and T23 

restores CD79 association to WT levels, fortifying the hypothesis that these act as a pair, 

an effect also observed in TCRab (Krshnan et al. 2016).  
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A similar stabilisation system at a homodimer interface is seen in TCR’s ζζ which also 

contains a pair of Y-T H-bonds in addition to a disulfide bond at the N-terminal end of its 

TMD (Call et al. 2006). In this study (using a similar IVT system), surprisingly, even with 

the disulfide bond intact, dimerisation was severely impaired when the Y-T H-bonding 

was disrupted. These dimerisation defects also translated into defects in assembly of ζζ 

into the TCR complex, with an ~80% drop in TCRαβ association for the Y -> A and T -> A 

mutants. Mutation to remove the TM disulfide bond had a less severe effect on 

assembly with TCR αβ (50%). Whether simultaneous mutation of both Y ant T rescued 

the assembly as it does in the BCR mIg, however, was not tested in the study. Similar 

interactions likely also exist in FcεR1γ, another signalling adapter protein with high 

sequence homology to ζζ and compatible with a similar TM structure (Blazquez-Moreno 

et al. 2017).  

The role of the YxxxxT motif in CD28 and CTLA4 has also been previously examined, and 

shown to be a strong driver of dimerisation, comparable to the GxxxG motif of 

glycophorin A (GpA) (Leddon et al. 2020). The TMD sequence of the mouse CD28 shows 

no other residues capable of H-bonding unlike those in the mIg or the disulfide bond in 

ζζ. However, the human (and more evolutionarily conserved consensus) sequence has 

an S after the Y, similar to the BCR, which may provide additional stabilisation and may 

be the reason why the human CD28 performs slightly better than the mouse CD28 in 

their Tox-Luc dimerisation assay. CTLA4 has numerous other S residues in its TMD with 

the potential to H bond, however it showed reduced dimerisation ability by their FRET 

assay. YT -> LL mutants of both CD28 and CTLA4 were extremely disruptive to 

dimerisation visualised by FRET and in the case of CD28 also impaired its cell surface 

expression, further reinforcing the influence of the motif in maintaining stability of TM 

interfaces. 

The mIg dimer interface is additionally stabilised by a pair of Ser-Ser H-bonds that are 

seen to contribute to the stability of the complex to different extents. It appears the 

second Ser-Ser hydrogen bond (S19) is redundant (as its mutation has no effect on BCR 

stability), and the Ser-Ser bond one turn above (S15) and the Y-T H bonds compensate 

to provide stability in its absence. This is also consistent with the H bond occupancy 
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analysis shown in Chapter 3.3.2.1, where S19-S19 H bonds had lower occupancy than 

S15-S15 H bonds. The S15A/S19A double mutation is also potentially tolerated because 

the pair of Y-T H bonds are able to maintain integrity of the dimer in the absence of the 

-OHs of the serines. Conversely, the presence of these supplementary Ser-Ser H bonds 

could be the reason why the Y18F/T23V mutation is well tolerated. Indeed, addition of 

the S15A or S19A mutation over the Y18F or T23V mutant attenuates CD79 association, 

and in the case of S15A/Y18F completely abolishes it, possibly due to excessive 

destabilisation of the mIg dimer interface. It would be interesting to test if this 

S15A/Y18F mutant that was the most disruptive in our mutagenesis reaches the cell 

surface, as this combination was not tested in the previous biochemical studies. 

Thus, through exhaustive combinatorial mutagenesis of the SYST polar network at the 

BCR mIg TM interface, we have identified a series of complex supplementary and 

compensatory interactions that are critical to stability of the BCR complex. To further 

investigate the requirement of close, specific packing of the mIg TM dimer for BCR 

stability we will be performing a “steric bulk” series of mutations (A/V/L/F) at the 

interface serine positions (S15, S19) to assess whether these will cause increasingly 

severe assembly defects, as seen in the case of TCRab (Krshnan et al. 2016).  
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Chapter 5: Placing the CD79s 

Numerous studies have shown that mutations of TMD residues in both mIg and the 

CD79s have serious effects on BCR complex formation and oligomerisation (Shaw et al. 

1990, Blum et al. 1993, Grupp et al. 1993, Pleiman et al. 1994, Stevens et al. 1994, 

Schamel et al. 2000, Schamel et al. 2000, Dylke et al. 2007, Gottwick et al. 2019), serving 

as strong evidence of TMD involvement in stable assembly of the complex. However, 

little is known about the molecular details of these interactions. Our cysteine scanning 

and mutagenesis data on the mIgM heavy chain suggest that the Y18 and S19 residues 

have a function different to that previously proposed, and that the “conserved” side of 

the mIg TMD is part of the homodimer interface rather than CD79-facing. A cysteine 

scan between mIg and the CD79s would allow us to answer the resulting questions 

around an alternate assembly model for the BCR complex. 

5.1 HC-CD79A scan 

With the knowledge of the arrangement of the HC dimer from our model (Chapter 3), 

we could now identify which surfaces of the HC were available to interact with the 

CD79s. Three positions spaced a helical turn apart were selected on a face of the HC 

outside the homodimer interface to scan against three helical turns (11 residues) in the 

midsection of CD79A’s TMD. Further, two helical turns of residues on the HC were 

scanned against one turn of CD79A at both the top and bottom ends of the TMD.  

CD79A has a native cysteine at position 149 of its TMD. We mutated this to serine before 

introduction of the CD79A TM cysteine mutations to prevent its interference with the 

cysteine scans. As in the HC scan, all the HC cysteine mutants were on the “cysteineless” 

CH2-4 truncated mIgM background described in Chapter 3.2.1. The cysteine mutants 

along with wildtype CD79B were assembled in the IVT system and the complexes 

extracted using either digitonin (preserves non-covalent interactions) or SDS (preserves 

only covalent interactions) as indicated in Figure 5.1. Following extraction, the products 

were isolated with anti-FLAG targeting the heavy chain, keeping the IP strategy broad at 

this point to search for any evidence of crosslinks. The products of the IP were 
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deglycosylated and analysed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE. Because the truncated heavy 

chain (H) base construct is also missing its extracellular intermolecular disulfide bonds, 

the H2 species represent crosslinks through the mIg TMD and correspond closely to 

results from Figure 3.5 (Chapter 3). The unique crosslinked species we expected to see 

were H-A or H-AB (since CD79AB exists as a covalent dimer disulfide bonded in its ECD), 

both of which should migrate slower than H2. The results of the 3 preliminary scans are 

shown in Figure 5.1 B-D. The unique crosslinked product seen to form in some lanes 

corresponds to a species at the expected molecular weight of H-AB, and these 

crosslinking positions are highlighted in orange in Figure 5.1. 

With many of the crosslinks identified being very weak, we checked the authenticity of 

the crosslinked products by repeating the assemblies at these positions of interest using 

an IP selection that would enrich crosslinked species minimally containing mIg HC and 

CD79A: a snIP from CD79A to the heavy chain (SA to anti-FLAG). This involved a first step 

IP targeting CD79A using SA beads. The species bound to the SA beads (species 

containing CD79A or associated with it) were eluted with biotin and subsequently 

recaptured with anti-FLAG beads in a second IP step that targeted heavy chain. As a 

negative control, HC L16C to CD79A L146C was also included in the panel (Figure 5.2 B).  

This IP selection successfully enriched the “H-AB” species, and HC T4C – CD79A T140C, 

HC L16C – CD79A A150C and HC T20C – CD79A G154C emerged as the strongest 

crosslinks (Figure 5.2 B).  

Considering the propensity for the CD79s to form homodimers (discussed in Chapter 

3.1.4) we felt it important to confirm the identity of the “H-AB” product to ensure it 

wasn’t an off-pathway species like H-AA. Moreover, the endogenous CD79A chains in 

the ER microsomes still contain their native TM C149 and could thus potentially get 

incorporated into some of the crosslinked products. To determine the exact identity of 

the “H-AB” product, we decided to employ reducing/non-reducing 2D gel 

electrophoresis as this would explicitly break down the band into its constituents. 
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Figure 5.1 Preliminary HC-CD79A cysteine scan.  

A) Sequences of the mIgM HC and CD79A TMDs with preliminary crosslinks identified shown as orange 
lines. TMD-flanking sequences are in grey. Upper (B), middle (C) and lower (D) TMD cysteine scans 
between HC and CD79A. The indicated HC and CD79A cysteine mutants were assembled with WT CD79B 
for 4 hours by IVT. B was extracted in digitonin while C and D were extracted in SDS and all were 
immunoprecipitated targeting HC. Products were deglycosylated and analysed by non-reducing SDS-
PAGE. Positions that crosslinked are highlighted in orange. 
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Figure 5.2 Confirmation of preliminary HC-CD79A crosslinks.  

A) The preliminary crosslinks were first checked by a snIP from CD79A (SA) to HC (anti-FLAG). B) The 
indicated HC and CD79A cysteine mutants were assembled with WT CD79B for 4 hours by IVT, extracted 
in digitonin and immunoprecipitated by the snIP described in A. Products were deglycosylated and 
analysed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE. The snIP successfully enriched the crosslinked product, and positions 
of strong crosslinks are highlighted orange. C) Schematic illustrating 2D non-reducing/reducing SDS-PAGE 
used to identify the constituents of the high molecular weight crosslinked species. D) Two strong HC-
CD79A crosslinks, L16C-A150C and T20C-G154C, were assembled with WT CD79B for 4 hours by IVT, 
extracted in digitonin and immunoprecipitated by the snIP described in A. Products were deglycosylated 
and analysed by 2D SDS-PAGE illustrated in C. The two crosslinked species (highlighted orange) were seen 
to contain HC, CD79A and CD79B (H1AB), and HC and CD79A (HA) respectively. 
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For 2D gel electrophoresis (Figure 5.2 C), the samples were first run non-reduced on 

SDS-PAGE, called the first dimension (as done for all reactions thus far). Following this, 

the lane from the first dimension was excised and soaked in DTT to reduce all disulfide 

bonds, splitting all covalently linked products into their constituent species, and then 

loaded into a second gel that was hand-cast to accommodate loading of the gel slice 

from the first dimension. Reagents for preparing the hand-cast gel were kindly provided 

by the Gulbis Lab (WEHI). 

IVT assemblies followed by snIPs from CD79A to HC were done for positions HC L16C – 

CD79A A150C and HC T20C – CD79A G154C. The products were then deglycosylated and 

analysed by 2D SDS-PAGE (Figure 5.2 D). The “H-AB” bands of both reactions are seen 

to break up into H, CD79A and CD79B, confirming the identity of the crosslinked product. 

There does appear to be incomplete reduction of some high-MW products (H1AB, H2, 

HA), and formation of some products during the 2nd dimension SDS-PAGE, like the 

formation of H2 from the H1AB band. There could not have been any H2 initially in the 

H1AB band as the H’s crosslinkable cysteine would have been involved in the H-A 

crosslink. Soaking in DTT potentially reduced the H-A crosslink, making the cysteine in H 

available to crosslink into a H2 dimer during the 2nd dimension SDS-PAGE run.  

There is also an excess of CD79A in the H1AB band compared to CD79B and this could 

be because a proportion of the product is H-AA, or alternatively, H-AB in which the 

CD79B is the endogenous unradiolabelled CD79B from the ER microsomes.  

Despite these imperfections, the 2D PAGE still demonstrates that the crosslinked 

product contains H, CD79A and at least some CD79B. 
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5.2 HC-CD79B scan 

Similar to CD79A, 3 preliminary scans were done between HC and CD79B, for the top, 

middle and bottom sections. As before, all HC cysteine mutants were on the 

“cysteineless” truncated CH2-4 background. “Cysteineless” CD79A (TM C149S mutation) 

was also used for all reactions (except WT) to prevent interference with the HC-CD79B 

scan.  

The cysteine mutants along with “cysteineless” CD79A were assembled in the IVT 

system. Following digitonin extraction the products were immunoprecipitated with anti-

FLAG targeting the heavy chain. The crosslinked species we expected to see were H-B or 

H-AB (since CD79AB exists as a covalent dimer disulfide bonded in its ECD). The results 

of these 3 preliminary scans are shown in Figure 5.3 B-D. Crosslinked species seemed to 

form less specifically with CD79B compared to CD79A, and the more specific products 

were of various sizes, possibly corresponding to H-B, H-AB and other high molecular 

weight products of unknown identity. The positions where these crosslinked products 

are formed are indicated in orange in Figure 5.3. 

To verify that the faint crosslinked species identified were genuine, we repeated the 

assemblies at these positions of interest with an IP selection that would enrich 

crosslinked species minimally containing H-B: a snIP from heavy chain to CD79B (anti-

FLAG to anti-HA) (Figure 5.4 B). We see that the H-AB products in the HC S6C - CD79B 

G159C, HC T20C - CD79B F171C and HC L24C - CD79B F177C reactions enrich in 

comparison to the preliminary scan. 

A summary of all the crosslinks identified between the mIg HCs, CD79A and CD79B are 

shown in Figure 5.5. We now have restraints between all chains of the BCR complex to 

undertake the MD simulations to map the arrangement of all its four chains in the 

membrane and these simulations are currently underway.  
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Figure 5.3 Preliminary HC-CD79B cysteine scan.  

A) Sequences of the mIgM HC and CD79B TMDs with preliminary crosslinks identified shown as orange 
lines. TMD-flanking sequences are in grey. Upper (B), middle (C) and lower (D) TMD cysteine scans 
between HC and CD79B. The indicated HC and CD79B cysteine mutants were assembled with C-less CD79A 
for 4 hours by IVT. B and D were extracted in digitonin and C was extracted in SDS and all were 
immunoprecipitated targeting HC. Products were deglycosylated and analysed by non-reducing SDS-
PAGE. Positions that crosslinked are highlighted in orange. 
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Figure 5.4 Confirmation of preliminary HC-CD79B crosslinks.  

A) The preliminary crosslinks were checked by a snIP from HC (anti-FLAG) to CD79B (anti-HA). B) The 
indicated HC and CD79B cysteine mutants were assembled with C-less CD79A for 4 hours by IVT, extracted 
in digitonin and immunoprecipitated by the snIP described in A. Products were deglycosylated and 
analysed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE. The snIP successfully enriched the crosslinked product, and positions 
of the strongest crosslinks are highlighted orange. 

5.3 Discussion 

The crosslinks identified in the HC-CD79A and HC-CD79B scans are noticeably weaker 

than those identified in the HC-HC scan (Chapter 3). This could be due to the positioning 

of the mIg and CD79AB TM helices just out of reach of the cysteines in most complexes, 

with dynamics of the complex in the membrane enabling the capture of crosslinks in a 

small subset of BCRs.  This is reminiscent of the cysteine scan performed on the TCR, 

where very few crosslinks were found to the CD3 dimers (unpublished observations), 

explained by the surprisingly large crossing angles of the CD3 TMDs later seen in the TCR 

cryo-EM structure (Dong et al. 2019). However, the specificity of the HC-CD79 crosslinks, 

as seen by their appearance at only certain positions, and their enrichment in the 

sequential IPs suggest they are authentic. We have thus started the molecular dynamics 

simulations to model the tetrameric BCR TMD using the strong crosslinks identified 

between the mIg HCs and CD79s as restraints. We will be confirming this model by 

performing a cysteine scan between CD79A and B. 
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Figure 5.5 Summary of crosslinking data.  

A) TMD sequences of mIgM HC, CD79A and CD79B with strong (orange) and weaker (yellow) crosslinks 
identified shown as solid and dashed lines respectively. TMD-flanking sequences are in grey. B) Crosslinks 
between the three chains to be used as distance restraints for modelling. 

The highly conserved TM sequences of the CD79s (Figure 5.6) show that CD79B has a 

glutamine (Q) at the same position as TCR ζζ’s aspartic acid (D) (involved in assembly 

with TCR⍺’s arginine (R)) while CD79A has a glutamic acid (E) one position prior. Since 

the BCR ligand-binding mIg contains no basic residue in its TMD to interact with these, 

the role of these polar/charged residues is unclear. CD79A also contains glycines and 

both contain prolines which are known helix breakers and their presence in single pass 
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TMDs often indicates a specific structural role. The one study that probed the 

importance of these residues, motivated by the fact that they would lie on the same 

face of an ⍺ helix, claimed these residues constituted a novel E/Q-X10-P motif (Gottwick 

et al. 2019). The authors showed that these residues had roles in ER retention of the 

isolated CD79 chains and that simultaneous EP->AA and QP->AA mutation of CD79A and 

B, respectively, severely impaired BCR expression on the cell surface. While these results 

led the authors to the tempting conclusion that these residues might be involved in 

interactions with the mIg’s Y18 and S19 residues previously thought to drive interactions 

with the CD79s, the results could just as easily be attributed to destabilisation of the 

BCR complex by other mechanisms yet unexplored, especially in light of our findings 

about the Y18 and S19 residues being involved in the mIg self-association polar network. 

Where these charged E and Q residues will ultimately lie in the tetrameric TMD and how 

they are stabilised in the membrane environment will be interesting to learn. 

 

Figure 5.6 Residues of interest in the CD79 TMDs.  

TMD sequences of the BCR chains and TCR’s ζζ, with BCR sequences represented as sequence 
conservation WebLogos. The unusual, and likely structurally or functionally important, residues are boxed 
in red. Polar residues are coloured orange and acidic residues red. 
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Figure 5.7 Possible arrangements of the BCR’s tetrameric TMD.  

Models were generated by simple placement of the CD79 helices next to the mIg dimer based on 
crosslinking data in Pymol.  Crosslinks used to position CD79 helices are indicated. A) Arrangement 1 in 
which CD79A and B lie on one side of the mIg dimer. B) Arrangement 2 in which CD79A and B lie on 
opposite sides of the mIg dimer. 

Simple placement of the CD79A and B helices (generated with Phenix) next to the mIg 

dimer in Pymol based on the identified crosslinks gives rise to two possible 

arrangements (Figure 5.7): one with the CD79AB heterodimer on one side of the mIg 

dimer and the other with CD79A and B on either side of the mIg dimer. A configuration 

like Arrangement 2 has never previously been suggested for the BCR, and while the 

CD79A and B Ig domains are expected to pack closely in the ECD (Radaev et al. 2010), 

the 15-16 residue stalks between their ECDs and TMDs could enable this latter 
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arrangement with CD79A and B TMDs on either side of the mIg dimer. The cysteine scan 

between CD79A and B TMDs and an assessment of the energetics of the two 

arrangements would aid in resolving these two models. 

Arrangement 1 resembles Friess at al’s BM-A-2 (Figure 1.9) (Friess et al. 2018) with the 

exception that their mIg dimer helices are coiled with the opposite handedness (in a 

right-handed coiled-coil). In their study the authors disfavoured this model based on the 

previous biochemical evidence implicating Y18/S19 in mediating CD79 interaction (Shaw 

et al. 1990, Blum et al. 1993, Grupp et al. 1993, Pleiman et al. 1994, Stevens et al. 1994, 

Gottwick et al. 2019), and their observation that the interaction energy contribution of 

Y18 was not significant to the stability of BM-A-2. Additionally, BM-A-2 was less stable 

in their atomistic simulations, and could support the symmetric binding of another 

CD79AB on the other side of the mIg dimer, going against the established 1:1 

stoichiometry of mIg:CD79AB in the BCR (Schamel et al. 2000, Tolar et al. 2005). 

With our polar network mutation data showing that neither Y18 nor S19 are necessary 

for CD79 association, this voids one of their reasons for disqualifying BM-A-2. With 

respect to the less overall stability of BM-A-2 in their atomistic simulations, additional 

stabilisation provided by interactions in the ECDs of the mIg and CD79s (Alfarano et al. 

1999, Indraccolo et al. 2002, Dylke et al. 2007, Radaev et al. 2010) (which are not 

accounted for in their TMD-only simulations) could compensate for the slight difference 

in stability observed (backbone RMSD fluctuation of 4-6 Å for BM-A vs 3-4 Å for BM-B 

models over 500 ns atomistic simulations) (Friess et al. 2018). Finally, regarding the 

ability of the mIg dimer to bind two CD79ABs in Arrangement 1, at present it is unclear 

how the 1:1 stoichiometry is maintained. As previously suggested (Chapter 4), it could 

be speculated that the mIg’s Y18-T23 H-bond on the CD79-facing side could rearrange 

to interact with CD79A’s T155 (which faces the mIg dimer and is at a similar depth in the 

membrane) in an arrangement similar to that predicted to occur between the FcεR1γ 

dimer and CD16A receptor (which also lacks an assembly-mediating basic residue in its 

TMD) (Blazquez-Moreno et al. 2017), while the Y-T H-bond on the other side would need 

to be maintained for mIg stability. Our planned atomistic simulations of the tetramer 

could elucidate the interactions at the packing interface to address this question.  
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Chapter 6:  Implications and concluding 

remarks 
6.1 Towards characterising BCR structure and function 

Although the B cell is a central effector of the adaptive immune response, an 

understanding of how its fundamental B cell receptor transmits signals across the 

membrane to orchestrate its functions is still lacking. Questions of how the BCR’s 

components are arranged, how it is organised on the B cell surface, how signalling is 

triggered and how it is able to translate binding of diverse ligands into qualitatively 

different signals remain to be answered conclusively, hampered by the difficulty in its 

structural characterisation.  

Through cysteine crosslinking, molecular dynamics simulations and mutagenesis we 

have identified a previously undescribed interface in the BCR’s mIg TMD key to the 

integrity of the whole complex. This interface, stabilised by a hydrogen-bonding SYST 

network, harbours a YxxxxT motif similar to one that was also found to stabilise the core 

of the αβ TCR as well as other key immune proteins. Our identification of the role of 

some of the residues in the SYST network in stabilising the mIg dimer interface is 

contrary to their previously proposed role in mediating interactions with CD79AB and 

suggests an alternate model of assembly of the BCR’s subunits, which we hope to 

discern through the tetrameric TMD modelling currently underway. The mIg dimer 

model also provides a framework for the assessment of the proposed receptor 

triggering models, now allowing informed mutation of the identified TM interfaces to 

assess the effects on BCR behaviours like pre- and post-ligation mobility, oligomerisation 

and lipid raft association. Further, with MD on full membrane protein complexes 

becoming more computationally feasible, a recent MD study on the TCR explored the 

effect of force imparted during ligand binding on the arrangement of the TCR’s eight 

subunits (Pandey et al. 2021). Such simulations could be done on the full BCR complex 

in the future to study changes in the BCR’s arrangement during its later stages in 

activation or assess the stability of BCR oligomers. 
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Regarding experimental structures of the whole BCR complex, while it may be tempting 

to extrapolate the arrangement of the BCR TMDs to its ECDs, both the mIg HCs and 

CD79s have 15-16 amino acid stalks that could allow some flexibility in their positioning, 

as seen in the case of the TCR (Dong et al. 2019), so solving the intact BCR’s ECD structure 

is another crucial piece of the puzzle. We are in an exciting time where rapidly advancing 

cryo-EM promises long-awaited structural insights into the arrangement of elusive 

multi-subunit and/or membrane-embedded systems, with the TCR being the poster 

child (Dong et al. 2019). However significant challenges still exist, like receptor systems 

in which the TMDs lack strong interactions holding them together, rendering them too 

flexible to resolve as in the case of recently published structures of the insulin receptor 

(Uchikawa et al. 2019), CD19 (Susa et al. 2021) and PlexinC1 (Kuo et al. 2020). Data from 

collaborative methods like those described in this thesis can aid in bridging this gap to 

answer longstanding questions of organisation of transmembrane complexes. Further, 

the crosslinks identified in this thesis, like S19C in the mIg which showed strong CD79 

association, could be used to rationally design stabilized BCR constructs for future 

biophysical studies. 

The studies we performed characterise the BCR’s arrangement at the stage of ER 

assembly. Subtle differences in stability of the complexes in the ER may not be 

deleterious enough to translate to defects in cell surface expression or signalling. To 

further investigate the roles of the transmembrane interactions on these subsequent 

stages and functions, we plan to undertake a deep mutational scan on the BCR TMDs. 

Deep mutational scanning (DMS) or saturation mutagenesis is a "one-pot" high 

throughput scan in which every amino acid in a region of interest of a protein is mutated 

to every other amino acid to evaluate sequence-phenotype relationships (Fowler et al. 

2014). Cell surface expression of the mutant BCRs can be monitored by flow cytometry, 

and reporters for various signalling pathways introduced into the cell lines can be used 

to assess the effects of the mutations on downstream signalling. This will provide a 

wealth of mutational data with potential clinical utility, providing a tool to correlate 

patient mutations in various B cell malignancies with the functional consequences 

identified in the assay. For example, mutations that prevent surface expression of the 

BCR, or support mIg expression independent of CD79AB would explain the lack of BCR-
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mediated signalling and immune outcomes in patients that harbour these mutations. It 

could explain the mechanism by which specific mutations confer predisposition to 

diseases or influence response to therapeutics. Further, the DMS data could guide 

optimal design of therapeutics like chimeric antigen receptors (see Chapter 6.3). 

Thus far, several missense single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the mIgM TMD 

(encoded by the IGHM gene) have been documented (reference SNP IDs: rs751188409, 

rs556402191, rs374309930, rs775038128, rs759494596, rs776511259, rs1476037466, 

rs1198762986, rs1484690740, rs1235795741, rs1566814806, rs1317595772, 

rs772304630, rs1337375899), but their clinical significance has not yet been annotated.  

Autosomal recessive agammaglobulinemia, the predominant disease associated with 

IGHM gene mutation (Yel et al. 1996, Lopez Granados et al. 2002, Ferrari et al. 2007, 

Silva et al. 2017), will be of particular interest and exome sequencing of patients will 

likely identify pathogenic TMD mutations as it becomes more feasible and widely 

employed as a diagnostic tool. 

6.2 Towards understanding the evolution of antigen receptor structures 

The TCR and BCR complexes differ in numerous structural aspects. Firstly, in their 

composition, with the tetrameric BCR having a homodimeric ligand-sensing subunit and 

one signalling dimer and the octameric TCR having a heterodimeric ligand-sensing 

subunit and three signalling dimers. Secondly, in their mode of ligand engagement, with 

the BCR binding structurally diverse ligands (soluble, particulate or membrane-tethered) 

with its antibody-like ECD, while the TCR binds MHC-restricted peptides with high 

specificity and sensitivity with its Fab-like ECD. Thirdly, in their assembly mechanisms, 

with the TCR having the characteristic TMD basic and acidic residues driving subunits 

assembly and the BCR lacking these basic residues. All these observations suggested 

there would be little similarity in the architecture of the two lymphocyte antigen 

receptor complexes. Thus, our identification of the shared YxxxxT structural motif was 

unexpected and required structural/biochemical characterisation to understand, rather 

than just sequence alignments. Its high evolutionary conservation between the TCR and 

all five BCR isotypes strongly suggests a role for the motif in receptor integrity and/or 

function. While we and others have shown that the motif is indeed crucial to proper 
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assembly, its contribution towards other functions like ligand-sensing and/or receptor 

activation remains to be tested.  

For the TCR, a popular activation model is based on conformational change driven by 

the mechanical force exerted by an antigen presenting cell (Engelman 2003, Kim et al. 

2009, Kuhns et al. 2012, Liu et al. 2014, Brazin et al. 2015, Das et al. 2015, Lee et al. 2015, 

Hu et al. 2016, Liu et al. 2016). In support of this, recent molecular dynamics simulations 

on the full TCR have shown changes in its TM arrangement that are highly correlated 

with tilting of its ECDs, an event that likely occurs during antigen engagement (Pandey 

et al. 2021). This paper only reports the overall tilt of the helices with respect to the 

membrane normal, without any details of specific changes in TM contacts, so we cannot 

say if the TCRαβ polar network is disrupted in this process. A conformational change 

has, however, been reported for TCR’s ζζ subunit (which also contains the YxxxxT motif), 

from a “divaricated” state in which the C terminal ends of the TMD are splayed in the 

untriggered receptor to a more apposed parallel state on activation (Lee et al. 2015). 

This would suggest stabilisation of the ζζ dimer by Y-T H bonding only during activation, 

with this acquired rigidity possibly contributing to force transmission to its intracellular 

tails.  

Our BCR data, with the mIg TM dimer stabilised by the SYST network, must represent 

the untriggered state of the receptor since our biochemical constraints were derived 

from ER-resident complexes. A study on the mechanical force sensitivity of BCRs using 

DNA-based tension gauges showed the dependence of mIgM activation on force over a 

12- 56 pN range vs a lack of such a force dependence for activation of memory mIgG 

and mIgE BCRs (Wan et al. 2015). Since the SYST network is present in all of the BCR 

isotypes (except for human mIgD which contains T instead of S at position 15, and mouse 

mIgE which contains G instead of S at position 19) this network would likely not account 

for these differences in force sensitivity. Consistent with this, the authors found the 

mIgG tail responsible for this force dependant activation (Wan et al. 2015). The mIg SYST 

network may however still be important as a rigid propagator of antigen-induced force 

through the BCR, a hypothesis that could be tested in a similar system with BCR mutants 

that have the polar network’s H bonding -OH groups removed. 
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6.3 Towards informed design of engineered receptor therapeutics 

The importance of having a clear mechanistic understanding of the interactions 

mediating receptor structure and function has had renewed appeal in the current era of 

engineered receptor therapeutics like chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) (Eshhar et al. 

1993, June et al. 2018, Majzner et al. 2019). These receptors contain a fusion of various 

immune protein subunits that together elicit enhanced immune responses and are 

currently targeted against cancers. While their advent has revolutionised treatment for 

some blood cancers, gaps in our understanding of their structure and interactions in the 

cell make it challenging to regulate their activity and manage their side effects.  

Recent work from our lab has illustrated the benefit in controlling the oligomeric state 

of these receptors as a means of fine-tuning their activity (Elazar et al. 2020). The 

dimerising potential of the YxxxxT motif could be harnessed in this regard, similar to the 

way the mIg FxxxFxxS motif has been demonstrated to improve the stability and efficacy 

of engineered TCRs (D'Apice et al. 2019). Incidentally, one of the two approved CAR T 

cell therapies, Yescarta, utilizes the CD28 TMD (Neelapu et al. 2017, Salter et al. 2018) 

which already contains the YSxxxT motif (Leddon et al. 2020) (discussed in Chapter 4). 

The effect of the motif in the context of the CAR was recently investigated (albeit in 

combination with CD28’s TM cysteine) and was found to promote heterodimerisation 

of the CAR with the endogenous CD28 in the CAR T cells (Muller et al. 2021). This 

resulted in unanticipated lower cell surface expression of endogenous CD28, with 

potential implications on T cell survival and proliferation as co-stimulatory signals from 

CD28 are crucial for these events. Thus, the use of receptor domains with completely 

characterised structures and interactions could help alleviate some of the 

unpredictability associated with such therapeutics. 
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Appendix A – Gene and DNA oligonucleotide 

sequences  

A.1 Gene sequences 

A.1.1 Full length mouse HyHEL10 mIgM heavy chain 

atgatggtgttaagtcttctgtacctgttgacagcccttccgggtatcctgtcagacgt
gcagcttcaggagtcaggacctagcctcgtgaaaccttctcagactctgtccctcacct
gttctgtcactggcgactccatcaccagtgattattggagctggatacggaaattccca
gggaatagacttgagtacatggggtacgtaagctacagtggtagcacgtactacaatcc
atctctcaaaagtcgaatctccatcactcgagacacatccaagaatcagtactatctgg
acctgaattctgtgactactgaggacacagccacatattactgtgcaaactgggacggt
gattactggggccaagggactctggtcactgtctccgcggagagtcagtccttcccaaa
tgtcttccccctcgtctcctgcgagagccccctgtctgataagaatctggtggccatgg
gctgcctggcccgggacttcctgcccagcaccatttccttcacctggaactaccagaac
aacactgaagtcatccagggtatcagaaccttcccaacactgaggacagggggcaagta
cctagccacctcgcaggtgttgctgtctcccaagagcatccttgaaggttcagatgaat
acctggtatgcaaaatccactacggaggcaaaaacaaagatctgcatgtgcccattcca
gctgtcgcagagatgaaccccaatgtaaatgtgttcgtcccaccacgggatggcttctc
tggccctgcaccacgcaagtctaaactcatctgcgaggccacgaacttcactccaaaac
cgatcacagtatcctggctaaaggatgggaagctcgtggaatctggcttcaccacagat
ccggtgaccatcgagaacaaaggctccacaccccaaacctacaaggtcataagcacact
taccatctctgaaatcgactggctgaacctgaatgtgtacacctgccgtgtggatcaca
ggggtctcaccttcttgaagaacgtgtcctccacatgtgctgccagtccctccacagac
atcctaaccttcaccatccccccctcctttgccgacatcttcctcagcaagtccgctaa
cctgacctgtctggtctcaaacctggcaacctatgaaaccctgaatatctcctgggctt
ctcaaagtggtgaaccactggaaaccaaaattaaaatcatggaaagccatcccaatggc
accttcagtgctaagggtgtggctagtgtttgtgtggaagactggaataacaggaagga
atttgtgtgtactgtgactcacagggatctgccttcaccacagaagaaattcatctcaa
aacccaatgaggtgcacaaacatccacctgctgtgtacctgctgccaccagctcgtgag
caactgaacctgagggagtcagccacagtcacctgcctggtgaagggcttctctcctgc
agacatcagtgtgcagtggcttcagagagggcaactcttgccccaagagaagtatgtga
ccagtgccccgatgccagagcctggggccccaggcttctactttacccacagcatcctg
actgtgacagaggaggaatggaactccggagagacctatacctgtgttgtaggccacga
ggccctgccacacctggtgaccgagaggaccgtggacaagtccactgagggggaggtga
atgctgaggaggaaggctttgagaacctgtggaccactgcctccaccttcatcgtcctc
ttcctcctgagcctcttctacagcaccaccgtcaccctgttcaaggtgaaaggatccgg
cgactacaaggacgacgacgacaagtag 

A.1.2 Truncated CH2-4 mouse HyHEL10 mIgM heavy chain 

ATGGTACCGTGCACGCTGCTCCTGCTGTTGGCGGCCGCCCTGGCTCCGACTCAGACCCG
CGCGgtcgcagagatgaaccccaatgtaaatgtgttcgtcccaccacgggatggcttct
ctggccctgcaccacgcaagtctaaactcatctgcgaggccacgaacttcactccaaaa
ccgatcacagtatcctggctaaaggatgggaagctcgtggaatctggcttcaccacaga
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tccggtgaccatcgagaacaaaggctccacaccccaaacctacaaggtcataagcacac
ttaccatctctgaaatcgactggctgaacctgaatgtgtacacctgccgtgtggatcac
aggggtctcaccttcttgaagaacgtgtcctccacatgtgctgccagtccctccacaga
catcctaaccttcaccatccccccctcctttgccgacatcttcctcagcaagtccgcta
acctgacctgtctggtctcaaacctggcaacctatgaaaccctgaatatctcctgggct
tctcaaagtggtgaaccactggaaaccaaaattaaaatcatggaaagccatcccaatgg
caccttcagtgctaagggtgtggctagtgtttgtgtggaagactggaataacaggaagg
aatttgtgtgtactgtgactcacagggatctgccttcaccacagaagaaattcatctca
aaacccaatgaggtgcacaaacatccacctgctgtgtacctgctgccaccagctcgtga
gcaactgaacctgagggagtcagccacagtcacctgcctggtgaagggcttctctcctg
cagacatcagtgtgcagtggcttcagagagggcaactcttgccccaagagaagtatgtg
accagtgccccgatgccagagcctggggccccaggcttctactttacccacagcatcct
gactgtgacagaggaggaatggaactccggagagacctatacctgtgttgtaggccacg
aggccctgccacacctggtgaccgagaggaccgtggacaagtccactgagggggaggtg
aatgctgaggaggaaggctttgagaacctgtggaccactgcctccaccttcatcgtcct
cttcctcctgagcctcttctacagcaccaccgtcaccctgttcaaggtgaaaggatccg
gcgactacaaggacgacgacgacaagtag 

A.1.3 Mouse HyHEL10 mIgM k light chain 

Atggttttcacacctcagatacttggacttatgcttttttggatttcagcctccagagg
tgatattgtgctaactcagtctccagccaccctgtctgtgactccaggaaatagcgtca
gtctttcctgcagggccagccaaagtattggcaacaacctacactggtatcaacaaaaa
tcacatgagtctccaaggcttctcatcaagtatgcttcccagtccatctctgggatacc
ctccaggttcagtggcagtggatcagggacagatttcactctcagtatcaacagtgtgg
agactgaagattttggaatgtatttctgtcaacagagtaacagctggccgtacacgttc
ggaggggggaccaagctggaaataaagcgcgctgatgctgcaccaactgtatccatctt
cccaccatccagtgagcagttaacatctggaggtgcctcagtcgtgtgcttcttgaaca
acttctaccccaaagacatcaatgtcaagtggaagattgatggcagtgaacgacaaaat
ggcgtcctgaacagttggactgatcaggacagcaaagacagcacctacagcatgagcag
caccctcacgttgaccaaggacgagtatgaacgacataacagctatacctgtgaggcca
ctcacaagacatcaacttcacccattgtcaagagcttcaacaggaatgagtgttag 

A.1.4 Mouse CD79A 

atgccagggggtctagaagccctcagagccctgcctctcctcctcttcttgtcatacgc
ctgtttgggtcccggatgccaggccctgcgggtagaagggggtccaccatccctgacgg
tgaacttgggcgaggaggcccgcctcacctgtgaaaacaatggcaggaaccctaatatc
acatggtggttcagccttcagtctaacatcacatggcccccagtgccactgggtcctgg
ccagggtaccacaggccagctgttcttccccgaagtaaacaagaaccacaggggcttgt
actggtgccaagtgatagaaaacaacatattaaaacgctcctgtggtacttacctccgc
gtgcgcaatccagtccctaggcccttcctggacatgggggaaggtaccaagaaccgcat
catcacagcagaagggatcatcttgctgttctgtgcagtggtgccagggacgctgctgc
tattcaggaaacggtggcaaaatgagaagtttggggtggacatgccagatgactatgaa
gatgaaaatctctatgagggcctgaaccttgatgactgttctatgtatgaggacatctc
caggggactccagggcacctaccaggatgtgggcaacctccacattggagatgccCagc
tggaaaagccaggatccgacgagaagaccaccggctggaggggcggccacgtgGtggag
ggcctggccggcgagctggagcagctgagggccaggctggagcaccacccccagGgcca
gagggagcccagcagcagcggcggcagcaagctgggctga 
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A.1.5 Mouse CD79B 

Atggccacactggtgctgtcttccatgccctgccactggctgttgttcctgctgctgct
cttctcaggtgagccggtaccagcaatgacaagcagtgacctgccactgaatttccaag
gaagcccttgttcccagatctggcagcacccgaggtttgcagccaaaaagcggagctcc
atggtgaagtttcactgctacacaaaccactcaggtgcactgacctggttccgaaagcg
agggagccagcagccccaggaactggtctcagaagagggacgcattgtgcagacccaga
atggctctgtctacaccctcactatccaaaacatccagtacgaggataatggtatctac
ttctgcaagcagaaatgtgacagcgccaaccataatgtcaccgacagctgtggcacgga
acttctagtcttaggattcagcacgttggaccaactgaagcggcggaacacactgaaag
atggcattatcttgatccagaccctcctcatcatcctcttcatcattgtgcccatcttc
ctgctacttgacaaggatgacggcaaggctgggatggaggaagatcacacctatgaggg
cttgaacattgaccagacagccacctatgaagacatagtgactcttcggacaggggagg
taaagtggtcggtaggagagcatccaggccaggaacatccaggccaggaaggatccggc
tacccctacgacgtgcccgactacgccTAG 

A.1.6 pIVT vector 

The backbone vector for the IVT constructs was pSP64 (Figure A.1) with a GS or GSG 

linker, affinity tags (hemagglutinin (HA), streptavidin-binding peptide (SBP) or FLAG) and 

poly(A) tail C-terminal to the BamHI site (which encodes the GS of the GSG linker). 

Inserts were cloned into the vector between the HindIII and BamHI sites with an N-

terminal Kozak sequence (gccgccacc).  

 

Figure A.1 pSP64 vector map from Promega. 
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pSP64 sequence: 

GAATACAAGCTTGGGCTGCAGGTCGACTCTAGAGGATCCCCGGGCGAGCTCCCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAACCGAATTCGTAATCATGTCATAGCTGTTTCCTGTGTGAAATTGTTATCCGCTCACAA
TTCCACACAACATACGAGCCGGAAGCATAAAGTGTAAAGCCTGGGGTGCCTAATGAGTGAGCTAACTCAC
ATTAATTGCGTTGCGCTCACTGCCCGCTTTCCAGTCGGGAAACCTGTCGTGCCAGCTGCATTAATGAATC
GGCCAACGCGCGGGGAGAGGCGGTTTGCGTATTGGGCGCTCTTCCGCTTCCTCGCTCACTGACTCGCTGC
GCTCGGTCGTTCGGCTGCGGCGAGCGGTATCAGCTCACTCAAAGGCGGTAATACGGTTATCCACAGAATC
AGGGGATAACGCAGGAAAGAACATGTGAGCAAAAGGCCAGCAAAAGGCCAGGAACCGTAAAAAGGCCGCG
TTGCTGGCGTTTTTCCATAGGCTCCGCCCCCCTGACGAGCATCACAAAAATCGACGCTCAAGTCAGAGGT
GGCGAAACCCGACAGGACTATAAAGATACCAGGCGTTTCCCCCTGGAAGCTCCCTCGTGCGCTCTCCTGT
TCCGACCCTGCCGCTTACCGGATACCTGTCCGCCTTTCTCCCTTCGGGAAGCGTGGCGCTTTCTCATAGC
TCACGCTGTAGGTATCTCAGTTCGGTGTAGGTCGTTCGCTCCAAGCTGGGCTGTGTGCACGAACCCCCCG
TTCAGCCCGACCGCTGCGCCTTATCCGGTAACTATCGTCTTGAGTCCAACCCGGTAAGACACGACTTATC
GCCACTGGCAGCAGCCACTGGTAACAGGATTAGCAGAGCGAGGTATGTAGGCGGTGCTACAGAGTTCTTG
AAGTGGTGGCCTAACTACGGCTACACTAGAAGAACAGTATTTGGTATCTGCGCTCTGCTGAAGCCAGTTA
CCTTCGGAAAAAGAGTTGGTAGCTCTTGATCCGGCAAACAAACCACCGCTGGTAGCGGTGGTTTTTTTGT
TTGCAAGCAGCAGATTACGCGCAGAAAAAAAGGATCTCAAGAAGATCCTTTGATCTTTTCTACGGGGTCT
GACGCTCAGTGGAACGAAAACTCACGTTAAGGGATTTTGGTCATGAGATTATCAAAAAGGATCTTCACCT
AGATCCTTTTAAATTAAAAATGAAGTTTTAAATCAATCTAAAGTATATATGAGTAAACTTGGTCTGACAG
TTACCAATGCTTAATCAGTGAGGCACCTATCTCAGCGATCTGTCTATTTCGTTCATCCATAGTTGCCTGA
CTCCCCGTCGTGTAGATAACTACGATACGGGAGGGCTTACCATCTGGCCCCAGTGCTGCAATGATACCGC
GAGACCCACGCTCACCGGCTCCAGATTTATCAGCAATAAACCAGCCAGCCGGAAGGGCCGAGCGCAGAAG
TGGTCCTGCAACTTTATCCGCCTCCATCCAGTCTATTAATTGTTGCCGGGAAGCTAGAGTAAGTAGTTCG
CCAGTTAATAGTTTGCGCAACGTTGTTGCCATTGCTACAGGCATCGTGGTGTCACGCTCGTCGTTTGGTA
TGGCTTCATTCAGCTCCGGTTCCCAACGATCAAGGCGAGTTACATGATCCCCCATGTTGTGCAAAAAAGC
GGTTAGCTCCTTCGGTCCTCCGATCGTTGTCAGAAGTAAGTTGGCCGCAGTGTTATCACTCATGGTTATG
GCAGCACTGCATAATTCTCTTACTGTCATGCCATCCGTAAGATGCTTTTCTGTGACTGGTGAGTACTCAA
CCAAGTCATTCTGAGAATAGTGTATGCGGCGACCGAGTTGCTCTTGCCCGGCGTCAATACGGGATAATAC
CGCGCCACATAGCAGAACTTTAAAAGTGCTCATCATTGGAAAACGTTCTTCGGGGCGAAAACTCTCAAGG
ATCTTACCGCTGTTGAGATCCAGTTCGATGTAACCCACTCGTGCACCCAACTGATCTTCAGCATCTTTTA
CTTTCACCAGCGTTTCTGGGTGAGCAAAAACAGGAAGGCAAAATGCCGCAAAAAAGGGAATAAGGGCGAC
ACGGAAATGTTGAATACTCATACTCTTCCTTTTTCAATATTATTGAAGCATTTATCAGGGTTATTGTCTC
ATGAGCGGATACATATTTGAATGTATTTAGAAAAATAAACAAATAGGGGTTCCGCGCACATTTCCCCGAA
AAGTGCCACCTGACGTCTAAGAAACCATTATTATCATGACATTAACCTATAAAAATAGGCGTATCACGAG
GCCCTTTCGTCTCGCGCGTTTCGGTGATGACGGTGAAAACCTCTGACACATGCAGCTCCCGGAGACGGTC
ACAGCTTGTCTGTAAGCGGATGCCGGGAGCAGACAAGCCCGTCAGGGCGCGTCAGCGGGTGTTGGCGGGT
GTCGGGGCTGGCTTAACTATGCGGCATCAGAGCAGATTGTACTGAGAGTGCACCATTCGACGCTCTCCCT
TATGCGACTCCTGCATTAGGAAGCAGCCCAGTAGTAGGTTGAGGCCGTTGAGCACCGCCGCCGCAAGGAA
TGGTGCATGCAAGGAGATGGCGCCCAACAGTCCCCCGGCCACGGGGCCTGCCACCATACCCACGCCGAAA
CAAGCGCTCATGAGCCCGAAGTGGCGAGCCCGATCTTCCCCATCGGTGATGTCGGCGATATAGGCGCCAG
CAACCGCACCTGTGGCGCCGGTGATGCCGGCCACGATGCGTCCGGCGTAGAGGATCTGGCTAGCGATGAC
CCTGCTGATTGGTTCGCTGACCATTTCCGGGTGCGGGACGGCGTTACCAGAAACTCAGAAGGTTCGTCCA
ACCAAACCGACTCTGACGGCAGTTTACGAGAGAGATGATAGGGTCTGCTTCAGTAAGCCAGATGCTACAC
AATTAGGCTTGTACATATTGTCGTTAGAACGCGGCTACAATTAATACATAACCTTATGTATCATACACAT
ACGATTTAGGTGACACTATA 
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A.2 DNA Oligonucleotides 

Starred (*) constructs were generated by standard PCR and the others by quick-change 

PCR. 

Table A.1 Primers 

 
Primers 

Forward Reverse 

WT CD79s from total B cell cDNA 

CD79A* gatctgaagcttgccgccaccatgccagggggtctagaagccc ctcgccggatcctggcttttccagctgggc 

CD79B* 
gatctgaagcttgccgccaccatggccacactggtgctgtcttccatg

ccc 

gtagccggatccttcctggcctggatgctctcctaccg 

mIg cysteine mutants 

C327S aagaacgtgtcctccacatctgctgccagtccctccaca tgtggagggactggcagcagatgtggaggacacgttctt 

C404S aagggtgtggctagtgtttctgtggaagactggaataac gttattccagtcttccacagaaacactagccacaccctt 

 GCTGTTGGCGGCCGCCCTGGCTCCGACTCAGACCCG
CGCGgtcgcagagatgaacccc 

GGGCTCAAAATGTTCTTTACGATGCCTATC 

L1C Gaggaggaaggctttgagaactgttggaccactgcctccaccttc gaaggtggaggcagtggtccaacagttctcaaagccttcctcctC 
 

W2C Ggaggaaggctttgagaacctgtgtaccactgcctccaccttcatcg cgatgaaggtggaggcagtggtacacaggttctcaaagccttcctcC 

T3C Ggaaggctttgagaacctgtggtgtactgcctccaccttcatcgtcc ggacgatgaaggtggaggcagtacaccacaggttctcaaagccttcC 

T4C Ggctttgagaacctgtggacctgtgcctccaccttcatcgtcctc gaggacgatgaaggtggaggcacaggtccacaggttctcaaagcC 

A5C Ggctttgagaacctgtggaccacttgctccaccttcatcgtcctcttc
c 

ggaagaggacgatgaaggtggagcaagtggtccacaggttctcaaagcC 

S6C GagaacctgtggaccactgcctgcaccttcatcgtcctcttcCtcc ggaGgaagaggacgatgaaggtgcaggcagtggtccacaggttctC 

T7C GaacctgtggaccactgcctcctgcttcatcgtcctcttcCtcctg caggaGgaagaggacgatgaagcaggaggcagtggtccacaggttC 

F8C Tggaccactgcctccacctgcatcgtcctcttcctcctg caggaggaagaggacgatgcaggtggaggcagtggtccA 

I9C ggaccactgcctccaccttctgcgtcctcttcctcctgagcc ggctcaggaggaagaggacgcagaaggtggaggcagtggtcc 

V10C CcactgcctccaccttcatctgcctcttcCtcctgagcctcttc gaagaggctcaggaGgaagaggcagatgaaggtggaggcagtgG 

L11C CtgcctccaccttcatcgtctgcttcCtcctgagcctcttctac gtagaagaggctcaggaGgaagcagacgatgaaggtggaggcaG 

F12C GcctccaccttcatcgtcctctgcCtcctgagcctcttctacagc gctgtagaagaggctcaggaGgcagaggacgatgaaggtggaggC 

L13C Ccaccttcatcgtcctcttctgcctgagcctcttctacagcacc ggtgctgtagaagaggctcaggcagaagaggacgatgaaggtgG 

L14C CcttcatcgtcctcttcCtctgtagcctcttctacagcaccaccg cggtggtgctgtagaagaggctacagaGgaagaggacgatgaagG 

S15C catcgtcctcttcctcctgtgcctcttctacagcaccacc ggtggtgctgtagaagaggcacaggaggaagaggacgatg 

L16C CatcgtcctcttcCtcctgagctgcttctacagcaccaccgtcaccc gggtgacggtggtgctgtagaagcagctcaggaGgaagaggacgatG 

F17C CgtcctcttcCtcctgagcctctgctacagcaccaccgtcaccc gggtgacggtggtgctgtagcagaggctcaggaGgaagaggacG 

Y18C CctcttcCtcctgagcctcttctgcagcaccaccgtcaccctgttc gaacagggtgacggtggtgctgcagaagaggctcaggaGgaagagG 

S19C cctcctgagcctcttctactgcaccaccgtcaccctgttc gaacagggtgacggtggtgcagtagaagaggctcaggagg 

T20C cCtcctgagcctcttctacagctgcaccgtcaccctgttcaaggtg caccttgaacagggtgacggtgcagctgtagaagaggctcaggaGg 

T21C Cctgagcctcttctacagcacctgcgtcaccctgttcaaggtgaaag
g 

cctttcaccttgaacagggtgacgcaggtgctgtagaagaggctcagG 

V22C Gcctcttctacagcaccacctgcaccctgttcaaggtgaaagg cctttcaccttgaacagggtgcaggtggtgctgtagaagaggC 

T23C Gcctcttctacagcaccaccgtctgcctgttcaaggtgaaaggatcc ggatcctttcaccttgaacaggcagacggtggtgctgtagaagaggC 

L24C Cttctacagcaccaccgtcacctgtttcaaggtgaaaggatccgg ccggatcctttcaccttgaaacaggtgacggtggtgctgtagaaG 

F25C Cagcaccaccgtcaccctgtgcaaggtgaaaggatccggcg cgccggatcctttcaccttgcacagggtgacggtggtgctG 

K26C* gatctgAagcttgccgccaccatg ccttgtagtcgccggatcctttcacacagaacagggtgaCggtggtgc 

V27C* gatctgAagcttgccgccaccatg gtagtcgccggatcctttacacttgaacagggtgaCggtgg 

K28C* gatctgAagcttgccgccaccatg ccttgtagtcgccggatccacacaccttgaacagggtgaCgg 

  

CH2-CH4* 

Construct 
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mIg polar network mutants 

Y18F*  gatctgAagcttgccgccaccatg gtcgccggatcctttcaccttgaacagggtgaCggtggtgctgaagaagaggctcaggaggaag 

S19A* gatctgAagcttgccgccaccatg gtcgccggatcctttcaccttgaacagggtgacggtggtggcgtagaagaggctcaggag 

T23V* gatctgAagcttgccgccaccatg gtcgccggatcctttcaccttgaacaggacgaCggtggtgctgtagaagaggc 

Y18F 
S19A 

gatctgAagcttgccgccaccatg gtcgccggatcctttcaccttgaacagggtgaCggtggtggcgaagaagaggctcaggaggaag 

S19A 
T23V* 

gatctgAagcttgccgccaccatg gtcgccggatcctttcaccttgaacaggacgacggtggtggcgtagaag 

Y18F 
T23V* 

gatctgAagcttgccgccaccatg gtcgccggatcctttcaccttgaacaggacgaCggtggtgctgaagaag 

Y18F 
S19A 
T23V* 

gatctgAagcttgccgccaccatg gtcgccggatcctttcaccttgaacaggacgaCggtggtggcgaagaag 

S15A ccttcatcgtcctcttcctcctggccctcttctacagcaccaccg Cggtggtgctgtagaagagggccaggaggaagaggacgatgaagg 
S15A on 
Y18F 

Ccttcatcgtcctcttcctcctggccctcttcttcagcaccaccg cggtggtgctgaagaagagggccaggaggaagaggacgatgaagG 

S15A on 
S19A 

Ccttcatcgtcctcttcctcctggccctcttctacgccaccaccg cggtggtggcgtagaagagggccaggaggaagaggacgatgaagG 

S15A on 
Y18F 
S19A 

Ccttcatcgtcctcttcctcctggccctcttcttcgccaccaccg cggtggtggcgaagaagagggccaggaggaagaggacgatgaagG 

CD79A cysteine mutants 

C149S gggatcatcttgctgttctctgcagtggtgccagggacgc gcgtccctggcaccactgcagagaacagcaagatgatccc 
I138C gggaaggtaccaagaaccgctgcatcacagcagaagggatc gatcccttctgctgtgatgcagcggttcttggtaccttccc 
I139C ggtaccaagaaccgcatctgcacagcagaagggatcatc gatgatcccttctgctgtgcagatgcggttcttggtacc 
T140C ggtaccaagaaccgcatcatctgtgcagaagggatcatcttgc gcaagatgatcccttctgcacagatgatgcggttcttggtacc 
A141C ccaagaaccgcatcatcacatgtgaagggatcatcttgctg cagcaagatgatcccttcacatgtgatgatgcggttcttgg 
E142C gaaccgcatcatcacagcatgtgggatcatcttgctgttc gaacagcaagatgatcccacatgctgtgatgatgcggttc 
C149S 
G143C  

ccgcatcatcacagcagaatgcatcatcttgctgttctctgc gcagagaacagcaagatgatgcattctgctgtgatgatgcgg 

C149S 
I144C 

gcatcatcacagcagaagggtgcatcttgctgttctctgcag ctgcagagaacagcaagatgcacccttctgctgtgatgatgc 

C149S 
I145C 

catcacagcagaagggatctgcttgctgttctctgcagtgg ccactgcagagaacagcaagcagatcccttctgctgtgatg 

C149S 
L146C 

cacagcagaagggatcatctgcctgttctctgcagtggtgc gcaccactgcagagaacaggcagatgatcccttctgctgtg 

C149S 
L147C 

gcagaagggatcatcttgtgcttctctgcagtggtgccagg cctggcaccactgcagagaagcacaagatgatcccttctgc 

C149S 
F148C  

gaagggatcatcttgctgtgctctgcagtggtgccaggg ccctggcaccactgcagagcacagcaagatgatcccttc 

 C149S 
A150C 

ggatcatcttgctgttctcttgtgtggtgccagggacgctgc gcagcgtccctggcaccacacaagagaacagcaagatgatcc 

C149S 
V151C 

catcttgctgttctctgcatgcgtgccagggacgctgctgc gcagcagcgtccctggcacgcatgcagagaacagcaagatg 

C149S 
V152C 

cttgctgttctctgcagtgtgcccagggacgctgctgctattc gaatagcagcagcgtccctgggcacactgcagagaacagcaag 

C149S 
P153C 

gctgttctctgcagtggtgtgtgggacgctgctgctattc gaatagcagcagcgtcccacacaccactgcagagaacagc 

C149S 
G154C 

gttctctgcagtggtgccatgCacgctgctgctattcagg cctgaatagcagcagcgtGcatggcaccactgcagagaac 

C149S 
T155C 

ctctgcagtggtgccagggtgcctgctgctattcaggaaacg cgtttcctgaatagcagcaggcaccctggcaccactgcagag 

L156C gcagtggtgccagggacgtgcctgctattcaggaaacgg ccgtttcctgaatagcaggcacgtccctggcaccactgc 
C149S 
L157C 

gtggtgccagggacgctgtgcctattcaggaaacggtggc gccaccgtttcctgaataggcacagcgtccctggcaccac 

L158C ggtgccagggacgctgctgtgcttcaggaaacggtggcaaaatg cattttgccaccgtttcctgaagcacagcagcgtccctggcacc 
F159C gccagggacgctgctgctatgcaggaaacggtggcaaaatg cattttgccaccgtttcctgcatagcagcagcgtccctggc 

CD79B cysteine mutants 
G159C gcggaacacactgaaagattgcattatcttgatccagaccc gggtctggatcaagataatgcaatctttcagtgtgttccgc 
I160C ggaacacactgaaagatggctgtatcttgatccagaccctcc ggagggtctggatcaagatacagccatctttcagtgtgttcc 
I161C cacactgaaagatggcatttgcttgatccagaccctcctc gaggagggtctggatcaagcaaatgccatctttcagtgtg 
L162C ctgaaagatggcattatctgcatccagaccctcctcatc gatgaggagggtctggatgcagataatgccatctttcag 
I163C gaaagatggcattatcttgtgccagaccctcctcatcatcc ggatgatgaggagggtctggcacaagataatgccatctttc 
Q164C gatggcattatcttgatctgcaccctcctcatcatcctc gaggatgatgaggagggtgcagatcaagataatgccatc 
T165C ggcattatcttgatccagtgcctcctcatcatcctcttc gaagaggatgatgaggaggcactggatcaagataatgcc 
L166C gcattatcttgatccagacctgcctcatcatcctcttcatc gatgaagaggatgatgaggcaggtctggatcaagataatgc 
L167C cattatcttgatccagaccctctgcatcatcctcttcatcattg caatgatgaagaggatgatgcagagggtctggatcaagataatg 
I168C cttgatccagaccctcctctgcatcctcttcatcattgtgc gcacaatgatgaagaggatgcagaggagggtctggatcaag 
I169C gatccagaccctcctcatctgcctcttcatcattgtgccc gggcacaatgatgaagaggcagatgaggagggtctggatc 
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L170C ccagaccctcctcatcatctgcttcatcattgtgcccatc gatgggcacaatgatgaagcagatgatgaggagggtctgg 
F171C gaccctcctcatcatcctctgcatcattgtgcccatcttcc ggaagatgggcacaatgatgcagaggatgatgaggagggtc 
I172C cctcctcatcatcctcttctgcattgtgcccatcttcctgc gcaggaagatgggcacaatgcagaagaggatgatgaggagg 
I173C cctcatcatcctcttcatctgtgtgcccatcttcctgctac gtagcaggaagatgggcacacagatgaagaggatgatgagg 
V174C catcatcctcttcatcatttgccccatcttcctgctacttg caagtagcaggaagatggggcaaatgatgaagaggatgatg 
P175C catcctcttcatcattgtgtgcatcttcctgctacttgac gtcaagtagcaggaagatgcacacaatgatgaagaggatg 
I176C cctcttcatcattgtgccctgcttcctgctacttgacaagg ccttgtcaagtagcaggaagcagggcacaatgatgaagagg 
F177C cttcatcattgtgcccatctgcctgctacttgacaaggatg catccttgtcaagtagcaggcagatgggcacaatgatgaag 
L178C catcattgtgcccatcttctgcctacttgacaaggatgacg cgtcatccttgtcaagtaggcagaagatgggcacaatgatg 
L179C cattgtgcccatcttcctgtgtcttgacaaggatgacggc gccgtcatccttgtcaagacacaggaagatgggcacaatg 
L180C gtgcccatcttcctgctatgtgacaaggatgacggcaagg ccttgccgtcatccttgtcacatagcaggaagatgggcac 
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Appendix B – mIg TMD CζY18-CβT23 distances 

over the explicit simulations  
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